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tip 

The synthesis of hydrazine from aaeoaia at a pressure of 

10 torr has been studied in two types of glow discharge reactors, 

visa a crossed discharge reactor and a beam scanning reactor. These 

reactors were developed in an attempt to eliminate the problems 

associated with beam constriction phenomena. A limited amount of 

work was carried out with the first reactor and *en it became 

apparent that it had no real advantages, it was abandoned in favour 

of the beam scanning reactor. The latter has now been studied in 

depth using both continuous and pulsed DC power supplies. It has been 

found that both hydrasine formation and ýia conversion are improved 

by beam scacmiag. Under certain conditions, the effects of operating 

variables say be described through two parameters; the product of the 

discharge current and sea: residence time in the continuous discharge 

and the pulse number in the pulsed discharge. Decreasing values of 

these parameters are associated with an increasing efficiency of 

hydraeins production. 
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1. Q. INTROwcTION. 

L. 1. G aer 1. 

For more than a hundred years the phenomenon of electric 

discharges has been the subject of extensive study and as a consequence 

voluminous literature has accumulated. Most of this cork, however, has 

been dedicated to the atomic and subatomic phenomena but nevertheless 

some of it was directed towards the development of a commercial method of 

chemical synthesis using non disruptive electrical discharges. Ozone 

production on a commercial scale was the only breakthrough provided by 

this new technique of chemical synthesis. The failure to utilize this 

technique 'in other processes was mainly due to the complexity of the 

discharge reactions and the insufficient data available to assess the 

effect of operational variables on the yield of the desired products. 

Another and more serious problem was that, the me ntfacture of the 

appropriate electrical generating equipment ras in its infancy. Despite 

this declining attitude, resurgence of interest emmMod especially after 

the Second World War, oha there was an increasing demand for the commercial 

production of a large range of specialised chemicals that could not be made 

readily by conventional methods. This sophistication of chemical 

technology has led to the necessity of synthesis and product fabrication 

by some means other than the conventional methods. The gas discharge 

appeared to have more attractive commercial potentiality than most of 

the other novel synthesis tectmtques. This is because the energy 

required for chemical activation could readily and quite efficiently 

be supplied by electric power of varying natures in contrast to other 
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radiation methods such as ultraviolet radiation or radioisotopaa 

which are by comparison, very ouch sirs expsnsivs as far as orgy 

charges are concur i, swo UNUOR they my be am Selective 
) 

At present the cost of thszaei 01"rgy is cheaper the that of 

electrical anargy and one can argue that it is mori beneficial to use 

the conventional methods of chemical synthesis thaw the sophisticated 

and slightly more aspensivs technique of gays discharges. But, it is 

worthwhile noticing that the development of the broader atonic reactor 

is goia to cut the cost of electrical generation quits cor sidarably 
S2) 

lt therefore follows that over the years ahead processes based on 

electrical allergy utilisation are going to be in a more competitive 

position. 

Gas-pis discharge synthesis has mother fasters of interest 

over co vmmtioaal tscc ss. and this is the possibility of pxod»ctng 

coi ounds which are more reactive than their starting satorials 

e. g. hydrasiw fron asoooia, *some from. ONWW and igrdrsgas peroxide 

from rater. Those are relatively difficult processes for conventional 

method& and are indeed not easy in the aas discharge, the reason betut 

that east aas dischar" reactions proceed to completion in one stags 

In the dis barge is contrast to the M&Itistags ps+oaess said in May 

conventional chemical synthesis, sad as such the products famed an 

liable to dsstxuatien by the action of the discharge. lort+matalyt 

it now appears possible to aIniaiaa this affect by the correct 

manipulation of operating variables, Mother drawback of the gas 

discharge is the incapability of reaction selectivity Wdch will result 

is a spectrum of products and hoses mincing domstsw purification a 

psobloa. Again currant developments have slsous that reaction 
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selectivity cn be obtained by the correct choice of operating 
(3) 

variables. 

It follaau fray the trirep3og ar$i t that the tapetas 

for the current gas-phase el, octrochemical rosoarch ws inwvftsble. 

This interest has also been t iggoveä by the coasasrciai ric"so of 

liquid pbaso teclmtquos such as the industrial application of thv 

liquid-pbasa electrolytic process for UM production of säip=itriis 

from acrylonitrils in the uyton proc. u 
4?. 

i-2t 3312 L K§gM rta. 

A gas is its nor al friss is alsast a perfect insulator and 

in every day life is vidsly nail as suCho L rn, WM an electric 

field of azfficiOnt intensity is utabliab d bates two electrodes, 

the gas can bacon a conductor and the traaaition fray an insuLa 

to an ale ost completely cooductthg state is called the electric 

brute or as discMgs reason for this au ddan dissopttoo 

is due to the build up of cbsrdod opftios In tdw region nhtcb will 

. v. etvally asks tht cosiretioa of electricity possible. The d. tsiled 

pbyslas of the pto cssssr LaYolwd Is the ioitLatL*a sod aWL&tmmme of 

this dL. cbsq. irr very amb captiaatad & ad this r"s has b. 

ab sdoard. Vor fartbsa s ady so.. szeollontt texts such as 'SON aGEL'8(6) 

and otb. ra(7'8) viii be rsca isii. 

to my &s dim the prim agmt supa wibl. for met of 

these pes"" to the sl ctsoa. It tt saws tim arp tron an 

aloctricsl pwar amply to the W. p o&csa Lens istek espas is tos 

Los ebistxy, Sod It 4=itu aslscslrs Ad" will disswAate to teat 

tlw fis raiicais tram s orißtusts the ahsmicsl than praesssu. 
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The transfer of enemy takes dace through collisions 

b. twccn the electrons and the as molecules. There are two types 

of collisions which an electron can undergo, elastic and inelastic. 

in elastic collision is one in which there are no changes of energy 

in the colliding particles, only electron scattering will result. 

An inelastic collision on the other hand, involves in addition to 

electron scattering changes in the energy of the gas molecule and 

usually leaves the latter in some form of excitation. The mode of 

excitation resulting as a consequence of this collision will be 

dictated by the energy of the impacting electron. 

In a discharge the electron energy usually follows a 

distribution similar to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution but the exact 

nature of this is still the subject of some controversy(7'9) , It 

usually concentrates around a mean value which depends on the field 

strength, gas pressure and collisional cross-section. The value of 

this mean energy is usually less than the ionization threshold. It 

therefore follows that there are relatively few electrons in the 

diminishing tail of the distribution function that are able to 

ionize the gas molecules. These ionization processes play an important 

role in the initiation of the discharge but their contribution to the 

chcmistry of the discharge leading to product formation is negligible. 

The electron energy distribution can, for convenience, be broken dawn 

broadly into three different energy classes depending on the origin of 

the electron. There are high energy primary electrons emitted from 

the electrodes as the result of positive ion impact, field emission at 

sharp points on electrodes, and thesmionic emission in the case of 

arc-type discharges where electrodes become strongly heated. There 
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are secondary electrons of lower eergy emitter by the gas molecules 

as they are ionised by primary collisions of the lose, 

a+ 20 +A "rrrrrrrrrrrýirl% 

bra, A Ls a asrasd state neutral mold mlo or ate.. ? base secondary 

electrons do not possess soaaa&A energy to beiss the gas, but play a 

pre m role to other activation Ana loodls to ahrical 

reaction. Finally, there are very low energy electrons iah originate 

from other secondary processes. 

For oath gas t srs it a certain thrasbbsld va"" of stoetrm 

. ®. spº Ulm , ibicb only tn. lutic colitsias occurs. tt arsrsfors 

follow that, slat* the tlw*sh lds for excitation are town that for 

Lo4isation and also the cross-aactias for . xcitatim rise rare rapidly 

isaissti*o(ll, 9s) 
with . ntrri. s above the t Olds thM do the" for 

at*ctxaau at the adods" ObiD$ tail of the distributlos f mania can be 

rr eff ctiws La pxodaaths 030*&UOa th La pfodgaio$ IMIGAU n. 

ihmer4 »du of sx itatloa s« v»stble. A »1em1s aua be reit" 

ins s+otatloaally, vtbrstioeally os slactsanieslly. Im gast 

ioportast of tbass is the vtWstLoaal saccitatia .A vibbestlo lly 

. xcit a . o2. csts or alas cooid be losis. d on fut eit stillt siect oss 

or f ., 1 ts ei fI amtd issue particles AAoss iesitstisa potmaw Is low" 

ttMs lbs escitatioe «º (Psiwl issiutiss). Hsvsver, do oast 

L ortaot causelamt wont of mtemlar awLtatiea is to disrociatin 

decay of the oaloals with a aubseqpaat fosostioa of free radicals, i. s. 

"+ As ---º "+ AD* "0+A+$...... U. 2) 

! bs this procsu to be feasible, the collidli *lectto =at bars amwV 

in raoaass of the d&ssociatios masgr. The above pneess viii be 
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followed by free radical reactions leading to product formation. 

Free radical reactions have comparatively low rate constants of 

approximately 107 - 109 lit. /mole. sec., and therefore the rate of 

neutral production is the rate of free radical reactions. 

In a gas discharge electrons produced by the foregoing 

processes must be balanced by loss mechanisms in order to keep a 

steady state condition. The most common of these electron loss 

processes is through the external circuit, in discharges with electrodes, 

though a certain amount is lost by umbipolar diffusion to the mails and 

to a lesser extent by recombination. The foremost smoag the latter 

processes is the loss of electrons by ion recombination reaction, 

viz. 

ý1- 8 e ý- AB+ VOA (1.3) .............. 

Electron-ion reactions can be strongly thsraiic and coulanbLc 

attraction bstveen the Lolls and electrons ossas the rate constants are 

as high as 1Ö 6 lÖ caa3. sac 
1 13fi1 14) Tim process is strictly 

two-body, and the rata of electron loss can be described as. 

, ý, g_a nn 
+ dt 44 ....... ....... (1.4) 

Mbere, °<d is the rate constsat. Since the plasma is very nearly 

electrically neutral, ne - n, and the rate of loss can be re-anritten 

as, 

da 
z 

d ne {1.5) ............... 
Y 

At electron densitita of around 10 0 
cap 

3 (typical of a glM diecharga)0 

the life time of as "lsctrc+n against recombination is around a millisecond. 
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At higher eractraa daasitiu *W 1012 ci 
3, 

a second 

recombination process viii be of interest sad chlor is the third-body 

rocambtnition with an e1. ctrm as the t lyd body 

" 
f-ýý 

+ rrrsr. "r. rrr"ý r5ý 

For moot Laboratory gas discharges in AUA as s, 1010 , cri 
3 

this 

process is not st , flcait. 

tmthes r cmbInatL * pieces, ich occurs so sla y at 

to be e g1tgtbte is radiative z i*ati rs, i. e., 

A+ +6 ---0-- A+ h) iý#e" 0.. a U"*I(1t7) 

Electrons can also be lost tbroiqb atmet to fora 

imigative Loma in gases for ich negative i ms exist. Three-body 

ate ti 

.+A+ D- A+ s7 "araýaaaaaaaaýifýý 

can exist at all m trsisa aid 3a rata ometaut of the ordßr 

ld-30 cm . sec "105) 
0 A. second attaebom+t process is the dissociative 

attachment of MIWAIOtr 

p+ A8 ýA#S "... ra. aSUIS 
(1.9) 

Thu proc. u vmiatly vowaxos t1w *1 ctn" to bk. l ro º of a 

fan *. V. Is GT6sr to psoe i. In SOW81 qtr rata aedftd its fW 

this psnca" COS Uraa t a$ hl6b U ißß CS3.8 a. ̀ 1 im gta"d state 

nal+rculu or could be bibs r It ! lwuaatw an v stLou. lly of 

electrouics ly 3cc#tt4. Erma with rats, of up to 107 to 
cm . oft. "; 

md a" pre" r.. of a traction of am 1% the "3ectz Ufsti . 

agciast this kind of stmt is of the ®d s of a microsecond wad 

therefore this pmw" c+ow1stsly wondisl s dissociative !m0 *1sottos 

as an electron loss rct aas. H& over t It is lnoos t it wams 

that ich a sapid pi" will dwribS rc vai of electrons. TIO 

raisin bei that Am in mast s it s iqt i tan, it is botr1 
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tightly in an atom, while in tong o nsgsUva ion the elctrm 

binding o rgy is an oirdou of gnito% loss. rroas processes 

will opaxets to dislodge the electron Iran the negativ. ion, weh 

as, 

a) pho tack Mwt, by + s7---"- B+t........... (l. lo) 

b) associative dstachmsnt, A+$ --- Al +a........... (1.11) 

c) eisctson*ta ºact a. ntis1Luttoa. a+ 37 ---- . -s + 30 ..... (L. 12) 

The mat probable of those is a sea diacbra it t associative, 

detselusnt. Per tee. Tease" the Concentration of smºtiv. lose 

in a flisaiwrp is two. 1G'i'. '['GU(=6) has ahoim that in ammonia With 

100 e. v. elect o only 0.4% of the species produced were dative 

Lone. 

11 3" 
.., 

etc Discýsn týsvL . 

The nomenclature of most slictsic dtschsr . resctots rptoY" is See 

discharge researeb iS sooodiat descriptive of the physical eaten of 

the given device Mr the pls OWS" amt forest in it, and is, 

samstiass tnflsesesä by the individual sbe was closely sssoetatsd with 

the stoly of the parties' dwtcs. For ex lo, a $16W discharge 

reactor is No In Ibla the plow slows MA the pt * to sea 

is below 20 en 1 idwross, an osonim is s device for producing os=e. 

An az th tion of the gamma" types of slactsic dttcäaxs 

dwicsa would zsv. al that teach almst vdt vt "Mum his this. 
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elements illustrated below, 

(1) (2) (3) 

POWER COUPLING PLASMA 
SUPPLY MECHANISM SNVIR i'T' 

D. C. Resistive Current level 
Pulsed D. C. Capacitive Pressure 
A, C. 2 

or pulsed Inductive Gas flow, tamp. etc. 
R. F. J boundariess solid 
Microwave liquid phases 

Electrical fields 
Magnetic fields 

Every device is sustained by an electrical source (1) through a given 

coupling mechanism (2), to a plasma with a particular environment (3). 

It is clear that this simplified picture becomes much more complicated 

if one considers the number of ways with which these three elements 

can be combined. Therefore, it is not the intention to discuss the 

classification of these devices as this has been dealt with 

elsewher*(3,17,18} Only those which I have experimented with are 

going to receive any attention. 

1.3-, 20 

This is the olmlsst form of all gas discharges. It was 
18) first studied by FARADAY between 1831 and 1835 ý At Im pressure 

(1 =a Hg) he found that the discharge consisted of glowing areas 

separated by dark spaces of the form shown in Fig. I. I. The sequence 

of these regions has been racognissd as Aston dark space, cathode layer, 

cathode dark space, negative glow, Faraday dark space, positive column, 

anode glow and finally the anode dark space. The reason for the 

nature of these dark and gloving regions lies in the fact that in the former 



Cathode 
Layer 

Cathode Dark Space 
A-iode GI_c, t:. 

Negative Glow Positive Column 
XKýX 

XXx9 

xzxx 

Aston Dark Arode Dark Space 
Space 

Faraday Dark Space 

Light 
Intensity 

ýII 

Electric II 
Field 

1r1.10 

Potential 

Positive 
Space 
Charge 
Density 

Negative 
Space 
Charge 
Density 

Total 
Current 
De: isi. Ly 

I 

I1 
iI I 

II 
I 

I 

Figure 1.1. Characteristics of a Clow Discharge- 
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electrons are being accelerated wile in the latter alectr« itpmt 

pauses ioe . taation d xcitatian of the gas 1010=J4s With the 

sub cºt jssion of light. It therefore follAr that dm to t3 m 

different characteristics of these regims it is ruble to pct 

that oevooft differ t rescuess will proceed preferentially is me 

region or other to the discharge. This has bis sham to be the 

case in the nitrog -b rduagau discharge use as saoia and hydrssi= 

era found to fom preferentially in the negative glair and positive 

column respect wly(2t1) 0 

MW pbysicsl sizes of these different r gioas depend on the 

prsssnra of the gas and the electrode separation. In the case of 

amm mia at by per (fraction of a®r 4g) the Viola of the 

discharge tobe is filled Ath the negative 91ov allila at higher 

pressures (> 10 mm "a) the positive colusn expands to practically fill 

the o o1 call. Us alas of the positiv. COUM is also eegsifLsd at 

the evvesse of the nativ, gist sod other day k Spacer sm the 

electrod. *apuati to Imres sd. For exoplop for Sworia at 

10 04 I and a1. atrods spaalag of 6.3 cm, "TAM (21) Mrs EOWA trat dw 

posttiT* caolven iss 5.0 016 It tbsrafol* follow that ffi a bydrasius 

syat ºss vit at, it will be am brraiUial to sparst. at both hi º 

pr. usrsa (sexism for SIM diva is 20 M ft) sad large disabszg. 

gap, but it silt be radioed that tbwa cowdttI s i411 astall bigh 

voltage r. gaLr is iah viii. ire turn peas a salatfit prrohisi besides 

the . "VO coot of the vwaaati «gips st. 

ýº ammmy of the eloctdcsl proper a of r glow di sge 
to awn in x. 1.1.13W mart .1 dflcmt of ! in the VWL& ioa 

is the pot tisl duos acre" this. "Ifsre*t s. I . It !s cis" 
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that most of the applied poteatial is dissipated in the cathode darts 

apace while the potential difference across the positive column is 

rather snail giving it a constant field strength of the order of a 

few volts/cm. This field is not sufficient to cruse considerable 

ionisation, indicating that ionisation is not obtained from the 

oiectro, i notion in ts direction of the field but rather frow the 

largo rondos velocity väicb the elaatsaas acquire by elastic coUlalona. 

The potential dug across the cathode dark apace is linown as the 

cathode drop at fall, and it is formt to be ps stioai to te cum at 

density(22) . 
Tb. gt w dlac sa could be opasratad in three dUfermt 

regions dep. idiag as the value of conmat. There is the subwzml 

region charsatedsed by a fall In the operstiv4I voltage as the surr. tt 

is increased, the aonal glav region 1Srs do voltage is Independý nt 

of the coxssnt,, +rd finally the absormai glow dere further thcrsara 

in cu t is Usually sae psui. d by en Increase in the eroratLas 

voltage. 'l ws transitions item ems ts$Loa to matter an sttzibutAd 

to eloctsods offsets by same(6)9 or etsctrerlem. tern imations is the 

positiv. COIANM by .r nrs(23024)a 

Is order to aaatma the a . disc stiao natura of the D. C. 

glow discharge a ba Lost resistor Ls to be connected in se*iu with 

the discharge cell. The valm of the resistor will depend on the 

o urttiamal requLt is inch as preuura, disc r" gap end Currant 

! seek and o saes fveft 2K-- to as inch as 3O'-. It is the 

pacer diss4sted in this land A leb puts the D. C. glav discharge at 

on economical ilsrI 
-r 

t. gs. 
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Isa-3. IM blUd Rac. RLA66UA. 

In this tffl of diacbarge for gas la tLsst bu .i dawn, 

a glow dtscMrga t Sweratas which will last tow a certain tim 

interval, followed by a voltage cut off. The Urcharge than decays 

electrically and chemically until the sect pulse is applied. It 

follow: that both the voltage and current will be of a rising and 

falling natura r oaact characteristics will depow on the type of 

gas used and the vast ýu er of operating variables such as pxa"uro, 

pulse duration, pulse repetition rate, peak currant. Some #ppica1 

waveforms are depicted to Fig, 1.2. 

ibs tbs psis Width ts va rLsd 1M sfffcts COW into play. 

Firstly, If the Palm* vidt o tp, is grssto rt the fora sties tlsa 

tag0 tf, than it Is paaLbla to eutaad the shoulders ts 0 vdt)wut a 

cauegwmt tiotostiso of dw wavefonw, fly, if the cut on 
time tde iß sirGºrtic tbm t1M toz'a Uve Um In$ tfe tm the peek 

voltsg+e, p, increases slightly and also the slap* of the leading sus 

of the voltage pulse Increases so as to decrees, tba riss U Lm. tr, 

without a chap in the curnat r afo . 

'! M pass diatpa sd in the p, 1. e discharge is not ctnatmt 

throu8bout 1 pupse but vests wit r. tba. so, In *nut to ca" to 

the overall ein to a put.., It Is nsc . ary to calculate t h* pow 

at every tnstm t amp tos ist tttm ein: tha gala pat« tim taking 

into acco mt the pulst decay time td. Me could be lodre efficiently 

by oscilloscopic display of the current and voltage vowfo folk d 

by gripbic*l Integration of the mq- **ion, 
T 

ZtV dt 
JO 
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using Simpsen's Rule of intsgratItoft. 

Die to the intermittent nature of the pulsed discharge, 

the running voltage Is usually higher than that for a correspondingly 

smiler direct currant discharge. This is due to the fact that at 

the b iantnt of each puls. gebe ads r of elaetraueava ilablefeu 

ionisation is much saver compared with that in a D. C. discharga, 

hence necessitating t omits ate higher potential to ender to 

produce the extra electrons oadad for discharge is tiation. It 

follow that by applying the pennt is the tones sf discreet pulse of 

abort duration at tat repetition rates, it to possibta to operate at 

a Vol"" in the vicinity of the stri potential. Za principle, 

th*nfore,, by applying the pulsed %*Awdqmw It valid be possible to 

en3 CS the axial field and then Increase the electron Now. Iwo 

is by co parties far separtas to the direct arrrest discharge bra 

variation to thrpasart r, u/p, Is only bromOt about by ei r varying 

the gas Pressures er ! reactor and elect" geometry, or the Cecil t 

density. Amothe r characteristic of the pulsed discharge Is the esse 

with Mich this «reden value of the axial electric field could he 

controlled by slop ty vasytog the pulse . ff-tier. , NWAXW cri 

UM rm(2» have . heim that the peck pmt voltage increased with 

increasing prlswfI tfoua Ustil a plateau use reeled. 

'urirr p"Lod Ama awt +iq s *u first ay t as a 

dwlca ! os ro&KAM dw go* sativauaa tdas, O"Wial7 with "stem 

do. product selectivity we larntmt, *'a. spat is sf e 

frag OM"a(U, 26). it we sot risst i. ss, that of ew 04wets of 
the poised tsc is veto sa tad 1.7ü). am of the awjmr d"Ohocke 
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of the pulsed technique, i vsr, 10 the awstrictioct of the visible 

soars, hex* priaary reaction scoot midair conditions of low puls* 

duration(27) The latter was prsferrod to long duration fron the 

chemical synthesis standpoint, especially +n the prodacts an liable 

to destruction by the action of the discharge. This co strictio 

will pose a savers problem Wm scaling up of these laboratory wits is 

to be considered for indestrfal utilisation. 

1.3.4. 'llýrrt knin 
l_I# rchsssa. 

In this type of diarharge the electric power is delivered 

through electrodes vbich are plgrsically separated fror the plasm by 

a dielectric barrier auch ae quarts. The discharge is of a obre 

miform nature and with desirable current liaitiog properties. ä, 

the co plicatias arising from spark and an build, 1911ch are 

unaamtered in conventional double electrode discharges such as the 

D. C. discharge, are elialastod. Also, äw to the abaegrce Of t tact 

between the gras and wtal electrodes, 
hier 

pact purity could be 

txprcted. 

Brtaijkm to this type of field is on. lly due to romdaminatian 

of electrom m tim cad bfr coliisioss with the Sae maioculu. If ve 

cassidar an electron maviat In as A. C. find rbicb is of the to= 

B(t) " 8a cos w to this N*wt&" lam for the electron bscansa in the 

absancs of collisions, 

$ wý 
ý jýA ý c, J t 

. rr $ to the +rccel. ration das to the field and ! 3s the cber e to euer 

ratio for t e1 ctro . lb. above oq. atien will than soiw to %Lve 
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the velocity of the electsoi as 

VM JL- 
(A. ) E© site Wt 

the sate of w orgy pick -W freaº the field i. e. the paw ro v is tbou 

given by 

22 
iý "0 By " 

4, 
r 

cos uW t stnwt 

mw 
stich, if evalustad ovas a full cycle will give sro, this iadicatit 

that tbsxe is no not transforrea of awrgy from the field to the 

electrm. This is of course a result of the fact that the applied 

field and the electron velocity are 9©° out of phase. To a lainn 

x 4W breakdown tatpur place oaa has to take into account the role of 

collisions in buildßog up the *nsray of electrons to the point ore, 

ionization can occur. An electron will be accelerated by the field 

during a portion of Its cycle and the deflected in a collision. The 

. n. rgy parallel to the electric field to thus came mA to enex 

perpendicular to the field. The field t re procoods to give the 

electrons additional seem in the direction of t field. amerv is 

therefore being pea d fron ktmtic eero of action parallel to the 

field to kinetic energy In all directions. 

! 'i. pr . ºly UMCL*tM with this tffl of fig. 

is of oscillatoly sa1uft typically ss txm 1 as to to I. 

The strikis Voltau, Vs, LOT this discharge usually dspaws an the 

tbicia4rsa and tapir of bards, "l. ct odds mop. ratimº, frequeW of tbs 
pwatr sowmay to M wsU as the na tuft of t3M gas MA Its prss. u $, P 10 
it is usually leimt tit V; lass ºaa with Iacressing bartiar mss 

aai diachsr s sapx, t its dspruiýnca an flP is meta irregw ar. 
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At frequencies uhan the transit time of charged particles 

are very short compared with the period of the field, the breakdown 

potential, V, is almost the same as in the case of *toady fields. 

As the frequency is increased, however, Vs vaudw substantially 

r-umGnat and t starts to lower when the iha1f periods of the field 

bacoi es comparable with the positive ions transit time . no 

lowcrtn of Vs is due to the incomplete removal of these ions during 

the half cycle and thus resulting in an ecawsilation of positive im 

apace cha . Purther increase is f grill not result to a degas 

is the value of V6 as the space charge will be Limited by the rate of 

loss of ions due to diffusion etc. 

At yet higher frequencies a further reduction tu d$ is 

noted when the period of the field approaches the transit tics of 

electrons. Hers, not all the electrons will be swept to the external 

circuit during half a cycle and the result will be to produce tors 

electrons and positive ions by further ionization. At very such 

higher frequencies, the period of the field will Vp%vwb the 

electron saw free t irrer ionization efficiency of the field to reduced 

and an Increase to Va n31i be expected. 

The Va -P characteristics of this type of discharge have 

the same familiar form as the Paschen Qirves for a D. C. Slow dischaqpp 

i. e. a decrease in the operating pressure will result in a lower Va 

until a minimm poftt Is seaaäW after %UcI *W forther redaction Is p 

will result 3a higher valises for Vs. At high pressures electrons will 

suffer contiaral collides with do gas aol. cu1Ms mä 44fte not acquire 

enough energy to start Ionisation, %biis at very lair preserves, 

ssatsicuoeº 1* Ionization it an to s vssy roch rsdre t collision rate 
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and also because of the ease at Wch elector will be lost by 

diffusion to the walls. 

Ons of the advantages of the barrier discharge as a 

tool for cheuical synthesis is the possibility of operating at witch 

higher pressures t1 that admitted with say a D. C. disc . 

This is a valuable proposition from an economic viewpoint since it 

is batter to operate at t ehe elevated pressures Nöaxe paaping costs 

will be magre desirable. There are several di tages associated 

with this type of discharge and the most serious Is the excessive 

dielectric heating rhich apart from being at expansive process in 

terms of power wasta$*, will s ssitate some form of efficient 

cooling. The other disadvantage IS that the operating voltage will 

be greater than normal öacaeie of + voltage drop across the barrier. 

This will only be so at the two u and of t 1w frequency band and it 

becomes leas troublesome at hier fror ies, but, unfortunately at 

these frequencies power losses from trana"ssioo lines to the 

surroundings could t for a substantial fraction of the overall 

pow" iapot to an systa. In practice, bevor, tiers is aic6 scope 

for ingemity an the part of electrical e ginesrs to overcome this 

problem. 

1.3.5.120 Ct'oa.. d his. 

'tfr cs "od dt brigs as rg nt Comprises a Low fr. qumBcy 

dtichas$+r at siebt aqLw to owe of hio f . gwwcy. lbs reactor 

as. ly can talm aw of mmqº foss am dWetnd is Fig. 1.3. 

This tarp. of di atg um first claird by WTTW(28) who 

did as acctausivo staiy on the affect of this now tocAm on by 
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Figure 1.3. Schematic Diagram of Crossed Discharge Reactors. 
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production of nitric oxide from air and was lstsr granted six 

patent's 
(29) for his up to data discovery. The crossed discharge, he 

claim d, wes as distinct frass the previously kmm types of discharges 

such as the silent discharge, spark discharge or the glow discharge ss 

each of these esse distinct fron one another. The characteristics 

and distinguishing features of the ter device wore as follows 

a) It was possible to extend the limit of the glav discharge 

characteristics up to about 350 =a i as compared with a mxfmn 

pressure of less than 20 an HS for the us4D. C. discharge. 

b) It on. a relatively cold discharge. 

c) This type of discharge showed a low powr density iw to the 

diffusion of dw discharge sums. 

d) It resulted to Madly high activation of gases and relatively 

high yields of reaction products. 

The m ies that resulted is than characteristics were 

cwt well understood and 
an 

yet not clear. Farther it was observed 

that as the differ ce in frequency of the two s=iting companesºts 

discharges, incrawwd, the b fits and characteristics, as a rut., 

became t prooouaced. 

Maut of COT'iA '$ work coo trotod an the nitric oxide/sit 

system and saws of his studies abated that met a lair truer 

diaarge (60 H=) was sielte . daily crossed with a high fzoqoawy 

discharge (! 1SI) in an assembly ! mils' to that of Tig. 1.3(a) the 

yield of nitric oxide eVveseed as hau of nitric acid/R. V. A. bv was 

as wech " 300% were On that Ids of either low or high frequency 
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discharge aloTte. He found that the energy yield of nitric oxide 

passed through a maxima with increasing percentage of high fray 

power when plotted at a constant overall Power In"t, JIM Val" 

and position of this a mmn on the frequency of the ! dam 

frequency power as wall as of ar factors Ow-b as the electrode 

material and their geomstries. He sib tat for eery remtjz 

system there Ncistod a bard of critical tries imogs as the 

reaction and electrode critical frsqu s$. Wbft the vials" of 

theac tim criäic+ l r*qa lar for a giwo ra oet catoc#doä', Sg ttMU4l 

imroasm ie Rh orgy JbLds tuultrd. 

cwTW'S r sinkable schiev+wasnts lid to mother favestUatim 

by , tti t t(3). This se reb +as di ct d towwMs the 1Lc m 

of CUM#S cross4d diocbrrp 94ss to tM dscesgwos1tLc of setbme at 

a pr"suro of 31 Ms ostt*g a zasctor olmiior to that amp1Qyod by 

COTTOU and within tbw Maos range of pc, rr fro nciss. The reft lts 

of this stoo sbami theas te t of mt e deMaposed steadilyi rsa 

with jncrsssing fraction of high fry pomr tuet as =*dam poft 

ein the cu: w gas sbearv. d. an camels" n that fotlowd SNAWW"d 

that there twro so apparent advastsges in wing the cross" discbar#pe 

and t hm CbWwt stLc$ clsird by CGTT(JM i ovs still to be caaftnd. 

1.4. ASAI °01A Cu QL R! its 

Ywi 8MINIA Pr wi 
4w1 

. 

A Laborstory sc*Ia reacts must have som desirable 

features frs cbemlcal sgthsts S alut to oar to give the 

psoc. u car =iai viebilitT. Aº OCOMOMICiüiy aecoptsbie trait shmid 

fulfill three basic ss t t1 
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{ý) High energy yield of product. 

(b) High porcaitago caawnesion Pot pass. 

(c) Nigh degree of selectivity for the desired prodat, i. e. side 

reactions with th*ir conasqusnt stage of material and mergy 

mould be reduced to a edutMum. 

Owe eise satisfactory dosiga features have bssn otabiished, 

the next step would be to consider the probability of saalift up such 

a unit to Lwo4l ' the larger das thro t required in tadwtrial 

scale operaticu. 

A large scale reactor rjW be crosfdcred similar to a 

laboratory unit If the net rate of product fasmati. oi per ui it volume is 

the same in each case. This situation will only ariss if physical 

and cthuical similarity ist in both reactors. By physical similarity, 

it is scent the similarity in the physics of the discharge which 

determine. the activat on phenomena leading to print y reactims. 

linder conditions of low pressure, small voltage gradient and low 

frequency, these primary reactions, *ich include single-electron 

collision pheaaemta such as ionization and excitation, are direct 

functions of the reduced electric field, R/p. Tt therefore follow 

that sicc1udiut baflasaee, of seceaeasy proaesasa, it w m14 be possible 

to ties! the fact ITE V M=1" the similarity of discharges of 

dlssi: *. r diaenst a by salntstaiag the same 94 ratios. IM litter 

coaditiaa cm be achieved by varying sit her t1r operating pressure or the 

voltage. 

Qooaid*v two stmtlas distbays . amtainsd in two 

geometrically siailar "actors each px vi sd with as parallel plate 

slsctsodss At Er #* gstsw se and A2äß in systC We. If the ltn. at 
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dimensions of the first can be cbsracterised by s, and the second 

by ý7 ä& tbm the potentials at corrr. ipvadirg points ý, end ;2 in 

the electrodo gap of the t* reactors a'ai. 

A15, 

q2 - 
dS ýO 21rz 

A282 

sdrra 63 to an elm start sudfrºce area as an alsetwook diet ar 

from p, and b La the atrfacs charge dansity. MM, sines dSf " 83481 and 

r2 a 

the v*2W. 4ffi1/tr1 2 A2 82 

It folg that MMD the voltages an the two tactan an the s aims, 

LAO! o V2 " VI. than S, 
2 " 

S1/K and id +t 81 a82 tin the 

voltages moot follow the volatton, K V1 " V2. 

It follow that in swim äiscba'ss, par'aa sto" depwmding 

Qa six: gia SLaatron collisir Will follow in a direct ralatLQQW p to 

the physical sin psr tar K. 7äora pricsasss i ich sate a 

aawtýuýreýca of t1 "sect tr sfoxwstioas aas tsswd the pG=Lttad 

Processes auch as the praviowly ssgtiaod sisgla collision ionisation 

and also mag affect, sieetraa attacI snt -* istacbwat, drift ate. 

Than r sich deviate from . s3r ladty prircipla we called the gewbL6SM 

processes meal them. incl pbommma such as stsp dra Ionisation 

pphatoiaoustLoo, cbup traüar Otte A tall e izy of tbum psoaorrsa 

ors outlined by M(30) . 
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T! w =in siatlarity trarsfo=atLona for "w tmpostont 

discharge parameters **n either the prurs or the voltage in 

varied at a cmstant E/p have bash cequtsd s®d are listet below, 

Par ter liter 1 
Lab-Seale 

actor 2 
Pratav Varied 

Better 3 
Voltage Varied 

Linear Diolmsian a SK aR 

Gas Pressase P P/Y P 

Operating Voltage v V KV 

Field strength E BA a 

glace charge tity S VK 

Space charge density P%" (I 

MK' i Mesa of gas M 

Flight tier t Kt Kt 

Oirrant i I I2 

cirrent density J J/Ke i 

tt is sppaimt ! the above table that oWlArity Low necessitate 

two basic sequismrats. 4ich put this psocedure at am* di tage 

and that is either the volta" irr raised to inordinately high values 

or the operating pressure is very low. In both caaaa the cost of the 

pracsss will be Increased substantially; is the first caw bec rs of 

the capital charges of of ctsicai Some and In the second case do* to 

ps thg charges. 
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14 1 

Although the similarity principle seems to be a useful 

tool in reactor scale-up procedures, its application In the gas 

discharge is hindered by the folly: 

a) Since the synthesis of most chemicals in the gas discharge 

depends primarily on Secondary processes, having, ti stnilar 

discharges will not necessarily mean that the chemistry of the 

discUrge will fallow suit. It is still not clear what parsenters 

will control tim secondary process" and hence sbould be preserved 

in scaling-up. Also, the role of the solid surfaces adjacent to 

the discharge sane is still undetnmined. This is ispartant in 

that the surface area per unit volume varies in geometrically 

fs. 33lsr reactors and notching up this difference by simply pwJdng 

the reactor with solid material will only result in field 

distortion with its copse t effect on the value of S/p. 

b) Even if it was possible to hairs two reactors which 4 o: I: e physically 

and chemically similarp there is still a problem which ii11 

further handicap the application of similarity principles in 

reactor scale-up procedures and this iss, dttber it is feasible 

In practice to enL'itain uniform tischarges over large electrode 

areas andar condition, of MW practical interest. This has been 

found not to be e+tty(31032033) 0 An increase in the electrode 

cross-section in usually accompanied by constriction of the 

discharge sons. The latter trill e11ev a si lo fraction of the 

reactent to bfr-pass the reaction "ne with its adverse affects on 

fraction of p, "s canmerted. AlSe* high pOerr duisitiss in the 
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discho ge will result in product degcadatitm. 

Constriction pbrmso oa an complex and ass yet wiry poorly 

understood. IU practice most discharges tend to canstnct at bi er 

pressures and current densities and as it has, bees mentioned earlier 

in the pulsed disc wge, other operational variables such as the 

pulse width have son effect an the constriction. 'tit effect of 

higher pressures will be to bindet the difftsioa of electrons =d lees 

that tend to spread the discharge radially Inca am e is that 

canstriction effects will set in at r pressures for Sao" *Acb 

have larger sobipolau dt, ffuston coefficients as is observed for 

bolLan relative to other rare geses 
(34#33) 

0 The of foct of abort 

pulse widths on constriction could also be saqvlaixied in tam of 

electron and Lone radial diffusion. iler^e, dne to the spart pulse 

width (ender of does. cond) little time is available for such 

diffusion processes to take place before the power to cut off. Niet 

current dassities, as the other äßt, contribute to the narsovU% of 

the caoductth chmnei in a such move complicated fam. A MEOW 

of some possible reasons given by PRan(36) is as fellow: 

i) 11ssmal gn4ianta wbich ro wlt fsas the Rev of Mat f the 

centre of the are to the wall result is a ve&mA as density and 

higher E/p at the contra of the art. It the rate coefficient for 

ionization increases auffictuntly rapidly with ß/p tbaa the bigher 

ionisation rate ens ttvz ca asatu for the faster diffusio 

loss of a aasrau c tctieg colon. 

it) Cumlative lasIMt1a*. d latty. ltdstio T*fers to the 

toaisatiaº of emiwd atom o eeieculas whtcb bove been p=d" 

by electron £1 . ct. ftcause w4* prost is priartima1 to 

to sqmmo ofc xr. t dowitp, this will iwi to higher rates of 
iontartias in the tigiaoa of higher cur r t, density sad tends to 
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contract the discharge. 

lit) Eltctron-im tecotthtnation. Some nut orat37i p opose that 

the X*CO I4natiosa of electrons mW Lone at large radii leads 

to cmatsiction of the discharge. 

iv) Electron - electron interaction. Since collisLaus smug 

electro, s tend to make electron =orgy distribution f actions 

teere mw3mll Llm and to increasa the excitation and Ionization 

rate coefficients, the ionisation rate near the centre of 

discharge will be higher and will toad to constrict the discharge(38)9 

A wtber factor which in1iuunces the ci "ding of the 

discharge none is t field distortion brüht about by the action 

of tt a gas flow(39). T is effect bes significant vbw t to gas 

veloc. ty is Comparable to the drift velocity of the feu, i. s. in the 

range 40-1W n/s. c. It is usually found that unier these conditions 

the gradient in the positive col wo ices Hain-unifors alms its 

length and leas than the normal value in still gis, and also 

shvrtaning of the positive column rv 4ts. S# lar effects hay. also 

been observed in the case of radio frequency discbazgeJ4» . 

J. 4.. 3. ti 

It fellows ft.. W at his bets sold that riot lmb. x. tovy sia" 

dim r scum srs not Flo to txsºawet by c wmtino. 1 wale 

up criteria and the new for Ckber wwi reactors remains gat onpmt 

problem. One po.. ble ve of ovurcedag these limitations is to bmm 

a reactor isrs a name for moving the diva rotative totbe Sms 

atree is provided. Is this wy scanning of the entire rector crow 

sectfan will rawilt and bye-passim of reactant is cut to a cdaimam. 
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Scanning of the discharge beam could be achieved by one of thr" 

rssys$ 

ý) is k% "Mimi ä`rß, . 

In this dsvict a aslU"elsc ass1y covering the 

entire reactor Cr sa' section is used. The electrodes are fired 

sequentially inn Airs with a repetition rate depending upon the gas 

f low rate so that each gas molecule has the appropriate activeiim 

residence times. '13a electrode mayr be composite on" sods up of 

mutually Insulated actions separately eonascted to the poor ably 

via a suitable switcbi*g device. This device was exmdsmW by 

cURISTOP00LOS(4», and later aba ned. It wait clear that this 

system needed sow considerable devsl t becomes of the electronic 

proeiaw associated with ultra-r. pid switchln, of discharge currents. 

with currant rapid advances In electronic tecIlo y this reactor 

should prove viable In the near future. 

b) 
ý8cmnmby 

MiRfj"«l )tja. 

The problem a"oelated with these devices are las* severe 

and t u. »actors axo Ao» lUrsty to yield m acceptable wlutiaeº is 

the s)i0lt tslß. ScamAng 1$ acht lsd bye 

o Riwsnb BLUM. 
This &wice will have provisi n. to rov on. or both 

oloctsodss. no arsa of the olictxods to m de sasil enowb so 

that the diachaxgo cam occ most of it and tbm cousin this 

area to rotate os oacillato. This allow the discharge to scan 

a larger volume than would otherwise be possible with stationary 

electrd es. In practice it bss been ford that for dke discharge 
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t), ý: am to follow the hosed rotation smoothly It is dyisa le 

to rotate the cathode rather than the aaodc, or still better, to 

k rie both electrodes rotate ^%t the sage time. 

ii) S Nana of a Perforated lualatit Darrt r. 

A discharge not. covering the whole of au electrode surface 

-aa he niade to agave across that surface by the introduction of 

a ux>ving musulatia barrier which has a suitable aperture through 

which the discharge strikes. The size, shape, and dynamics path 

,A this aperture will deptad upon the nature Of the discharge 

and the volumiº and gen try of the reactor which raust be scanned 

by the discharge. This arraagt aent is a much batter proposition 

than the moving electrode reactor since electrical cc actions to 

moving parts are eliminated. Also if cooling of electrodes is 

required, it is easier with this device that with the moving 

electrode reactor. 

orn. Electro e n, tLc Sc 

A discharge strack between b electrodes may be deflected 

by either a magnetic or electric field suitably positioned with respect 

to the primary field direction. Using this principle it is possible 

to effect enlargement of the discharge volume if the secondary field 

has relative : notion to the electrodes caasing the primary field. 

Secondary fields may also be made to cause a spreading of the discharge 

tiol", ssa without any external rotation. HM-aver, in this device 

assessment of the effect of beam scanning on the relative yield of 

protect will be difficult since the magnetic field itself will have a 

marked influence on the discharge characteristics. Work done by 
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scmuDR' and UM(42) semis that i4 sn a low pressure Slav 418CM4. in 

H2 , Ha , N®, and Ar was investigated in the presence of a transverse 

magnetic field, a decrease in the gas irnp s and ionisation 

voltage was observed due to a decrease in the electron an fret path 

caused by the magnetic field. 

To utilise the concept of been scanning for industrial 

application one can have a cm6Lnatton of scaomming devices in order 

to develop a large scale reactor. For instance, it will be possible 

to have a reactor in which the discharge bean length is stretched to 

its limit irr compliance with voltage availability. This could then 

be coupled with horizontal scanning provided by a rotating insulator 

together with vertical scanning provided by a sequential switching 

device. An exasple of this type of reactor is shown In Fig. 1.4. 

The gas will be flowing through the annulus between the rotating 

insulator and the stationary outer cylinder. If it is required to 

minimise product degradation im this omit. introduction of a suitable 

absorbent in the fors of a fine spray could be provided by the action 

of the rotating insulating tuba. 
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Figure 1.4. Reactor Combining Sequential Switching and 

Dielectric Barrier Movement. 
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.x vEsýsýrS. 2. a. Ll ýiA , LTED ZO iý i ýrýrrýrr 

2.1. Geiaral. 

The first reported literature on hydrazine and its 
(43' derivatives were in 1873 . Interest in these chemicals has 

increased through the years and today aerospace engineers have found 

that unayamstrical dimethylhydrazino provides with one of their 

best available rocket fuels. it has been report. d(44) that the 

de®snd for hydrazine for domestic purposes only is increasing at 

an anneal rate of 15%. Hydra sine is used widely as a starting 

material in the manufacture of wood killers and pharmaceuticals. 

It is also used as a blowing agent in the foes rubber industry nag 

as a scavenger for dissolved oxygen to boiler water. Hewsver0 the 

extent of its applications are severely hindered by its high cost. 

This is attributed to the high cost of the existing aeschig Process. 

Nearly all the bydrasias i" a mfactur. d according to thin 

classical process "Sift chlorine and woonio, of raw materials. This 

pnoc. ss can be represent" sctw. tically as follow, 

C12 +Zt --e-1taOC1 + Bect + %0 

+ci WU3 + NOOC' 
tw°c 

MV1 + NH3 + 1.0K -0' NH4 I+ 112 0 +11.01 

um yield of this proaose is about ÖOL based oa cblotino coaao psis, 

but in erd. r to prom t side reactions bets the ) dtsalm and 

cblotao o the coacmtrotion of the for r Is to be kept with 1-2%. 
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It is the cost of the linst evaporation step that sits is an 

oaumtod cost increase for this process. 

Since the turn of this cantury, the high cost of bydsastus 

coupled With its increasing industrial applications hew stimulated 

many researchers to look into alternative techniques for its 

production. t possible and interesting proposition was its gas 

phase synthesis from WOOD" usis either electrical ss tpr os liht 

of an appropriate wavelength as reaction pirem tsts. Other tsc ws 

such as electron accelerators and ! lobalt 60 we. also considered. 

Hare, electrons with i onerV levels could be Obtaiabd, but the 

relative costs" of supplying power to the system weist these 

techniques as cospared to direct Power input of a slow, corona os 

microwave discharges put them* an economical disadvantage. The 

controllability over the level of energy input from a light source 

wes also iotsssstisg, but the efficiency of converting electrical 

arty In the lamp into tight wes ImIrssulting in high costs. an 

to these reasons the direct application of electrical energy to the 

"acting system has substituted for all the other sophisticated 

t cbmiques in recent years. 

The synt . sis of bdrau1 s hto 4000". in a Slow discbug. 

gas first rsportad by eESBQN(46) rba by codtir ssly flowing as ooia 

through tM discharge reactor for a tong pudert ws able to dstsct 

rassrabla irrts of bydrasias. His discovery is followed by mars 

systrrºtta studies carried out by other wvk. rs in this (iota crab 

as 81tMIC07) on WZVMM(IOs, 48). The latter in particular 

contributed to the wwdrstodto$ Of bydrastas synthesis tars be found 
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that hydrazine could be frozen out of the positive column but not 

the negative glow. This sudden upsurge of interest was later 

followed by a declining attitude due to the complexity of the systoms 

as well as the fact that most of the hydrazine formed was degraded in 

the reaction vessel due to its high reactivity as compared to assamda. 

It was not until the 1950's seen resurgence of interest emerged 

especially after the pioneering works of OOCR'i(22) 0 and offt $ and 

BURZCf(10) cam to light. '! 'his was followed by a better understanding 

of the kinetic mechanism as well as substantial Improvement in yields 

of bydrasin.. 

tdoa mania is . ub joctsd to an electric discbarga, 

the molaealas are first excited by tba slecUoas sod then wdergo 

dissociation into free radicals. Thera are tw possible paths for 

this dissociation ptocus1 tlau$ 

i+H+s.... i. l) 

3+s --_- tilt3 +o 
`*l 

+ K2 +e.... (2. Y) 

Th. se free rsdicats an the precursors for Liydraeies fosastioa. There 

is a slight controversy as to rieb of the above reactions is the 

primary process sod idiah reaction following t 1w dissociation d+ eia 

vill lead to hydrasius. )lost of tos only late rat e supports 

reaction (2.2). IREDIC, IOMIC sd VAGlIIt00 proposed a amiss 
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whereby UM radicals are first produced which then react with more 

mania to give hydr&zLns* OUCHI(2) also . dopted this process 

scbe ae. L NT and HILLS (49) basev+s: s, want a little further by 

assuming that of tsx the fo"Istton of MR radicals, OrkasLns is 

produced by the co inatiaa of tim of tälm radicals with al dsQVM 

molecule. Later work main both Wass acrd absorption spsctreseOM 

tec nignss rewuled that reaction (2.1) was the primary process with 

NH radicals bstn produced by secondary processes. 

In 1956 BAU., LUNDand CROSS 
(50) 

studied the dec sition 

of pia in a pulsed discharge followed by absorption spectroscopy 

of the free radicals produced. They obwed that with pulse widths of 

2 sasec and repetition rate of 20 c/s+ac the priarary free radical rem 

NH2. Their work was dose at 1 em Hg, however, they si ntion d that 

the NU2 concentration increased with samonia pressures up to a vales 

depeadiug an the unit of the power supply grad trigger circuits as 

well as an the characteristics of the discharge aud. They also 

pointed out that the cowAstration sus independent of the flaerate 

of ammonia at high floerate but it fell off sharply at loner flowrates. 

This could be explained if as realises that at Oese lows flowatss 

the gas rosidomme will be large mmsqgb to edeourrsge electron induced 

dissociation of l radicals into and p. atavs. 

Later RO1 and McCARTT(31) positively idettifted the 

He2 radicals In a iigb frequency discharge with the products being 

trapped in an argon matrix at 4.22K. 

In 1963 NAM cud aAiz(52) made pbotolytfc Mass ats of 

absorption as a f'vactton of time following a pulse discharge of 
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J j(j v`, 3C:, üiiiation at a £rcqum: y of 15 c/sec through aa ni, a. They 

observed that NH2 appeared mulch earlier (after few pulses) than NH 

(after 50 - 100 pulses), LadLcatLttg that PHH2 %us the primary proaact. 

They also showed that the kinetics of NH2 recombination was second 

order with respect to NH2 and eve a rate constant for this process 

ras 2.3 x 109 lit. /m»le. sec. This suggested that the NH2 recombination 

process s of the form, 

NH2 + NI N ............ (2.3) 
ratter than 

t+2 +H ----- m ßi3 ............ (3.4) 

I CES and HAIR also investigated the effect of pressure 

on r acticna (2.3) and (2.4). They aassied that free radicals 

associate to give an activated c*Wlex hich either d+activat, by a 

collision with a stable molecule or dissociate into its parent 

radicals, vis. 
k 

A+B' ABd -I-- AB 
k2 

TM observed orals caimataet for this p eso zwo given as, 

Kob " klk4P'k2 + ka? 

where P La the total prassurs. To justify t sir asawptioo that 

reaction (2.3) on respoosibls for oval rathsx tos (2.4), 

they calculated the observed rats caostmt at differ t presser... 

Tb@Lr rsaelts are säson In ti$. 2. t. It is clear that at their 

opsratift prOsarr a, reacti at (2.3) is. prat with (2.4) 

beca das =wb sere Loportaat at btgbsr pressures. 'heir finding 
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tire consistent with the photolysis work of NeDWALD(53) and the 

as discharge work of ä 3TOVA(54) The former found that the 

quantum yield in ammonia decreased with increasing pressure while 

the latter observed a 30% reduction in «s nLa deco oeitioe when 

the pressure was raised fro 84 to 636 an Hg. 

CARBOcGH, HMcHEL. W, and MUNO studied the 

decoq ositioa of NH3 in a glow discharge at pressures of 1.7 - 

3.4 ® Hg. In addition to pure a monies, mixtures of amaai. a and 

Krypton were also treated. In both cases using mission spectro- 

scopy they nre able to identify the presence of MH2 radicals and 

attxaic hydrogen. They rAmcludeä that NRa was the product of the 

primary decomposition reaction with NH radicals being produced by 

secondary processes such as, 

........... (2. ) 2+ N--= NH + NH3 

The foaiibilLty of reaction (2.5) aas later conflumed by SA12MAN 

and EAIA(56) , USA" fflash phetoly. i. mhos at 5" 10  rt Hg 

gave a rate constant of 0.5 x 10 g ut. jle... a. for reaction (2.5). 

Than tali abmt the khstica of this am L. z systas, 
underestimate 

oo~ c. onst vasmam the effort of pbotocbwd st*_ ift addW 

considerable contributions to tM* dsratsating of tbeft processes. 

Although pt tolysis MA see discharges are the different %clGiqM4s, 

the basic steps leading to hprdrasius fosotloa axe a regarded by MMY 

workers to this field to be i1 it identical. The aale difference 

is that in the fotaes for agnts for aas ooº1. s<lo dissociation an 

platoon with boom energy rbilo in the latter ': awe aloctso s of 
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vacyi. ; tier lcv218 act as the ai ent for the pr. uzary processes 

( 1. d c3 ostion. 

Most of the photochewi . work (a a ºia decoff9osit3u 

supports the view that NU2 is the priuexy product of decomposition. 

E 8FRG and RAMSAY(57) decogpooerd umonia at 10 an Ug using flash 

photolysis followed by absorption spectroscopy of the products 

within 1 msec of the photolysis. About : 50 ahsorptioa lines were 

observed between $700 - 6900°A. These absorption bands (normally 

called " -bands)%ws due to Mil radicals. The cumplicanted 

structure of the -bands s attributed to the asycametricity of 

the t radical. 

11e=Wq TM(M A and OKAU(53) feted that span ammaalsº 

was pbotolyssd at 1849°As it ahnst entirely d eempoaed M12 and 

H-atoms, but at l23ä°A ustn C2D4 as scar , or for bydrogon atocis, 

about 17% of the hydrogen resulted fron eolocular processes of the 

form� tu -- ua + N. 8z en w8L008(59) observed an anissics 

bend from NH in the photolytic docagrooition of la at 1155oA 

and 12360A and also at 1295°A. may did not find Ml massten with 

1470°A radiation. C OTB and ltd. 
{ ) 

stiMiad amooia pb totysLs 

at 1849°A. L470°A, 12360A and 1165°A both in stationary and flowing 

systams. At 1,849 t ay found the primary pro-*" to be &m to 

reaction (2.1), while at 1470QA, 12 " 13% of the aalenda doco. Qosed 

according to (2.2) with the rest according to (2.1). At 1236°A 

and 1165°A, 14% do osod according to (2.2) while the rest decomposed 

according to (2.1) or, 

leg 

Tb» "t4y $) INd um% tine statisorxy ca a trakioa of ä-ato s wir 
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about 3.5 t" s higher at 1236 0A and 1165°A than at 1470°A due to 

the siniflc mce of (2. (i) at these lower vaveleu ths. 

one of the most recent studies on NH2 and NH radicals in 

ammonia decomposition vas done by MUM I and BAIR(61) 6 They used 

kinetic spectroscopy following flash photolysis in the 1500 " 200d°A 

region at a pressure, of 1 mm HI ; 6. They shoed that NH radicals 

produced by secondary reactions of the präruary photolysis products, 

th" 

NH2 +HP. Mf...... rr. a. 
(ýsýJ 

or 2NHZ ol NH + N83 ........... (ý. 8) 

: bß NU radicals wilt t decay accordLug to, 

"" + NH3 '- N284 ........... 
(2.9) 

The rate constant for r. actL (2.9) was farad to be pressure 

depa de t, is the range 0"1.0 mI. At the bLgb pry U*t t, 

the rata catstaat was given gut 1.0 ± 0.3 x 1010 1it. hio1e. sec. at 

3000K. Later iltABi t Md OCR= 9 rda studied the pules radielysis 

of smamialahossd that the moire UUksly process for MI disappss raffia 

wo the »cc ab ti00 »acta 

ou -ý --=- Nx + 2H 000*0060*001.10) 

with a rata coosstattt of 7x 10=1 lit. /mols. a c. Although the irate 

constant for this reaction is far greater than that for (2.9), the 

rate of reaction (2.9) will probably be as lWortant if me realises 

that the cone oration of $N3 is a gas discharge is fas in excess of 

NH concentrat1en. It would tMrefore be concluded that both of 

iý äisaýps. r cs. thss. reacttoos viii e tS for 
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Zn the gtcw dtscharae the mean electron energy in the 

is-I ti: C c 1. a= is taken not to be In excess of 2.2 ev, mW since 

raust of the photolysis work on ammmia have indtcnted that for 

we vQ1t the of 1&49°A and over (< 7 e. v) the product of the pxtnazy 

rca:: tion 13 Nfl2, i;: will no'- be unreasonable to suppose that this 

radical will also be the product of the primary decomposition 

process in the glaw discharge c"e. Soma NH will inevitably be 

produced by secondary processes of the kind, 

inhp + Ob NH + 
Na3 4.04 6, " 6400a(265) 

m12 IN. m 

with (2.11) becoming rether important at high eleetrtm densities(63)40 

ISost of the bt radicals will recombine to give l ydrazine accordiaig 

to (2.3). The rate of this reaction is about 5 tires greater than 

that of (2.5). The MR radicals Will then decay according to (2.9) 

and (2.10) with the latter becoming mare Important at higher current 

densities. Some anouia will also be regenerated by (2.4) and (2.5). 

The latter become particularily important at higher pressures 

(>10mHg). 

2. . 2. muljämau of admejm hº Sr tom am- 
De tadation of 1rdrasfma in the glow discharge deco ositim 

of ania has resulted in a relatively low enaray effLcimacy for Uli 

process. The ®Dutt common of these degrs+dsUve raactiocºs is the 

bydrogau at= attack and tea teuer extents electrim-bic. d 

daces ositUon reactio*. Hydrogen atoms are know to react afficlautly 
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ith Pzydrazin , and arte of the first Lnvesti4atiat s on this system 
(f 

v:;. ý. ": -} ?u- tc l L; D7. X 'l 
tý) He show d that with mrmvnia only a 

vcäy s11Zht i action ac-cu: 7red for 273 of the, aim mda 

b LiL; deco sect. The reer. tion auggestod ws s of the form, 

NH3 + IL 1- lull + iz fw ata ttttý6sl. Wj 

wI Lh an activation «iargy of .5k ca13Jtw s. With hydraeins, reu the 

c, ß tä r head, between 42 - 10 d. co i oai do took place wi tab the extant 

of Uis reaction being favoured by high hydrorgou atom concentration 

and low gas velocities. His qi atativw wawrsw it$ were c; onsistoot 

with the proposed msctwmismit 

ä+ N2H4 >- 14 2H3 + Hz ............ (2.13) 

2N 2H3 -b Z NH3 + Na ............ (2.14) 

A more up to data study on this syst+ was carried out by SCIUAVELLO 

and VOLt'I(65) . They not ozly substantiated t1 above mectonis but 

also put fozw*rd rats constants for reactions (2.12), (2.13) asd (2.14). 

A flow systmy em i1o r ng a us" spectrouster for the asasnr t of 

the steady-stater concentrations of the tos, we used. Using 

deutrium instead of hyydrogeus they fosld that about 95% of tbs araoOeia 

prodiced aas not dau trfated suggesting that the tscbenism was the 

svpture of (N-H) bond rather t the (NN) bsd. Vrow their 

exporI' tal findings, they suggested täs buoying reaction scbmw, 

H+ x2114 ---8 "2N3 +' 

2 NQ2H3 ---= 2 NH3 + NZ 

H+ N=H3 ----= %+ AL 

Ill 2= 14 4+ K2 

"rrrrsrrrw" 
(2.13) 

"ý.. tsý.. ý" (2. M) 

"o*e.. s"". " (2.15) 

........... 
(2.16) 
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.. be rate c: Gtr ., its for rc tious (2.13) ritt (2.: ßr, were v 

L2,13 °' 3. ti x 14) 3a 
cp. ( w/RT) li E. /ýaaº1.. sac. 

iß, 2.14 a3x 109 2ft. /mo1e. aec. at 130°C. 

`Lrc mull OE J 3, /ý 2 was aivi. äys 2: 1 su e3tix ; that rearti s (2.15) 

zad (2.1) were uni rt it. The reit tLcrn be-twee, hydrog atws 

t-nd armmia was also investigated and showed only about O. 57 of the 

czms nia was consumed. On this basis and with the Immtedgo of 

H-atom flowrate, they gave an estimated value for the rate constant 

uL reaction (2.12) as 10$ 1Lt. /mole. sa . with an activation enemy 

of 10 15 k Cal/mole. This agrees reasonably well with DUCV'S 

estilte of 8.5 tt cat/mole. 

The reaction beta It-atone and hydra- no was &Lso 

investigated by 080SH and BAIR(66) at a later date. A by'dtos 

concentration of ec at 500 to 5000 time a Uer than that of 

U-stow more used. Emdss&on spoctroecvpy for folio ilxg the course 

of the reaction was employed. They found that the MI"Lon was 

vainly due to NH2 radicals which wro tbmtght to have been produc*4 

by, 

Im' WS + 'MH2 ............. (2.17) 

fir, estimate of "uiaa quantum yicid e ied that this was a 

relatively airx process. Accsptng, tIN conclusions of SCt#IAVELLO 

and VOWI that the mayor decoapositUu process was reaction (2.13) 

with a rate coaststit of 3.3 x 108 mw. (- . T) litte/ Isaac., the 

tai+ Brature dependence of the oisaion intensity was interpreted is 

terms of these competing processes to give a rate constant of 
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1.2 x 105 eV. (-2600/RT) lit. %ols. sac. for reaction (2.17). The 

unaxpectedly high concentration of radicals we thought to have 

been the result of the reaction, 

............. ta. is) N2H3 + 11 ---b. - 2 MR2 

becoming important vb4sCR) Ow to largo. 

Tim sate c staSt ssporttd by SQITAVELLO and VOLPI corrsspoads 

to a vales of 1.25 x 107 1! t. /`aºls. sse. at 3000K. This is a factor 

of too slower than ts rats constant of 1.7 x le lit. J6rola. sec., with 

no temperature dap rocs between 131 " 3150K, rsportsd by WORM 

at &1(67) wing a fast flow syst m. This apparent uncertainty about 

the value of the rats constant prompted a further investigation by 

ra ucis and JONES 
t6$}. Karoo the reaction between hydrasine and 

H-atoms was studied in a flow system at a pressure of 3.0 M 09. 

The initial concentration of bdrss$as to that of awn atom sus 

kept at a ratio of 20 and over, thus aawsing a pseudo-first order 

reaction with the rats constant given ass 

�o/Cd])/c$2 c is la t [H]N2 
4 

16«49 

R" ps. udo. listt order rats constant 

[H]8 
H "0 " $teadystata careiat*atios of Irrum ra#ad 0 . ta. s 
4 [H] " ultiai cascAstratien of orators 

" comestratiae .f by&"bw to the tube 
datessia. d : spat the bases flow velocity, the crasa"sactiaaai area 

of the flow t and the ärdrasina mass flow rata. 

ssaccie® tim 
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:. n ESR (Electron-spin Resonance) atom detection method was used to 

measure the concentration of 11-atoms. A wide temperature rangy of 

300 - 540°K was used. From the Arrhenius plot the rate constant 

of reaction (2.13) was found to be (1.5 = 0.3) x 109 exp. (-1300 200/RT) 

lit. /mole. sec. corresponding to a value of 1.27 - 1.35 x 109 lit. /mole. sec. 

at 300oh. This is significantly higher than the previous two figures 

reported by GEHRING et al and VOLPI. However, the activation energy 

of 1300 + 200 Kcals/mole agrees reasonably well with V0LDI'S 

2000 Kcals/aeole. The general conclusion from what has been said is 

that hydrogen atoms react efficiently with hydrazine, but as far as 

the value of the rate constant is concerned, there exists some element 

of uncertainty. 

It was mentioned earlier that the ether source for hydrazine 

decomposition by secondary processes was its attack by electrons. 

The importance of this process becomes more pronounced at higher electron 

densities. Since the energy inquired to rupture the (N-H) bond in 

hydrazine is only 3.3 e. v. 
(69) 

as compared to 4.3 e. v. required to 

dissociate a ia(70) into NH2 and H-atoms, the number of electrons 

capable to dissociate hydrazine is greater than that for ammonia 

dissociation. By assuming a Maxwellian distribution of energies in 

the positive column of an aaaonia glow discharge with mean electron 

energy of 1.25 e. v., SAVLGE(71) found that about 6.5% of the electrons 

present had enough energy to break the (NH2-H) bond while 257. had 

sufficient energy to break the (HjMH-H) bond. By further assuming 

the area of the hydrazine molecule being approximately twice that of 

ammonia, he was able to give a first estimate of the relative rates of 
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reactions between electrons and hydrazine and electrons and ammonia 

as 7.7: 1. Another indication of the relative rates of reactions 

bet., een electrons, hydrazine and ammonia is apparent from the work I 

of L. II1L..; HI(72) using 10u and 25U i1Hz discharge. From the initial 

slopes of her data and assuming no difference between electron energies 

in the ,. 4 mw Hg and 11.0 mar Hg discharges, it could be seen that with 

a 100 Hz discharge the rate of reaction of hydrazine with electrons 

is 10.0 times faster than that of the reaction of electrons with 

arraonia. his agrees reasonably well with the previous estimate 

despite the inherent asst tions of both methods. 

At higher electron densities another electron induced 

decomposition reaction comes into play, namely the reaction between 

electrons and NH2 radicals. 

e+ till2 NH + 11 °i- e .......... 
(2.11) 

This 1: -iI1 not only rc! move the t3Lý radicals nccess; iry for hydrazine 

formation but also produce more hydrogen atoms which will engage in 

hydrazine degradation reactions. BARKER(63) found that electrons 

react more efficiently with NH2 radicals than they do with hydrazine 

and accounted for a significant loss of hydrazine. By assuming a 

Maxwellian distribution of electron energies and taking the bond 

dissociation energies an D(NH-H) - 3.8 e. v. 
(70) 

9 D(H2NNH-H) - 3.3 e. v. 
(69) 

and D(NH2-H) - 4.5 e. v. 
(70), 

he showed that the rate constants for 

the electron-induced decomposition reactions were in the order 

1'HZ+ e N2Htr+' @> -1 H3+ e 
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Lis e tds of t aiwi- a Uv lraa nec a2Aituu k2 ýrýrrrrrrrrr rý 

k&wsiai 
ir.. 

es. 

The deg: edative reactions discussed earlier have hindered 

the commercial viability of the swimia/hy4rasise process and It 

follows that any mininisatioa in these reactions should be reflected 

as an overall isprawsomt in the efficianty of bydrasi e production. 

The extent to sfiich tbw se reactions proceed can be controlled by one 

or a combination of the fold ttr ss 

(a) Usiaa a by seslds a tins in tho di_ ru ans. 

One my of reducing the residence tbx will be to increase 

the gas flovrate and thereby cause the rapid removal of hydraalne from 

the discharge one. Fig. 2.2 stews typical curves depicting the effect 

of gay, flowrate on the energy yield and concentration of a product 

which is first produced and than degraded by back reactions, tt is 

clear that before reaching the neximog an increase in the gas flcmrato 

will result in an Increase in the energy yield (e ressed as go. psoduct/ 

4%) and a corresponding fall in the coeaantratton of the product in 

the issuing gas stress6 it therefore follows that is order to cut 

down the degree of the degradative reactions sae bar to operate at a 

relatively high gas throughput and tolerate the dilation effect of 

the product. Fromm practical pointy of view tim will pose a big 

problem is so far as the separation of the product d the asontift 

psz iug costs are concerned. Despite these practical dr cks1 the 

use of high gas Uk ate as a swage for reducing the residence time has 

been reflected in ahmst art electric discharge wdi. 
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Figure 2.2. Influence of Reactant Flowrate on Product Yield. 

A= ReacLant; B= Product; C= By-Product 
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BRSDIG, KOEUG and Wt ER "7i, 
sod® of the first gionosras 

of hydrazine syuthesia in the electric discharge, fomd that the 

co . ver3ion of agxz, nia to hydraziae wort through a mximm with 

flo crate, but the total conversion was as low as 0.016 wt% although 

about 80% of decomposed amnia, me curled to hydrazina. The 

best worgy yield me not greater than 4.0 /'i0 . Dr=(64) in 

his work on the dacos2 o itton of emaeaais suggested that is order to 

achieve appreciable reduction is back reactions a residence time of 

not more than 10 nsec. should be used. 

The n )*t co a rehmsLvo. study oo the effect of o4ia flow 

rate co the production of hydraain we carried out by Aft l1, 

ZW)LINSKI, mead PARLIiQ(73). They dacooposad a m*mL& to a sphsrictt 

di scbarge tube with 1.3 - 7.0 äd)s power. typical candItLoss were 

91 on Hgs, 100 a discharge current and 5. I on alectis gap distance 

with aas fiovrata rouging from 300-1400 cc/ta(S'rP). Their results 

showed that hdrauine rau foamed in arme . ts fron 4.7 - 37.1% of 

awmia dacampoeed. The hier percentages van achieved at the 

higher LLou ratan. MIS MGXftU energy yields c rreapcedl*g to these 

ö Neuratte were 4-6 gEs/kai. Based on total Moste flowing 

tbro the calls, the conversion to hydraalos wet through a audma 

at 0.333 molar x. Sirilat results SbMift the affect Of eta 

flew&%* an äydraslae production have been reported by of er1(S3, 
SS, 63, 

71,74) 

2aq si emotes ceatd be vmd as on al i+*mUvo to 
Lnct. sil , 

the ai 11'r1ocity ad tkm oI Mmodag !o pth 11Mtatlaw. 

am et &1(75) bm P"ut*d Mt tb.. tý. rsMW tlmkt call be 4X MM by 
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matching the electric field distribution with the velocity, pressure, 

and temperature profiles set in this venturi type tot. Zsioa 

nossles have. also been proposed as means ! os rapidly Wlthd*Mdft 

active species from a moderately higb pressure disc t" mote a 

secondary rsaetar lisra the tsactioa prodoct to protected fr+s the 

action of the discuergo (76) 
0 Altem these reactors sirr to have 

saw attractive features, tWr applicatiaa(77#78) &ove taw c srsions 

to tw&"Uw sod wn not 4svslow oemwcssizy, 
A macb more floxibiodwics for roftcth the gas resldencs 

time was thought of by OQCNi(22)9 sod this was the q =atioa of an 

latsnittrat or pu1aatio disc e. !L corparsd the xaauits 

from loved 50 Hs A. C. discharge with as iatermittORt discharge formed 

by the half vs t*ctificatlao of At 50 Na A. C. voltag+a. This inn a 

discharge with m C! «tim of 8. red an Owtfas of 2 =". and 

12 arsc, taopoctivelyº. No fousd that both the rgp yield mad 

c, mwrsion to t asine b. nafiUi is for istainitt+nt dischs a. He 

attributad this to ed ortir maidenaa tier In 1o Latter. Obus 

results wm Latte COURIM4 by JOCm*o and SAVW(79) Aa Used a tell 

rirtlou to that of ©KUSS for carryion out mix &aveetig. tim. 

Tmis rsantts slwwi that umaer smL- ve dtsdwwp th. l*ydvaslas 

ce .c stritim ia$ lmap to nearly dosblo its vau" wwMz os thaxy 

A. C. ai qe. 

Us met*" of the iat smtttiat discbs* s tad i to 

Att ting 1aegST CIV. timr '4th the lctatOA of o1taftims 

halber "Mrgy yields. to, this a bigb voltage mrctan iax Nov 

g srator was built giving pulses of 10 esse. lam and 01T timi s of 

20 " 600 acs. With this aTTanges t he es able to Set rrgy 
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yields of up to 9.5 gm/kWh. By increasing the pulse OFF-tires still 

further to about 0.700 second with the ON-time being 2-3.5 ursec. 

using an impulse generator, OUCHI was able to achieve energy yields 

of up to 47 gm/kWh. Hoover, the conversion to hydrasina was very 

low at only 0.0137.. This prohibitively low concentration was 

attributed to the fact that at these very long OFF-times and short 

On-times, about 70 - 80% of the total seeonia passed through the 

discharge cell without even being irradiated. Allowing for this 

by-passing effect the actual conversion to hydrasime would have been 

about 0.45%. 

An extension on OUCHI'S work was carried out by I. C. I. of 

Great Britain(80981). They used pulse ON-times ranging from 20 - 

500, /Asec (c. f. OUCHI'S 2-3.5 ursec) and OFF-times of 20 - 44 mac. 

Even with these short ON-times, the energy yields of hydrasine were 

much lower reaching a amaxicoum value of only 20 gm. /kwh. compared with 

OUCHI'S 47.0 gm. /kwh. No explanation was given for this discrepancy, 

but careful examination of the two systems would reveal some answer. 

In all of I. C. i's work a liquid phase was introduced into the discharge 

reactor to act as an absorbent for hydrazine and it is this fact 

together with the lack of information on the level of power densities 

which make the quantitative comparison between these two studies 

rather impossible. The latter in particular is thought to have a 

major influence on hydrazine synthesis(Zi). Another uncertainty 

stems from the fact that all the calculation of energy yields was 

based on the assumption that all the hydrasine was removed by t 

liquid absorbent. Now, if a substantial, proportion of the hydrazine 
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was to have been carried away by the gas stream due to incomplete 

absorption, then its consequent effect will account for the 

difference. 

The most up to date study on the effectiveness of the 

pulsed discharge on hydrazine synthesis was carried out by SAME 
(21) 

and later by BRGWN, HOWARTH, and THOB14TON(25). With a pulse ON-time 

of 5 rsec and an OFF-time of 10 ursec. and a power density of 1.5 watt/cc 

reactor volume, SAVAGE was able to obtain energy yields of hydrazine 

as high as 56.5 gaas/kWh. However, the conversion to hydrazine 

corresponding to this energy yield was only 0.1 wt. 7.. He also found 

that the conversion to hydrazine reached a maximum with pulse cwt-time 

with the position of the maximum depending upon the particular pulse 

OFF-time being used. Unfortunately the conditions for high energy 

yields were found to give low conversions to hydrazine and vice versa. 

This is consistent with OUCHI'S(22) findings. 

An interesting feature of the pulsed discharge emerged 

when comparison between the results of direct current and pulsed 

discharges was made at the same active residence time. The latter 

being defined as the total cumulative activation time. For a continuous 

DC discharge it will be equivalent to the flight time of the molecule 

through the discharge space whereas for a pulsed discharge it is given 

by: 

Active Residence time (ART) d 
Pulse Obi-time x Gas Residence time 
Pulse ON-time * Pulse OFF-time 

Figure 2.3. shows the effect of A. R. T. on energy yield and conversion to 

hydrazine. It can be seen that for an A. R. T. of less than 0.35 sec. 

the energy yield can be over 4007. higher and conversions up to ten 
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trams higher for the pulsed discharge them for the continuous D. G. 

dis-Barge. It therefore follows that a pulsed discharge possesses 

Baue attribute over and above residence time considerations wich 

enhances the not rate of bydratine production. 

Later H ast I IA&T and T`liW'1'{i 
(25) 

ad that rbsa 

operating with pulsed discharges, the Peak voltage was his than 

the operating voltage seder steady state conditions of a coßtiýoes 

D. C. discharge, and could be maintained as as the striking 

potential by the correct manipulation of the operating variables auch 

consequence as pulse am and OFT-times and eves the gas fleurats. The 

of this high peak voltage will be reflected in the vales of the reduced 

electric field (Z/P) oblch is a measure of the mean electron mere'. 

They sheeted that for an electrode s paratio of 26.8 cm. the redoted 

electric field In the positive colum of a D. C. discharge im. only 

6- 10 volt, cue 
j'. 

®a ft" 
l is the pressure raffe 4" 10 is H& 

corresponding to a mean elactroa energy of only 0.5 - 1.0 e. v. BY 

contrast the corresponding figures for a pulsed discharge were 23 

52 volt. cm 
i 

mm tie ' 
giving a mean electron energy aramd 2.2 s. v. 

'T"he consequence of this increase In electron energy Will be an 

enhancemat iss the rate of grisaazy citation of ampania. 

As well as reducing the active rid e time and #oprovtag 

the mm . 1actroa aa. sßy" the puiso tsc: %n it f«VA to bsvs on 

affect os the free radical inactions(21) . Owe to the lntesmitteat 

nature of the pulsed discharge, the Sao is either not ionised or at a 

low level of toalsstton at the casmw. cmnt of each pulse. This will 

n ecessitate the rsgairamw"t for a dicer operating voltage in order to 
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provide those extra electrons needed for öswkdaft. '1'mia Viii 

result in an iecruse in the rate of the prlasry press of ai earsia 
decomposition as mentioned earlier. As a and, free radicals 

are farmed ners rapidly is such a system and av= t1sih oar ºai" 
is formed while the pulse is an f the free radicals will react to give 

hydrrssine oven when the discharge is Off. In this tray,, elects*b- 

induced decoWossitioo of hydresine and its precursors is redwAd 

subotentiaily. Its c4m also be seem fsots the kinetic 1tl proposed 

by SAV (2», 
that after the discharge is st hed off, Hat s 

decay mucb faster than the NH, radicals and hence a lower degree of 

hydrazine attack by hydrogen atoms will result as a con e. 

The degradation of the hydrazine p ueed in the first pulse cased by 

electrons at the onset of the secondpilse wilL not be so significant 

due to the much smaller concentration of hydrasiae compared to that of 

a=KmLa and on. can assone that it will escape the discharge witbout 

considerable decomposition. However, if the as suit ores a Large 

ntinber of pulses before the hydraeins to boft ramwved, the situatioe 

will approach that of a D. C. discharge and further deco sition of tint 

hydrazine will result in lc r energy yields. This is stow to be so 
(xä) (a7) by SAVAGE and DROWN and HCfWARTN They found that decreasing 

the pulse OFF time, ä. c. increasin discharge pulse art resulted 
in a d. Creais In the es gy yL*U 4f "um. 

(b} M"u UM oft *n by xlucih t 

This is mots classical mst)md for the ' n4 1xati of 
the back vaact#ona. As a coa+r of this astbod, both the smaegy 

giold l tbe traatlaa of aasosis raÄ cb La co vex a4 to 
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bydrasia. are increased 3 '26, S5) 
0 The ulotiaoablp Drtrwa t2w 

power input (proportion" to electron dsusity) end the overall 

Conversion to ldrasims is similar to the gas flamate., effect an 

COUVersion. ft therefore follow that aal iop t on the process 

to term of samt yields of hrdrasbm is coupled with s coarrr oii$g 

fall in the hyddraainº caucootretiaa, hoses asking this rued rather 

unattractivvs. The effect of power input an amy yield of bydrasias 

can be well described by the empirical fos*ala, 

In Y0A BWd 

Ybevs p 

Y"a sqy yield 

ltd " Paiwr deity 

A95 a ccest/f11ts. 

" Si" Rs.. a. M, eii. `019) 

if # aparatis prass yr is also a variable the aapfrical fo uula 

take the fex4 

In 7 to la r+- o(- bP - CW4 
"tliiiilil`ýi iV' 

IrrtP is thS epsrstlag pt*"Wm sod s, b, c us cap stonts. 1, 

aIAR TON O and =0(26) "tä ""tuft (2.20) to cesralsts lusts 

e: letal mutt., but allth straight Use nlam a*3stsd 

the valves of a, b, c wrs ! ao to be dept an tike raactes seýtviu 
the '2äi 

a well apt/* ºatatiag, ceeditifts. SAVOR OR the otbrs brad, asaä 

ably we reactor ; aortxyº at am ep atift ps. ra n (10 an ft) and 

pct 414 not abeam t bass oddities but fVmt that 6stb A atzt s 

decreased with t crsutnt rsaiia e tIne. Typiaax values of A verb 

1.6 at zero residence tins to about 0,4 at a Artdes. Use of 0.9 Esc. 
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B9 on the Other 'tuend, decreased from 1.0 at zero residence tier to 

0.3 at 0.3 sec. after which any further increase is residence time 

resulted in a slight incresee In the value of B. 

The equstien relating the affect of power input an the 

overall caaveratoa to Iydrasins is of a mscb more coplicatsd natura. 

This is given in SAVA ES work as. 

o4 1 
in u Wd) 

xx 
20a 

is this awrsUl couinrsi to b'dr. sLnm, M1 Is the me" flanrata 

of ammonia in gam. /sec., and V is the powr in watts. Careful 

amination of this formalt skow that %, 
t% 

will pass thvoo& a 

mudmu mw d=o with paar ißt with the position aal the Valoe of the 

depending to the tLavrate of ammis. In fact be lwmd that to voles 

of the awlaw iner"s" with Incctrasing flavrate. 

(c) Al. xtb dMAM in fion IBM limed 

Intarast in UM dssigu of thus ructoss. in such the 

dscoqºositias of hydrsaina is misisised duo to its rapid z+uwal by tu 

liquid abao! bsnt, um stimulated by HI10. mC's investigetitios an the 

synthesis of bydnsim by the glow discharge electrolysis of IWd 

SM=Ui&(86 
}. This sau later follow d by a sure detailed study 

carried out by I. C. I. of Great B1ritais 
( ). In t IT early itlt 

I. C. I. used L quid asuooia (- 50°C to " 78°C) as as abiwft nt. äst, 

due to the high vapour pressure of liquid smmWLa at tba" tmmperatorss 

(30 ais pg) In caMpasiaoe to taw optissst pressure for bdreafus syntbasis 

soesested by VAV and MJRTCII(10) (5 - 10 m Hg), this tselst±gna not 

only gave poor ener yields (3 -5 Sew. /k%Jb) but aisa did a very 

* This technique has been applied in othov :,: i discharl; e synt, 
Ms) 

auc t atone hydrogen peroxide tuc hydrocarbons 
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proctae tarret4ue c astrol. This difficulty wes later overcoc s 

T roplacift the at is with aWAsms ammmia and taten by ethylene 

iYcsal(01) * The latter i Preferred to other uºb Wbemte due to 

its low volatility and its ch micas i ertuess. Using these absaosbeta 

gave more flo dbilfty an the operating pss sres sod 3aprow 

masy yields to fap to 20 NMOAM. IA sir to incre t1he sate 

of gas absorptions they introduced dw liquid phase in the foam of 

one or mgrs jets, falling filmsrmö sprays produced by rotating discs, 

vibrating surfaces or stowiºsation in o gas strain. The drop *ISO 

priced by Cie tech ms towd to wary f 0.2 - 2.0 mia to 

diameter. 

its osdw to substantiate l. C. L's clatra and to help clarify 

the =Ich" LOW tsklng place to tin" rwºl d "acta s, TO ` tli, 

# HARLTON . ad SMUUM(26) bwe carried out a fu rtboa Ldvssti. tiau 

an this systam usiz stl4i. s glycol as the liquid obaotbsat. This 

work pvovt&s a direct co. arisaa bates ssrgyº yields with and 

writhnt the lipid absovbeaºt. results lacked this ultotM in 

"sae slýwtt$ war s doe. without the absarb4at. The various type. 

of reactors aast! in Twowm'S work we illusttrat. d achrnºtizally iu 

Figur* 2,4* ter* A and $ an of the barrier type with a 1.2 las 

: idle t rega aay pvwrmr as th eo ircc of cbmical activation. Abo 

cratsal alaats 4 in A is a votrtiog die t z' s Ibleb a rptcayº of 

glas gtrcvl to a+öllttsd NMI* reactor s Oºioys a+ t"l vivo 

elottsv4N with the aborbt bet a"ttSö La tos1 ammonia as 

" spa w. Disomws s of the liquid vas achieved ultraaoaiaallyr osiot 

a vibratory $ 1sratoz. Reactor co as the other b 4, Lys a pair 
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of rectangular electrodes so set in the Wks flow as to avotd reactant 

by-passing. Dispersion of the liquid was dons by the same method 

of reactor B. In reactor C pulsed D. C. power was used Instead of 

the radio frequency power, 

Espertýts with reactor A sied that there was a fivefold 

increase in the energy yield when the Liquid absorbent was is use, giving 

it a maxinsis value of about 10 VO-Akt. An interesting feature of 

this reactor *merged sera the energy yields assn plotted against the 

power inputs using equation (2.20). This snowed that the slopes of 

the straight lines were loss dative oa using the absorbent, which 

is indicative of the role of the etlrylaaa glycol as a moms for reducing 

the degradation reactions. However, the fact that this stops was 

still negative . mpbasisad that them um still a significant loss of 

hydrasine das to secondary processes in the gas phase. Had all the 

hyrdraaina being removed before nay dscaaposition taking place, the slope 

of this tine imsld have been altbar indeepeadent of discharge power or 

possibly positive. it therefore follow that it a more efficient 

absorption process was used, ore 1s ydraaiao could be reca vexed. In 

order to substentiata this supposition aspsriamtts with reactor 8 were 

carried out when a nets intimste contact Mein the liquid droplets 

and the gas gras ei pectsd. Hafor tely, their results slaved that 

yields sans slightly below that of the film reactor A, This vas 

attributed to the dissimilarities in the construction of these tim 

reactor which lud to radically different discharges being obtained. 

idwa discba pulsing was used in conjunction, with reactor C, wady 

yields of up to 15 pm. /kl b were obtained but introduction of te 

liquid absorbent did not result is mW lapr+ovrrot. No possible 
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oxplmation has t fovmrd4 d, but Lf their pulst c, oddtUons wt. 

such that degradation s negligible then Introduction of the 

et y1 e glycol vsll have litUs or no of fact co reactor p rfotoocce. 

Tbs use of liquid sbootsnt* has the distinctive aMvmtag. 

of sizing the dagtadative reactions aitb at affecting the rate of 

electric aar$, y input necessary for reactant activation, than giving 

iac: rsasa6 esrgy efficiency wit out the adverse effects os the overall 

con arsion to ydrasin. associstrd with tschetques relying on dart 

residence tins such as the physical ra val of hydraeins using high 

arsooia flourstes os Own the pulsed disaässges. Also, since Cbs4cat 

equilibrium in the goss ph"* could not b astrbliahsd, it is possible 

to build up the concentration of the bgydrasUis in the absorbent to 

s ubstaotial values by liquid recycling bolero any considerable 

degradation. yro an engineering point of viw, liquid absorbent 

has the added advantage of actin as coolant for the reactor Wien sonn 

ems asary beat is being worsted during the discharge. dannen, 

like any other engineering operation, this t4chnigoa is not free fron 

fly. One of the major disadvantages of this method is that wader 

certain conditions, Bition of the absorbent by the dish 

action sight resent, thee not only leading to poses lasses but also 

givissl v d. stn of immtsd pro tcw. 9º Vill sWo ttw detailed 

* a1ysts of t» tS*ctim »eb»i of rather c«eUtetat 44 veli es 

aEf®ctt p*rtfLcaUoa proccsdurss to a law" act nt. AltI b täsra $r. 

so reported aids effects agardit the dodos oattift of OUWlme glycol 
reported 

!a the MMoaia/jwft"i ns Wotan. its cc9 ur rI an ce has bs. p101 1 by 

MCU3(90) ubm tatki* an the pa: ttd 4xidatian of cart s. 
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(4) AWLS & LA Sitabl. cateU ý14 ý9M 
MAQMM z 

The result of ZeIILS and J TaWs"a) wx& an the g10v 
discharge synthesis of hydrasine fron pia =a a positive proof 

of the effectiveness of this method as a tool for cutting dam the 

degradation of ydrasioa. They found that bydrasia" yMd was not 

only a function of the reduced electric field (E/p) but depended also 

on the reactor diameter. This suggested the influence of the veils 

on the chemical reactions, as well as the discharge characteristics. 

Further support for this came to light lea coating the reactor walls 

with platiOUn rings re ottkd !n an eight fold iecr4600 is the energy 

yield of hydrazine to 43 War. /%Wb based on energy eoaausption is the 

positive colts only, but oddly enough no apparent change is nitrogen 

yield was noticed. This they attributed to the catalytic reco Inatioo 

of hydrogen steam r ticb were believed to be the math Ingredients for 

bydrasiao lour in the disch rge. Mousvor, suere the source for 

nitrogen gras believed to arise from the decomposition of IWArasimelp 

than any reduction is the latter process s rld eaft6tedly give 

las nitrogen. Docause on such effect was, observed, their s per(- e'tal 

data failed to establish ithetber the Lun t in t dreams yield 

was due to the prevention of its destruction by by&sSen atoms or the 

catalysis outs formation. 

DlTW AND BUWMIS observations, were later roafjr d by 

SATt At1C(90) carried out a series, of saq+n! immts is vemlS with 
the wells treated with phosphoric acid to retard the rI istion 

of hydrogar stow. He later repeated M eopex tts with untreated 
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walls found a four fold increase in the yield of hydrazine, t bus 

indicatLng the i fluonce of wall reactions. RAS also suggested 

that vhm using electrodes of different materials the increase in 

bydraaine yield was not due to the ch gs in the work ! 'motion of the 

metal but rather to catalytic effecter. He found that piati was 

the best electrode material. The effectiveness of plat iw as a 

catalyst vas proven by yet anotber lnvettigatien ciarried out by 

SuBsuvA and x(82) using an atomiser discharge at 633 on Ng. 

They found that c"t the tube wails with uicJwl and piatiº 

Increased the overall conversion by and 200 - 300% -tively. 

Regeneration of the catalysts reduced the efficiency of nickel but 

fand no apparent affect aas plsti 0 

It follow from v iat has been said that introduction of a 

catalyst in the reaction eons does 1n rove bprdrsslna yields but the 

e Tact role of tos catalyst In the overall kinetics of the process can 

not yet be assessed. Putther basic research is therefore necessary 

in order to dstarndns the ach tism of the" catalysis reactions. 

(. ) 
The coca of this t boisus to the sects of tydrogsin 

atomar coacantratto is the aeactiom vesol and by dot" so adul-l-lait 

dwir rate of reaction with .i rdrasim. The sca r maid maid be 

may orgsuic coq ss d with a stag afffaityt towards %rdroem stoss. 

The first to tnvestgate the effect of thee. ad&Uves was XWVA 91) 

Us -- --+oegts tyre waft at e prasanre of 5 am Hg using an electric 

discharge cur rent of 40 M passed between electrodes 20 cm spart in 

a v. e1 2.4 on to dt tr and ao is lIneas Velocity of 526 cs/ssc 
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and sometimes at 5200 and 376 cm/ssc respectively. His results 

stud that additives contributed to an Increase is bydrasin. yield 

by a factor of up to three. Of the additives investigated, ai . yl 

(cH - cna) corq oaads vs. particularly effective with ai. äylasäs 

giving the highest yields of hydrasine. Also, the additive became 

more effective mhen present in concentrations rae ;i from 0.1 

1.0 awlar 7.. Mother point of interest is that the role of the 

additive as a scavenger became less Important at higher s nta flaw 

rates. This could be explained if on. realises that under these 

conditions, the loner concentration of hydrogen atom covplld with a 

rapid ra nval of bydrasise by the gas stream leaves little room for 

improvement as the part of the ecavenger. 

NAHION r"*Tted eaezgy yields of up to 30 Sm/k Jh with a 

bydrasles concentration of 0.7 vt. 1 in a single pass. If higMr 

concentration could be attained by recycling the mixture of hydras , 

mdonia and additive, to he suggest ds than this tmc niqm will to a 

fruitful cesOMreial proposition. Hot,, an the other bond, if the 

additive itself m ts~at d ecamqusitiaa, than the problems associated 

with it mull be enormous and industrial utiliastion : *comes dou tlul. 

S3nd1ar results regarding the effect of bydrogsu atom 

scan axgex$ ware also "ported Jy aAm= 
«» 

using a nies ve dlsclarp 

at 10 aua It with ally1 alcohol as the a . tive is ccm e%tratinnt of 

U) to O. ä color Z. LABT found that addition of the »cev*ger 

ncr. aod both energy yields Sod cosy rsioa to bydrazi4a by 2007.. He sported 

maxtuii energy yield of 40 &=. /kUh with a concentration of hydra 

equivalent to 0.06 Miarr .. He also found that the role of t 3a 
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scavenger bec aa. less significant at higher powr inputs and lowwr 

a aßnia flovrataa to agreaemt with MM1ION"s(91) fLudi"$ This 

was attributed to other msctmoia®s of bydrasina daaompodttvna tail 

place eadtr arose conditions, namely the sloctrgariU*Acad decomposition 

of hydraaina and its precursor. 
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3.0. SCOPE OF PRESENT INVESTIGATION 

The purpose of this research prograý was to develop novel 

reactors in which the problems associu°:..: d with the phenomenon of beam 

constriction were to be eliminated. Firstly, attention was devoted 

to the application of COTTON'S crossed discharge technique. This 

study, however, constituted only a minor part of the programme and 

for this reason it is not included in the main body of this thesis but 

is relegated to Appendix 1. The investigation was abandoned after it 

became apparent that some considerable and unavoidable error was 

involved in the measurement of the high fr quency power. Nevertheless, 

a limited number of experimental runs were carried out which not only 

indicated the ineffectiveness of this device but also helped to explain 

some of COTTON'S findings. 

The second and main part of this thesis is concerned with 

the development of a new type of reactor embodying the principle of 

beam scanning. Here, the problems associated with beam cotstriction 

were overcome by allowing the discharge beam to scan the entire reactor 

cross-section. Mechanical scanning, as compared to other means such as 

electromagnetic scanning or electrical switching devices, was used 

because of its simplicity. Rotation of the discharge tos achieved by 

enclosing the cathode of the cell by a rotating insulating tube which 

was provided With an aperture of appropriate dimensions. 

The performance of this reactor was studied in depth using 

both continuous and pulsed power supplies at an ammonia pressure of 

10 torr. Tice effects of scanning frequency discharge current, sz nia 

flowrate and pulse repetition rate (in the case of the pulsating 

discharge) were fully investigated. Analysis for hydrazine as well as 
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other gaseous products, namely hydro; eu and nitrogen, has Ieeu carried 

vut and the influence of the operatiu6 variables on the degree of 

, xu nia decomposed and hydrazine forr. ºcti Eias established. 

In the continuous DC discharge the field strength in the 

positive column was measured using a single electrical probe and 

subsequently an estimate of the mean electron energy has been made. 

The probe also served to identify areas in the plasma which hitherto 

had no mention in any published literature. These are now described 

as active dark zones and are found to be responsible for some chemical 

activation. 

Another phenomenon which has escaped the attention of most 

investigators in this field, is, the deposition of a film on the anode, 

is reported and a possible explanation for its formation is also given. 
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it 1. ' ßw $CamLU& leNu or 

The reactor developed in this study ci*sisted in primiple 

of a slaln1aas steal cater rod (0) located axially alas prom ular 

anode (M). The latter was fabricated fvom stainless steel machine d 

carefully to give It a smooth aattaca and curved p. ripbaiy to sdnfedso 

edge effects and sparks s ch might have boa created due to some 

Lrregvlarities va the surface. 'fl* c*ttnde i*s sbield. d by as 

insulating tube (L) centa1nt4A a civmIsr apartuTs which UW in the 

plane of the &SCAS, Wb a potattial differanc* vas SPPIL*d to the 

clactrads, a discharge beam was established through the shield ertare, 

and by rotating the tatter, the teat was sode to scan the entire 

reactor cross-sectien. A deteilad disgi. a tacar@oratixdg the dimensions 

of the different cagpvftwts of this venter is lion in Figure 4.1. 

A supplamintary pbotograph of the asaambl. d call together 4th its ten 

basic elements La whom in Figure 4.2. 

The ahl of the reactor coeuiat l of a bovasUicate tube (n) 

cloMY at the soft 
by POCSP" sad plsM* (0)- 

cloaYS7a äM 

maintatmd gas tight by G. is (K) and mild steel is bass (i). 

Cu antsy (N) and acct ports (J) were provided at gab and of an 

»actox. lfrsaa iwst b«km4 by chub«a los. sly p«kod with glas. mot 

iMcb aernrd do "taut4h a aaife*m au tlar Ammb tiw s ctoir. Flan 

experlwats with vvcý s "stream a1 doi . tse. of the rotor 

shawd that the p aus. mop acr as the reactor ms aegli ibis. 

IM Cittsdi ibisid (L) was faWca#ed ftc. Syodmyo labe 
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.y to FLurc L" I. 

11 Stainless steel shaft (diameter * k") 

Rotary shaft seal 

C 
5 .. 

Perspex and plate (thickness /lt, ) 

D Borosilicate glass tube (internal diameter " 3"; 

height - 5") 

E Perspex sheath (bore - "; wall thickness a 
" 1 /16 ) 

F Perspex sheath (bore - *"; wall thickness - 
1" /lv ) 

G 
5 ," 

: erspex end plate (thickness 

H 
1 "" 

Gas inlet (bore - J"; wnll thickness /1(, ; height - 1") 

I Brass bush and *riction washer arrangement 

J Gas outlet (bore - /"; wall thickness * 
1/16 

; height - 1") 

K Gaco gasket seal (thickness 

L Sindanyo tube (bore wall thickness - is" ; aperture 

diameter " /") 

H Stainless steel anode (internal diameter - 2h "; k" square 

cross-section) 

N 
ýý 

Mild steel tie bars (diameter 3/16 ) 

0 Stainless steel cathode (diameter m k") 
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and was driven through a variable speed gear box by means of a 
1/30 h. p. 

motor. This enabled speeds of up to LOW r. p. m. to be attained without 

excessive heating of the shaft seal element (B). In order to stop the 

downward movement of the rotating shaft (r. ) during operation a brass 

bush (I) was incorporated. Friction between the latter and the rotary 

shaft seal (B) was cut to a minimum by the insertion of a PTFE washer 

between the two. Finally, the rotating cathode shield was surrounded 

by two stationary Perspex sleeves (E, F) above and below the beam 

aperture in order to minimize turbulence in the gas phase. In a later 

investigationtsing pulsed discharge tec%aigues, the Lower sleeve was 

substituted by a Perspex tube enclosing the cathode rod to within a 

distance of less than 
1/16" from the rotating insulator, and the upper 

sleeve was removed completely. The dimensions of the tube were 2 
13/16" 

in length with an internal diameter of ý" and a wall thickness of 
3/32". 

The rotating Synndenyo tube was 1t" long with a wall thickness of 
1/16". 

The clearance between the latter and the cathode was kept at 
1/32". 

The aperture in this case was in the form of a rectangular alit measuring 

ij" horizontally by k" vertically. This arrangement increased the 

cross-sectional area available for gas flow from 26.6 cm2 to 29.7 cm2, 

i. e. an increase of 11.7%. 

4.2, Flow Systa 

Figure 4.3 shows the flow system in m schmaatic form. Anhydrous 

ammonia, provided by I. C. I. with a mini=m purity of 99.99'Z, was directly 

fed to the system from the supply cylinder without any further drying or 

purification. Its pressure was reduced to gust above atmospheric with 

a Matheson stainless steel reducing valve. The pressure of ammonia at 
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VI - Matheso stainless steel reducing valve 0octet 12.240 

V2 * Stainisu steel seeitle valve incorporated wtt3 the reducing valve 

ßi1,2 - Mercury amwstsrs 

fl, 2,4,6,9,10 - 3-Way hLgb vac $topcockt 

Fl - Fischer and Sorter variable area [loirsst. r type 08F - 
1/16 

- 10 - 
4/36 

rdth 
1/16" 

stainless steel float 

F2 - Fischer and Porter variable area ftol 9ter type PP 1/8 
- 12 "C" 

3/81 

with 
1/8" 

sapphire float 

Th -- lo°c - 110°c arresry t1kenumatar 

V3 - tumid Stainless steel needle valve 

Vol - Speedivac dial aaa$a ®edel C03 

R" Reactor 

T3,3 0 7,8� 11,12 - 2-Way hips vast stopcocks 

CST - Cas $awla trap 

51,2 - Absorption bottles 

V4 - 8p+eadivac siedle valve type 0618 idth adjustable dial pointer 

P192 - Double steps Qaaavae rotary Tatum Pours 

V02 " Speadivac Vacustat nodal, 132 

TP - 1baptor peep unit 

A"1 litre Pyrex flask containing 730 als of ssraury 

a"% litre Pyrex flask 

C" wermucally worsted valve 

B- Gas sunple tube 

8" Cu apple tube unit 
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this stage was ms. eursd vith a siercuxy stur (MI). 

At this pressure the L*T zmn a flow rate was massurad by 

oue of two flacher and Porter Tri-Fiat variable area, rotac*ters (F1, F2) 

cad its temperature was mi tared by a mercury then . ter (7h). fite 

gas flaw could be directed towards either of the.. flow asters with the 

aid of a three way high vocum stopcock (TI). With this arrangement 

Buis Haurat. from as little as 10 cc/aft to about 1300 cc/mim (STF) 

could be muaared. Since the pressure is this part of the systss was 

above one atum ru, there was as problee with air looking in. 

The pressure of the amonia teas seduced to the req"rW Lrvl 

by a stainless steel needle valve (V3) and its pr. saura at this stfte 

was mmitol" by a Spe. divac dial gauge NO having a raags of 0" 20 

toss. The accuracy of this gauge was within Z. ä% of the. full scale 

deflection. The gaseous products leaving the reactor either fkr ! 

through the by-pass or through the ges eOple trap (CST) followed by an 

absorption train (81,52). The second absorption trap 02) contained 

50 ml. of ethylene glycol to absorb the casino Nhilet the first (51) 

was kept eapty and served to trap any liquid absorbent resch Might be 

inadvertently drmet back. 

Fine control of the gas flow ws achieved by the ca t 

8d jusbt7Dmt of t 1m valve (V3) and $ ßg1 VsC1w stopcock (TO)- Wbm 

vorking with lower £C%owrstes Lt 11Ss usCsSOM to insBrt . notbsr' *taInl9$s 

stool needle valve (V4) in paarallol. with TB to give finer cmtrol of 

the fam. 
The syat n wa aa3ntsln, d at reduced preamces by a double 

ate Gaßevac rotating piston vactavwn gamy typ MD 2. 'dis had a 
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dLspl c, zt c 5O tit. /min and a capability of reaching vacs of 

,a 
to 2 :1 10 4 toyer without gas ballast and 5x 14-3 Corr with an 

ballast. A rinn-return valve was available to stop oil suck back. 

The xaadn a ammonia f Lawry to ceasursd at 20°C and 760 cia Ha, ecIioved 

with this pump and the existing flow system did not exowd 200 cc/Win. 

Mao due to coatauinatlon of the oil by the am®onio, reconditions of 

the p =V at regular intervals was necessary In orders to k *V its 

required efficiency. 

The gas sampler ((; ST) was o round glass flask of 2 litt. 

capacity and vss enclosed in a wooden box for safety reasons. A gas 

smople could be trapped utw2rmr necessary and t transferred to the 

Toepler pip unit(TP) via a high vacuum stopcock (%). The Toeppler 

pump consisted basically of tim Pyrex flasks (A, 8), a special valve (C)s 

editch could be operated sAýgpetlcally shon necessary, and a gas sample 

tube aalt (S). Flask (A) was of one litre capacity and contained a 

pool of nercnry (730 cc. ) and flask (B) had a volume of t litre and 

isa cooected to the gas s spie trap (GB? ) by a capillary tubing which 

also served as a meter ($t). The valve consisted of a bundle of 

1/16 steel rods sealed in a glass earalopee. The latter iss positioned 

In the leck of flask (B) by a cone end socket assembly. In gas s+ssple 

tube unit consisted of a 10 at giess bulb with two high vacum stopcocks 

(T11, T13): one at each sad. The gas sample tubs mit mss connected 

to the Toopler punp by a socket and cans mmfsssxtt and could be 

Wr v" sei cos ', 'c tad to a gut chVCMto¬raph for gas analysis r 

9. c! asary. 

Vac in to ' pleat pnV writ t 40W by mat ss G svac 

vo cu pu (. imila* to to prsviowa am) md proem" stability at 
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high vacums was observed on a vscustat ge mWel 182. This geige 

operates on the *am pxiaºciple as a P4cL ed ga o ovvor the Irae 

10 " 10 tort. 

As operations ware at a PUSSuxs Of 10 tose, strict 

attention me paid to t! w woof tiiort of the flow Wotan to Prevent 

air Ike. Class tubs, were used idim svsr possible. "here wate 

connected by maws of Qaickfit glass balls and sockets, sod socket 

and case joints smeared with Apaioan high vscum grease type M. % *r. 

these ware iopsscticsbto tusch as connections to the reactor call, 

rotameter$ ate., flexible PVC hoses wave used to sake connection between, 

glass pips lines sod were kept as abort as possible. Due to the highly 

corrosive nature of ado a, all metal parts of the difforant Instruments 

used in the flow systm ware fabricated frauº stainless stest. Flaw 

eaters and mmWimatars were afaeablod da jr wooden pawls sssud the role 

apparatus was rigidly ,r sported an a wooden, bench by Lablox stands 

and retorts. Alt *lectsical swttcbos narr ce ft»d to ora a. ctt of 

tmw rLi and wt oýry to"* fte cr araeaýdtooL s l" týarou h 

special ätb vo1top cables Ms4 caimectiasr to the s+wctot MOTS räs 

through $sllln aid 1M high voltage siagio POI. ce c. MIND 

than could net be used, dW ww" replaced by crocadL . clips. 

Phrtagraº1ý sh. wat the ii dad tal rig is detail cap be sea is 

?t sr. s 4.4,4.5. 

A D. C. volt** of up to 4.0 kV COULd be obtaln. d fr " 

suitably built gsu. sstor ubmw steclitt. d circuit d cr t is atmen in 
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Figure 4.6. Weins voltage fraaº 0" 250 volts we supplied to the 

primary transformer and controlled by a Variac. The output frm 

the secondary transformer we fully rectified and smothing aas 

achieved by a 10 Henry coil and a4MF high vol tap capacitors. The 

generator had a negative output, and for this reason the cathode 

we the high tension electrode. To increase te safety of the 

equipment, micro' witches we. provided an the supply cabinet doors 

and the Vayria: c. Both the primary and secondary circuits ore protectd 

by fuses, and teermal delay we provided on the HT, to the rectifier 

valves. Any residual charges as, the high voltage capacitor at the 

and of each experiment were discharged to earth by a heavily Insulated 

high voltage cable through a series of resistors r icb constituted the 

badest resistor. In latter was Incorporated in this circuit bete 

the output of the generator and the reactor call and its . ziatence was 

a necessity in order to Limit the flow of currant at the onset of the 

discharge and by doing so, sustain the non-disruptive nature of the 

glow discharge. A amen of Wsiryo type 047 e" -el covered, wire ioaod 

resistors wie used to adre up the required ballast resister. For the 

existing reactor g etry and operating preamse, a valve of 175 K' aua 

found to be suitable. To segnitada of this resistor could be franked 

deren to as las as 5 Kn-, if higher discharge curt to messe t uirad. 

In the polo" died e ease, the Vows me provided by a 

Vilossc bi$L pow" Palme generator NOW 570. With t sodsI palat 

width from 0.1 - 300/4 sec with a repetition rata of 3 ppa - 103 ppa 

wr* obtainable. Peak output voltages from as blab as 191V to as low 

as 40V could be obtained by i3w lnsartioo of special PUM-! n faits. 
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For this particular investigation Ok direct output Plug-in Unit type 

V-1097 max usad which gave voltages of up to 3 kV, td this output 

vas fed into a naminal resistance of 200"-, a square we was obtained 

with a droop of lass tea 3%. The rise and fall tims were 30 as and 
the 

50 no respectively. But wan/discharge me in cperationt delay in 

the rise and fall times together with a distortion of the fors 

result d to the dynamic Upedeme of tin circuit. The generator 

had a duty factor of 1% at 22 kW ps k. but greater for lower oust 

levels. A ballast resistor of 15 kn was necessary and the output 

voltage vas again negative. The medal contained overload protection 

with raset if the duty cycle ras exceeded or it the output Was short 

circuited. A flashing red p+ws1 light advised the operator when the 

high voltage ma aua. 

4.3. x, r c_ 

(a) V v. , 
An Limrc valve volt tar taw 314 iaceryoratlng a 100411 

D. C. attaou*tox probe type 372 with an thMot "sLetam e of 2x 103 tin, 

was used to read the D. C. voltage. This lasts'at could be a justod 

to read voltages r thg f 300 WV " 30 kYs hmos"r, for mast discharge 

coadl, tlow the wAxIwm vw*be, voltage was lass then 1 kV accounting 

for a current lo" is the pry of tos thin 0.5/t A. The accuracy of 

this ator ma goatod by the msntaetmrern as * 51 of fall acme 

dsflaatios. 

IN týiltýwatýc 

The D. G. current isa Mraaonwi by a rawer coil aAllimnstsr 

incorporating four app eta slant rnsistaacM and a switching dnrtcs. 
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With this arrangement the meter could read currents from 0- 300 mA 

in the steps, 0- 10,0 - 30,0 - 100, and 0- 300 mA respectively. 

When this motor was checked against a standard Avo wter, ibich had 

an accuracy of 1Z, so discrepancies were observed. 

(c) pnillosccw t 

In order to trace the current and vvItage waveforms of 

the pulsed discharge a Tektronix type 551 dual bean oscilloscope, 

incorporating a Plug*in Unit type K presiaplifier7 we used. The 

oscilloscope had a sweep rats of 0. lfusec/cm to 5 sec/cm, and a 

continuously variable deflection factor from 0.2 V/cm to 20 V/cm. 

Continuously variable sweep rates were available from 0. lau sec/cm to 

0.12 sec/cm. Both the borisootal and vertical room amplifier viere 

accurate to within 31 of the control setting. 

The voltage signal fror the discharge cell to the 

oscilloscope could be att. atad 1004 time by a Tektronix probe type 

P6013. The latter bad as ! spat resistance of 100 Nn- and a capacitance 

of 3 pF. With this suit putsad voltages of up to 40 kV could be 

displayed on the oscilloscope screen wit bout my dosga to the coyoneets 

inside the probe body. The probe had two input tattsalsr aua had to 

be clipped to the voltage seder investigation and the other to a selected 

ground point near the probe input connection. 

In some inat c. s a shaebma crrra uiwntsd as the 

oscil oscops scisen to pkotop aph to voltage said c xr t wwto*a.. 

For masurlad the speed of rotation or the discharge 
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beam ecamfng frequency, a hand typo Smith* tachometer was used. 

motor was graduated 0" ZOO rev. /min, and a X14, X100 Yangs switch 

enabled higher roaditgs to be made. 

4s4g Sm-gr&Mt&l. Ugga&lrg 

4.491. F 121 f&Iib_sR a, 

This 

The larger capecity flatamtes was calibrated 

using the soap fila t cbnigaw. A schematic diagraae for this arrangement 

item in Figure 4.7. The glass tube uns about oas metro long and 

had a volume of 500 aal. Markings an the outside surface indicated the 

volumes at different positions. The flowrate for any set position of 

the float sass calculated fron t 1w timt taken by a soap file, profited 

by pressing the rubber bulb# to sunup a certain volume. The sw, aaia 

temperature and pressure were Monitored by the they fa*. ter and the 

mercury m meter assembled on the gas flow line. 11*se Haurates 

were then corrected to standard comUtians of 20°C and 760 ea Fa using 

than appropriate correlation betumM the SU flavrste and floWmetar 

Characteristics. 

The flo rate of a aas is stlot*4 to the flonaater 

conditions ty : 

FIw Pf - Pat/ P,; j) 
k 

**wo*ooe(4, I) 

i"re, 

r1 " S" floWg&te c* c* t. d at opsratit cnMttiau 

" floe coeificteat jives by the wiwts+etrrsss as 
a fusctiat of bsbs dirssioa*, seals ssaöiog, 
sad viscosity nrs r 
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Ba constant for each tube 

rf a float density 

C&I - gas density at operating conditions. 

The f iovrite at standard c: o idi tiona will be given "t 

P2 = u2 B( Pf -l g' ! O2)ßä 
". s. ý. w.. s. 

(4.2) 

('f %' 1ý.... (4.3) 2°I 
L2 

[P&1' (2f " fg2)'f 2( 

but for ßs11 ch es in pressure and to ratuze, 

1 B, 
°f - r82 mid C1 _- C2 

F2 0 Fl(T2P/ TLPa) 

rlhere. 1. a - fkrtierate at 20 c and 760 ei Hg 

F, - flow ats at operating condtttsxur 

.......... (4.4) 

.......... (4.5) 

a 

TIPI - to sratura and pressure at opsratu coalitions 

T21P2 - temperature and pressure at standard cooditioas (i. a. 20°C 

and 760 m NS respectively). The calculated f owates at 20° and 760 men US 

together with, the calibsation cum are sbo is Pion A3. t, Armradix 3. 

The 'lowatos were also avaluatad for ditlsnwt float poaitioas 

at 20°C and 760 ® Hg, wieg the ummfactossr's data (8isbsr and Porter Co. 

[iwelbook 10 A9010) and Ui. roanlta agro" or11 within expwriaomta1 orror. 

For this r"asaa rnd 4i. to somas practical dLtiic. ] ty In rsiatalnin a 
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soap film at lower fiowrataa, the latter method was adopted to 

calibrate the second flo eter (08P-1/16-1G-4/366). The calibration 

cures for this flo%meter is shorn in Figure A3.2, Appendix 3. 

4.4.2. Anal pts of t 2Ncts ýYý/ýýIYIyI I Iýil1i///FYipiY ilý1/IY//Y\ IIýýIYiYý 

ja) Hydrazine 

Quantitativ, analysis of bydrssins can be carried out using 

gas chraaatograpby(92), titration (93) 
of colaurinistric tsrtho4 of WATT 

(94) 
and cm zSP. Howsvort dirt to the small amount of hydraalos produced, 

it was felt that the colouriastrtc analysis was the most sensitive. 

This t chuique used the 458 am sbsorptian band of the caVlax 

fQrmsci by the reaction of bydrazina with acidified p. dimathylsmino- 

bmnzaldebyda. orange colour of the complex davalops fully in 

about 10 minutes said stays stable t ereaftar for a period of not less 

than 12 hours. Beers Law holds for up to 0.77 p. p. m. and asmouia does 

not interfere with hydsasioe analysis. Absosptiosrtsic es aaoreeaots 

ware carried out using a tkaiicas SP600 spectrophotomstetr which bs ia 

wavelength range of 340 - 1000 rau. The inatru- nt incorporated a 

tungst D filmrot 100 as the light source� two vacuum photocells (blue 

md red) and tmo light fitters (clear Blass and OR7 filter). The 

setting of the ar ind wrºelmatb (438 r M) was achieved by wring the 

blue photocell in conjmection Uritb the glass filter. 

lb. sp*ctropbot stu wa calibrit d usher sdxtes+a with 

kaann bydrasiae c cantsatLoss. Solrtfnni of 0.5 to 1.0 &a of 

bydvasinima chloride in oar litre of distilled water were first proper" 

and then stn4ardLss4p4 by titration with standard potassim iodate solution 
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usin chLo fora an indicator. The sta dardisW solution was 

then carefully diluted with distilled water to , give Ymncontr i 

bydrzsiite of typically 1ü 3 
M/Iitre. nta colour reagent a load 

had the follovthg depositions p. 4 srthyiaodnot al si 80.0 was; 

ethanol. 1000 als; distilled water. 50iß als; athylame glycol. 300 als; 

Vnd Cowentrstad biydrochloric acids, 1& als. This mixture had a 

iarity of one with respect to bydrehl. oric acid ar4 seid res the 

b1 ºk for the absc rptimetr : m+ . aßur ta. Bulks of this solution 

wre ; repsred and kept for periods of up to one wn without ,, 

ckt : xtoration. Testy ale of this mixture were added to aliquots of 

the diluted stcaulardiseä tzydrasius solution, selected so that the lid 

,: sracaatvatS. on of hydrastws would be within 0.03 - 0.8 p. p. m» -titer the 

t ; =I ,r was fully developed, the % absorptsacy of the liberated coq le 

we assured inapt that of the blank mixture, and calibration curve 

relating the % absorptaac. y to the concentration of hydresine me 

prachtcad. This is a in Pismo A3.3, Appendix 3. nie sensitivity 

of the speccrophotomater wee chocked at Aalar iahte vals with freshly 

prepared and standarid id lWrssiam solutions, and reproducibility was 

Eo** d to be weil within 
± 0. ä7i. 

2gor 

The gaa. us products £ns the Slaw discha itiau 

of ammonia wo bydxqpn ad aitxagsn as wall as t ss * and In osdss 

to ptw as rstlasts of the extant of the sitksi process and also 

the ftaction of tim ds i ssd samoais Mdicb is convected to brdxasinee 

saalysis of the peawa ta (N2 Mö EI3) "s a uft"sity. 

A ?. skin ZIUW 948-ltgiitd CIWOMtataºb uk%l 432 we vsad 

for this psrposs. so ritt i. i rd with a tboaml caaöactivity 
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ddstscetor cnuplsd to a YAUt coast recorder, 'ohs signal g isrstad 
by the detector draws a potsstiartric recorder to produce a graphic 

display on a strip chart mich could then be related to the concentration 

of the gas sale. A range control attawatsd the sigoat fed to the 

recorder by saccesains accurate factors of two so that each sensitivity 

setting is half that of the previous setting. 

taros . niter and as ware sapuatol using a savor 

foot 5A Mastlax sieve ODIUM at 50°C. AXWa at on input prissrse 

of to p. s. i. `. ms used as the carrier fur. The choice of the carrier 

gas depended to a large extent an the best sensitivity achieved with 

the thermal detector. Nitrogen ras soled out, since it was itself 

one of the gaseous products, and hellos, although it gave a vary good 

response to nitrISIs and GUYS , but poor 90190906 UP bYdV0Wjp V" 

not w. d da to its high cost. At on was Used as it was cheap" and 

at the saw tine extra sly sensitive to hydrogen and also gave a fair 

response to nitrogen and oxygen* as length and touparotess of the 

col_a together Uritb the carrier input pressure wsa detandsed 

experinentslly to give the bast possible separation coupled with the 

shortest possible *lotion time. With the existing condition the 

elution tins men 49 sec. for bgrdso; so, 90 sec. for omen, and 128 sec. 

for sitseges uhsn the col ws tally activated. 

Tea 10"las sieve c. 1 . Ley. d tilled to giw MW 

%*$PON" to Li and owlyati of the Simi irq ftc. t 

chwometsgsai sia sd an traces of Man". Is vies of this ebaýexvatioa, 

it we believed that do aria we absorbad po=aumtly an the surface 

of the packS materiel ca"tithtus the COIN 116 Darr this raasaft, it 

we found that after constant operation, the the=al detector bocame 

lass aa"itive, elution dass ehertemed, and e Ums overlappog of 
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the oxygen and nitrogen psi resulted. Ibvsver, rejuvenation of 

the column was established by baking at 20ß°C for a period of not 

less than 12 hours. This mk done regularly at weakly intervals. 

The cbramstog raph . ao equipped with a special gas-s. e ºltng 

valve for injecting the as a+aples into the stra s of the carrier 

gas, see Figure 4.8. It can be seen that d*n the knob of the gas- 

sampling valve is in the fully clocladse position the . ample tube is' 

isolated from the instrument but L. allowed to fill with the sample 

mixture. when the control knob is turned to the fully smai-clockwise 

position the sample tube Is disco cted flan the ar*iple entry and 

exit connections and the retained s+mple irr allowed to be swept into 

the instrument by the carrier gas. The gas sampling valve was fitted 

with /" diameter stainless steel tubing for connection to the sample 

tube which itself was a5 foot stainless steel tube of the seise di ter 

and made in the form of a coil. 

Ttw tnstsvwat tam calibrated by injecting gas aixtures of 

I=*wa compoattion at different total puraaans and meaaariui the 

response to tome of peak bsLthts. Dw to the ahasp and veil defined 

chrametogrnr, au tigern 4.9, it sos feind ýscsslary to eramrs 

the area air each peals. Also, aluce tim volens of this s mole tube 

was Uws in each case, the partial pyre of each co poost in 

the nlxtore was directly Proportional to dw morlo traction of that 

coscooeot. Calibration cam for nitrogen and hydrogen ixe thin 

produced giving the peak height as a bawtion of the partial fires 

of each coNponent in vex ft- Theme are ab. In Figures A3.4, A3.5 

In Appendix 3. It can be seen that the re se is linear in both 
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Cirri el: in 

To instrumrnt 

En try; 
Outlet 

(a) V31vc Fully Clockwise 

Samp 

Carrier in 
To instrument 

Samp le 
Entry & 
Outlet 

(b) Valve Fully Counter-Clockwise 

Figure 4.8 Gas Flow through the Ctir. ornatograph's Sample Valve 
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Figure 4.9 Typical Chromatograms using 7 ft-5A. Molecular Sieve Column 

at an oven temperature of 50 0C 
with Argon as carrier at 

10 p. s. i. g. 
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cases and the straight lines pass through the origin. The 

parfos ce of the irnstrtsssnt was checked daily by injecting only 

one sample and Braving a straight line through this point and the 

origin. Vor the aelibratian a ga eix zrs laving, the following 

camipositions 95.42% NH3; 2.581 lea; 2.08% H2 on molar basis, was used. 

This was specially prepared and provided by Air Products. 

A thematic diagram sbowthg the arranCeao&at for tb$. a 

calibration tsc)miqut is slaw to FLSuc. 4.10. The general procedure 

was as followers 

(ä) The line dom stz*m Enos the t* U. valve Vl tos evacuated by 

the vacum pop. With the knob as the gas-eºling v*1vs in the 

fully clocladae paoikione this also ineludod tLs svacustian of 

the iacorposatad . maple twm. 

(2) Vitt the stopcock 12 csos d, axe was flushed into system 

by t n1ng the gao-"o 1 valve 1 knob co a®d off for a number 

of UM» uvatil Um Psi indicated on Um o»mt« mbs . U$btiy 

abavs atmapberic. 

(3) Valve TI ms this opaad cud tks syst wo again evacuated. 

ISM the prsaurn = the dial amp me 1us tt e Imm VI 

im. slightly op. r sd to ist a str. of dw gsa kartes, tim Ui. 

cyli er, flora the flow l um. 

{4) With VI open, 12 m* ctsmM md is Um prs. eur. to eäß syat« 

built up to the a quiv. lsvvl, VI wo than cLos d. AIW 

wtb. Mwat TSMJ tatSI t of the psu s. could be achtov d by 

$1t$htly opaih U. 

(3) The Pressure indicated an the mnosster ass tbeo recorded and 

the lawb va the gsa-saaipllh valve was tnrdsd into the fully 
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anti-clockwise position to aiim, the retained gas in the sample 

tube to be shpt by the carrier as into the chramatograph. 
The valve was kept in this position for a long enough interval, 

usually until all the peaks were obtained, to ensure that the 

s , ie volume russ caep1etety swept by the carrier. 

{__>) The ºs»saopiis , valve ws then tusxied into the fully clockwise 

position and valve T2 vas opened for the evacuation of the system. 

(7) Records of the peak heights were made and the procedure is 

repeated at e3mctly tbs saw injoctios premiere to ensure 

reproducibility. 

(8) Steps I. -7 were srpssted at a different ps. saora. The injactim 

pressures were usually In r r. ag. of 20 " 200 tome. 

Ma flow stet doplctad in Fl s. 4.10 had provisions for 

introducing a gas sarpla frm an aac art ital sm. Batwan the 

needle valve and the star there was a 1914 cone and socket 

axvso it wich that On gas I JAW fun the cylinss could be disconnected 

at say tim sad instead the ample tabe from the Toapist pap unit 

Inserted. 

Since the saiecu rr sieve colon separated oxygen ftcs 

hydregsa and nitrogen, it was easy to detezuine the mvmt of air in 

the Waten and hence the contribution of this to dw overall peak beftbt 

of nitroge. The partial pressure of nitrogen was corrected by 

injecting pure air s los (0 -S tarp) after each rm and Doti" the 

peak height of en. By coWaring this with that obtained in the 

calibration pvac pre, it ras possible to calculate exactly lagt much 

nitrogen me conleg fron the air OW hrnco give the Correct figure for 
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t: hca partial pressure of uitrogen Lu actual ga; r4; gturo with air 

boing excluded. Tha presence of air uas believed to have resulted 

rcm Uw LOLOWLSte evacuation of the ges lines or due to lesk es 

into the gas-sm rtiug valve durLng operation. 

,4"3. ZLr L"Aäsr t. 

ihr weamreaent in the DC di rge wes relLtively simpla. 

The voltage and cui eat were read tram the voltmeter and iLlli tur 

rospec: tively, see FLprs 4.11(a), abd their product was to as the 

power dissipated in the discharge. fbwver, in UM pulsed discharge 

its calculation was mors aºiicated. 

In the pulsed discharge the enargy caowaaad between tims t 

and t+ dt is given bys 

$ Lt Vt It $t .......... (4.6) 

metre, Et, Vt and it are the vsºbm of the energy, voltage and currant 

respectively at time t. It thareforf follows that the average power 

input, W, fat a palms duration To will be $ 

T 
WS Vt It dt 

4 
"......... 

(4.7) 

The Integral Will represent the aA rA of 4002V cad in en. pulse. 

in order to evaluate this integral, it is pessary toi knm the value 

of the product, (Vt It)* at every Instant of time. This ts3s aeMaved 

by displaying the voltage and current we"for s an on oscilloscope. 

The carxmt wevefox ei i»1 wu taken aerc sa 10oxi- high 

stabilityº resistor ti is the volts" sig. d tvaa the discha ws 
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Attenuator 
Probe 
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(A) - Continuous DC Circuit Diagram 

5- 10 k-C. Ballast Resistor 

MA 

IA scharge 
Reactor 

Di , charge 
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)> - Plate of 
oscilloscope 

(B) - Pulsed DC Circuit Diagram 

Figure 4.11 Circuit Diagrams for Power Measurement 
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attenuated 1000 times by mi Appropriate probe (as. Section 4.3.2(c)) 

before feeding it to the oscilloscope. A circuit diagras wing 

this arrgaosnt is depicted in Figure 4.31(b). The oscillograms 

were then traced on graph paper followed by evaluation of the integral 

using either Siap, wa'a solo of integration of by rirply cutting and 

then weighing On area wader the carve. amoviug t 1w area density 

(gWamit area) of the graph paper. the t area order the curve was 

then calculated. 

A sari sophiittcat d ttchut"* Mu u »d by SAVAaE(2 `). Nsr 

the oacLUAWaw were first pbotopsapbel tbm gala by a koai 

factor onto a shalt of graph papa r. A "DWU .d Decoder Output 

S. riaUasr" uachito was then used to trace the v xiabl" Vt and It an 

a ocrtm* ,A special w4tc g davics tiM14 t? pWocb the data onto 

a cute? tope "ody tear sabaegdmnt p rac. sethg. IN* moitipltcat%n 

md iht gratlmi wre t ca* rigid mt usin a ca "ter proVa me bam W 

to Si ºsaa's Rule. A caaparLa is batrws the tim techniques rmre me& 
by 

treatift a set of f data. 
Results shaved 

so 
siguitics 

t difts e 

((* fl) äßt for this lsaaav the first Whd wig a opted sl=* it 

ws Isst tim caeiru dtp $. 

The fLsWd in the positive colon of the c onti s DC diacba 

r asa uteri valft a COUV nt14$1I 1 slaSke r probe. IM Setter 
tt 

cona. strä *sti Ly of a 
1/32 

platt im wix unmiag tbaemb a lath of a 

capitiasy .' .4 of t be tatter Mss fused to the Artre with 

one cmtiastie of uM latter pr. tlaöt iron the tue" jo tio. The 

capillary trbs, wr Ars positioned in a qut4 it saran *rmw 
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. m0c i. e: au4 sc: CU Od by cams of VC C7 dCKA' cap, ailiccoo. e rubber 

c reasivn ring and PFi "E washer. The u tole ässe ly was then find 

to te be stLicate ahell of the dwac! ixe reactor through a hole 

drilled at at appropriate poz%Uon auch that the tip of the probe 

could be placed in the centre of the plan . With this arrest 

it uraa possible to move the probe alb the plaaee quite easily and 

without disturbing the operating pressure inside the reactor cell. 

A erratic diagrau of this erra4ge ent is . heim in Figure 4.12. 

The distance between the tip of the probe and the m de was weasunA 

with the aid of a fixed marking an the mowabie capillary tubing and a 

graduated scale an the tied scree thread comeecter. The Bist e 

could be read accurately to within 0.25 on. 

Elect Leal coa aec tt n to the probe was e vis a crocodile 

clip and the output voltage signal ves attenuated LOW tlmaa before 

feediug it to either the valve voltmeter or the oscilloscapswiog the 

grobes vantlawd in Sections 4.3.2(a) end 4.3.3(x). All field 

masurensnts wore carried out using the att atrrr probe types 373 

(Section 4.3,2(a)). The tatter incorporated AS la ti raafataac. of 

2x 10 Na 1for tbia reason reatrict 

the Lengseir prole to vitUn a fraction of s/ o p. It therefore, 

follow that sip no serious diatusbeacos of the plasios wan marred, 

the reading of the probe could be, interpreted as the actual plasma 

space potential. 

ay{. xmELAlTPLrtrne. t Um 

At the ecomminc 11 mt of e =Me 30 Nl of puro (99. fl) BEB 

etäylaue glycol wa plw.. 4W is the already cleaned maid dd. 4 abaorptton 
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Figure 4.12 Electric Field Measurement 
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trap 82 . Ne Figure 4.3. Previous tests bad whom that it wa not 

nscessssy to =ploy tam traps in saris$ and that 50 al of the absorbrat 

ma adequate to absorb all the hydra t» psoducad in a aingia run. 

With V2 cloHd, Vi was adjusted carefully so that a Pressure 

of about t p. s. t. g. was obt Lm d. t5 and Ti wss tl cloud dt 

T4 position d is ozdss to disemwct the flaw syystm tr the lbepl. c 

pmap unit. With all the otbot stopcocks md sudle v&lves open (fit 

V2)r pwiP PL ma . vitchod an to evacuate the gatos. At the *am time 

P2 was SVitebod an to evacuate the To. plsu puap wait TV. TIO and T9 

rasa casatally adjusted so that Us. pool of mrresty is A Me not 

dtstnrbsd. At this styes It mw osesasay to operate Ca nwttieally 

in orris: to essure eo wlsts svac*ation of S. 

w bon the p1mossvs in dw flow mitts, with W oci 1, am 

is" t hm one tore, v2 mw opw.! gradually aid at 2 be sam tim V3 was 

CIO NA. By doing so the r Its" beyond V3 is. isolated has the 

rest sod Lt wes possible to ps+ sia. that Past of t sppssalks 

bet+ws V2 ßa4 V3 to above &t0bob trtc. Vor all Mubsagwnt op. satlons 

and overlo stal Toms this aatm kept above oeaaspbw3c P"Som 

sod lone the possibility of air toduen at this polest iss oliofoatsd. 

WIm eia Urs flow Uum I ig and V3 vwo cmp1 ststy ovemetedo 

y4 cri TO um closed. The 4cs of sit xis is them COaIis+ 

by sties the preswsre stability ever a period of Use. Leaks of up 

is 1 tort/1 aim. two sogaxded an tslasabi`, but U ! do Hats ocoWd 

this h aLt,, the seem* of tbu lash ras fd asta a T"la coil task 

dstactat, and ractili t by blockzag it with Auldits a ssiw. Having 

"stabliahsd a satiafactoiy easdLtL t, V4 and TB vary agait apnad sad 
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the system *we more evacuated. Ti Was ten posLtian. d such that 

the flow of gas um directed into either WI or F2. 

At this rugs V3 wa slightly opm ed mad at t! r $Me tim. 

vi adjusted so that the pressure indicated an MI we still above 

stmospheric. finally, dw exact flwrats ad pressure 4e maue 

of V3 were obtained by t 1w correct wemiprlatica of V3# V4 and TO. 

Haring readmW this stage the ammis aim allowed to flaw for a period 

of 15 SUM to purge any re ri+ asl traces of alt. TI aua! 16 were then 

adjusted to slimy B aia to bubble through $2 in ehr to maturate 

the etbylwie glycol. This usually mired a period of 2.5 ULM for 

a flaunts 200 ccIIto. (SIP) to op to 30 ems los a fl rate of 

is cc/aiD. (SI). Per this man* rdaii operating at loner flowrratas, 

the absorbent vas tint satttsated with UWVA a flowing at 200 cc, /iins 

end then followed by readjustment of the tlonra" to the required lower 
lavel. 

On co iiU * of ehe satur'stian proceftrs, T2 and ?ä were 

imwo"tiomd to all« the gas to £laº b tbe by-pm aid tbe systes 

ties su ,r for ýaqýtiar tal tavssUatio . 

Imm disc wo tattistad by 3ncrwata, the rots 

mW scanatft spe elly mUl biroakdm ". Us voltas, cunt, 

frequency were tbas set at the xogaind laveta acid allowed to riwah a 

steady state. ftvtag doss as the aas riot th i Passed OVOW h the 

. bs*Vti , trap for the dwatiaa of the a! a slarst. 1 to a alight 

pressure drop caused by the U3 sid, tine adjust of V9 was necessary 

to order to bs back dis p assu s to the required level. 

ftsth a rim mich usually lost Ad trim 2.5 - 30 atni' the 

gis psasaaT aeaitox. d by Ml aat + C1, t . Tatorn as Tb, +useant acrd 
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voltage readings, and seaming frequency were recorded. In the 

pulsed di rge case voltage and currant vevefosm were traced an 

graph paper, and records of pulse üN and Oft. tiara were now. 

Before +htttiog dower the time T3 and 14 were closed auch 

that a gas ample ves trapped In CST. 'This Mae I*sedistely followed 

by switching off the power supply and closing V3. Vi nos then 

readjusted so that for pressure on Mt read only a foe ® US above 

stoosphraric. V4 and TO van than closed end Pl t tched off. 

81 and B2 aase than prey rised by opening '5. Ibis wes followed by 

pressurising the rest of the flow systa by first disc acting 81 

reut 82 haft the not with T6 and than opening V. Zn this W4.1 the 

possibility of u sensory euch back of liquid obsorbi t frm 82 into 

81 was eliminated. 

g" SAMWIS tsappd In CST wes laftr k vi I MW 
-UNIS" 

Into D 

by ps Ing it with aascury uslft the 4 ºlar pw* p ip1t. Ts 

procedtrs was as follows 

(1) The pwe"two stability in T! wo cbscid tb. yj, . ad %%a the 

prassuxa indicat.. d on V42 mar lose tban 0.02 twr, TU we claws! 

and the msgi*t opera tiN C is romved. 

(2) CST Was comwt 4 to $ by twoft %. 

(3) '! 9 INS aa, xad «º that A .u dl. tad im 1 aaa i»taa! 

ce ria 81 air we alle»d to flaw lame A. This forced th gar 

in u to be coes+si bf a» º via C ist* D. 

(4) Ors the lawi of wry mw just below T11, !! ras turned to 

swh a swan dot to sit "ply is cot off but at tMs 

Use A Wu caaa tat to 12 Via T1o. mi. Caused the 16"1 of 

t "am my to 4m and an sms In D ass *"*lately isolated 
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frohe A by C. When A use fully evacuated, 8 would also be at 

vacuum and an a consequence more gas from OST v ill flc into 

the latter. 

(5) The whole pimping ptocotre repeated until the pressure of 

the W In D ins ab o" atmospheric, gaily about 800 i it. 

The prossurs was taiga as the diffemce betusca the mercury 
Levels in !2 slid So 

fei Having reac this stse, TU tms closed, 1ST dimo=ctod 

fsoa TP by ging T4 and later pressurl ird by aVealft T3. 

(7) Aa than evaanted red ?9c tos d. P2 was wL tcw off eM 

the gas s 1. wit (8) wt that served and eorwated to the 

aas cbr tWarba a.. Figur. 4.10v for analysts. 

Slec Ow &Aa $ L. tube ei the cbnmt apb bed to be 

evacuated, the final Injection pr iss s of the ca ru sed mots Was 

reduced to about 150 tim. The procedure for lysis is described in 

Section 4.4.2(b). 

Analysis of hyd"kal" ws caxdid out by first s ving $2 

and eh washfft dw side srur of tie trap with Sit *1. of distated 

water. 0.5 " 5.0 mx. of the final solution was adieu to 20 at, of 

the coloured r. pnt and the % abao rptancy of t liberated amplan 

we asasured **I" the spec tiophot met r. "killt *newt of brd"Ol" 

p eed in the as me tbas c+lc*latsd an sheen in Appendix 2. 

At the ad of oub limnt the abiorp tnp , 

1 11 i2a, galtst vtth trot irsastr egal l. C. t. Os Limapol Ion d t« nt 

to groom traces of gre"m and otbrIms street ani later dziaä in a 
bat ov to sew tsr ist tr«« of wst. r aad st*gr3, r glycol. 
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4.6. Rasýlts 

4.6L Electrical ical rsc rt 

For the caatisUGUs DC case a voltage of 1.6 kv was 

required to breakdown the aria at a pressure of 10 torr, but once the 

discharge was struck, it dropped to a value ranging from 630 - 730 volts 

depending on the discharge current. Under scanning conditions it men 
dt found that a slightly high/voltage was required to sustain the "me 

current level. Figure 4.13 shows the relationship between the scaaoing 

frequency and running voltage for three levels of current and sO=Mis 

f narrate. It can be seen that ammonts f lostrsts had no effect but the 

fractional increase in the running voltage at a particular scanning 

frequency is higher at the higher current. For a current of 10 M and 

a scaosing frequency of 800 eta -1 as increase of about 14.3% is observed. 

The glow discharge vu operated wader the Bubi oraal regioe 

hereby a decrease in the current necessitated a bigber applied potential. 

currents of tba order 2.6 - 10 nA could only be investigated this to the 

im itations Imposed by the electrical circuitry surd reactor design. 

At low currents it was found difficult to sustain the discharge 

continuously unless higher ballast resistors (>200 kA) were incorporated 

In the circuitp whilst currents is a=*&s of 10 soli caused excessive 

Matt" of the electrodes especially do catbode. ! luring the period of 

as experiment, r ch usually took 2.5 " 5.0 nisi, this heating effect 

resulted to a suddam change in the appearance of the discharge. The 

glow turned treu its usual pale $rem colour into an intense Nuts 

discharge followed by the formation of a striated posItIve colust. 

Thale abnormalities in the glow characteristics wits also accompanied 

by a riss in the uwaird voltage. 
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Under normal conditions the visible glow wee recognised as 

wedge shaped with height equivalent to the anode depth, i. e. (. 35 ea 

(/"), and width increasing from 6.35 a'a (k") near the aperture to 

25.4 an (I inch) at the aaod*. Its volens was calculated to be 12.75% 

of the effective reactor volle. The latter was taken as the overall 

volwa coetatnod between the anode end the insulator covering the cathode. 

Nawver, probe measur is conducted on a later data indicated that the 

active discharge voles . xtesdsd far beyond the visible glow boundaries. 

to rates instances it represented over 707. of the effective reactor 

vlns. 

The breakdom proc. dure for the pulsed D. C. case sass SCKW%Mt 

similar to the previous ease sxcept that in the forest a high potential 

w" necessary in order to initiate the discMrge (= 3 kV) and also t 1w 

rom3%g voltage usa higher rangiaa tree 1.4 " 2.1 kV, deaaöiu$ aua taue 

pelse OfF"tL . It ws fvffld thrnt tbs raen-U4 volesge did not ch i ge 
the 

with #c=aim frequency, as was the case with/caotimms D. C. discharge, 

but under stationary conditions it increased with longer OF"-time until 

a platew was reached for OFF-ti ms of 2 essec and over. Under the 

ra+Me of ON and OFT' turns iav4sti gated is this study, the visible glow 

was found to be wach narrower then that of the continuous D. C. discharge. 

At the anode surface its Width was found to be 6.35 an (/ s) they giving 

it an apparent volens aquivsleot to 3.2% of the effective reactor volts. 

The positiv colsm of both discharges were sago to osigt ats 

fsas the aperture in the insulating tale covering the cathode and its 

length was tauen as the distance between this tube md the amwds surface. 

Per the coutiaeoas D. C. aalte this was 23.5 = Uhl-let for the Pulsed 

discharge it was slightly huger at 26.2 ate. 
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Fier. 4.15 filar deposit on the anode 
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Tin *pact pot=tial at dttfst t points in the poºsitiw 

colmai of the continuous DC discharge W SS Wanted using the Lensmir 

probe. The results from the" ssssuresonts, using an aged - as A e, 

Le, an anode With a deposited fi la, er. depicted on T! Sºse 4.14. 

Figure 4.14 indicates that only a amll proportion of the epplisd 

voltage existed across the positive colessaº, the majority of it fall 

across the two electrode Mims especially the cathode region. In 

anode and cathode falls were found by extrapolating the linear portions 

of the curves to zero and 23.5 rm from the anode. Tin space potential 

at "to distance from the anode wes them taken as the anode fall, whilst 

that at 23.5 m subtracted from the overall r aming voltage yielded the 

voltage drop across the cathode layers. Also, the difference betweas 

the overall voltage and the so of these tsar falls, divided by the 

Isagtb of the positive cols gave the average flid str+ th, Is 

throughout the positive colaMn. When the results fräs t1 sets of 

two with current levels of 2.6,3, and 10 a& were treated in this sssor, 

the anode and cathode falls were found to be 113 sod 360 volts respectively. 

However. the values of the electric f ld at the the current levels 

more calculated to be 108,87.6, and 66 volts/cm respectively. 

ihr veto of amnmL* flow had no sip! fteant effect os the 

diacbasge characteristics such as rsss arg voltaso, field strength, 

physical sine, etc. p but with the coatisuaas DC discharge and at flouratsss 

of loss t 30 cc/Nis (STP), a dark broum lila its d an the inner 

surface of the anode as she.. in Figures 4.13. This deposition took 

plus at the swat of the di m sul persisted to cover the sands 

thereafter. Reversing the polarity of the electrodes did art briag 

about a stellar dspositio on either electseds, äst ttm treating an 
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already covered anode in this a' er, the draft started to disappear 

slowly. This was possibly caused by local cathodic beating resulting 

in the disintegration of the deposited film. 

The rst. of film d. poattion wa dattradAW to be "t 

8,4 x 10 3 
WIM/h r at an a daoia floMrate of 50 ccJain (srP) and a 

discharge cars t of 10 mA. 'item the deposit was scraped off the 

anode surface, it proved to be a dark b"um powder which was insoluble 

in rater but readily soluble in concentrated hydrochloric acid. 

Qualitative chemical tests had WW the pater to be rich in ferric 

iron Whilst a grtaotitativw ofcronaiytical technique save a composition 

of 2.727 carbon, 1.84% hydrogen, end 5.96% oittogn. The rest was 

sea d to be iron since the proaeci of of er Met likely "lnunta such 

as oxygen ens excleded. Support for tug aowrptios came into light 

wboa a attailar diacbargs in air prodncad no deposit. Also, X-ray 

diffraction technique indicated that the cell stxuct re and lattice 

constant of dw powder ehre different from that of oar iron campoWd 

contain" g *Men,, The X-ray patterns sboved the powder to have a 

cubic cell structure , end lattice cemstmt identical to ON $Tode of steel 

two vbich the anode mu fabricat * 

(*) 

Aoaaia Ww 40CONVosad at a Pft4SM of 10 tort sod MW 

goo. s$ product cc atai+as hyfteslne as moll as IW*Vosm ml uitrem. 

relativ. ce catrattow of these products more dap dt an Klar 

specaun variables ßcä Vale p wx ihwtt. is tloiprata� 414 
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"ca ming frequency. The efficiency of hydrasine proäucto my be 

äaa : ribed by the following parammstssss 

(L) Dow Y12140ý I 

This to a awaa*sa of the auer y afficLancy of the process 

and is given as gr u of hydraskw pro ectd/Ulav tt»6our of 

electrical energy actually dissipated in the discharge. 

A 

This gives the overall of fleLftcy in tust of Wraebw 

p ctlan *d is given iss grmms of l rastsw/100 irons of aooo1s 

flawing through the reactor in one pass. This is a us ful rpucapt 

to reactor scalp-tip since it deterainss the legtas of zocycliog necessary 

in order to achieve the required prodoctioo rots. 

(iii) lida ConMAI W bali - 2ý4 
This ssr+ is the fraction of the overall dsccqpoe. d ammmia 

which to converted to I 'draaths. was Calculated (s. s Appendix 
%0 2) 

using um overall stotchienstric 
4 

ega. rioas for Mami. 6s sitLon, vbs., 

2 NH3 Ha f Ä; % 
os**M*r*s**t(4*6) 

Y NHS--+- 3 H2+ N2 .. ß......,.. (4.7) 

It cat be ssm ft.. the ab. o tm patlawr that tips Flax co 1 10- 
Maa 

ori 'A wilt bs 4wtl to the 101" of lWdtsi3M "A" by the total 

got*s of bttasiha rsd ultxo en. $1*cs the lattms cm may ads. ! mot 

tht d.. cowesmo of hyrisims ad/os mss, Ld 
a trwlatelr attsas 

mann of the extent of mW 4Wsi stivo s ctloss grata p1 is the 
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discharge. For no degradation, %R should be 100%. Any figure 
Z4 

which is z. 1007 will be a direct c onsegoonce of these reactions. 

The effectiveness of the discharge in decompoalag mmula 

is reflected is 3, which is the overall ionta conversion. Pros, 
3 

equations 4.6 and 4.7 this is found to be twice the aim of hyºdrazbw 

md nittogen. 

ßa- 4m& t- W. At (b) Eff, ct of power ntd lo 

The decomposition of somooia ws studied at flvvrates Imaging 

from 50 - 200 cc/min (Sag) corresponding to a g" residence tine across 

the discharge gap of 0.266 - 0.0663 sec. respectively. For each set 

of aria flowrates three current levels me" invest tedp newly 10p 

5, and 2.6 mA, corresponding to an overall powr input to the cell of 

6.3,3.4, and 1.9 Etta rsspsctively. The results tress these suns are 

given in Tables 1, Is and 3, located to Appendix 4 and are sbaoo in 

Figures 4.16 - 4.20. 

Figure 4.16 shows the effect of Power input awl f lourate 

expressed In terms of residence tine, on the overall woods, conversion. 

It is apparent that both longer residents tim, i. e. loner gas floe rat. � 

and higher power levels favour amsiaia dscoposi kiss. 

in t: w case of iydrasiae prodretioo, iocsos*itg the residence 

time is acco meted by an increase in the concentration of ydras but 

no max4 Is observed except for the 10 MA case Where an ill defined 

saw' does occur at a residence time of 0.136 rec. (Figure 4.17). 

The dependence of the energy yield, Y, coed molar conversion to hydrssioe, 

%ZM4 
, as Sms flauste and ponies input are identical; both decreased 
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oath z :. rcus3. ,; rcaL4e n,. e : is (rl rº4. Rw and 4.19). 71AU $ also 

%. r, for thus rate of draakw produ LL nc reared in gms . Here 

rati; Q +äsaxis e La fog m4 at bi&lwx f1owraLes, ias shorter residue 

tom, but pr input b little or no effect (Figure 4.20). 

(c) ffs. k a in i Fla 

The JulLsamt of boom sca Leg tos the 4SC itiaa of wie 

mßä £ozsattaa of hydri. Ln. ma investigated of rumv rates of 200,200, 

and 30 cc/sin (SV) and discharge cerr vatm of 10* 50, and 2. (i mks. in 

order to prevent +wraiva heating of the alert seal abet of the 

reactor (Iimmure 4.1), st of this rr &lk carric4 rot at Er ecacias 

r, iog Lim fi " 800 ai%7 
1. The +it#MMw S: ir it i3 is )sL bat 

is the sin rº fr :y u""sary to give trradiatios of the 

Ufa is Wken latter t* depend on both the am ell £Yoiarate and disamSe 

i4dtä ( tiou 5.4.1). The c: ulat ml values at 2000,100,50 ecMn 

(SL? ). on Oft a*WAVUM that only the visible plea is responsible for 

c L: al activatson, are 787,394, and 197 Wn7I . tively (AppmAix 2). 

It therefore follow that the frequency raw ei low Harrod at Least 

one full scam. situation in every case. 

11» rseultß ties the» s. d... of cfawata . ne twrs xß 

Tables 4- 10 located is App. MLx 4 . rx plott. d as pssfoumce of 

the rosetor to taws of gis decampodtL and b rftamlss foi tlc n 

voll» &cai d iMbey ja ll wr 4.21 " 4.32. 

r4pam 4.21 - 23 m the effect of sr ai f'x r ;y coat 

the fra: na of ommu dec4*)osol, md Lt L. rt that an 

eahmcament In t ha latter has rus lted as a conga nca of be m atadaLn4. 
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sae pariscºer between Figures 4.21 " 23 at a fixed fregorºcy slow that 

the percentage increase in overall aimooinia conversion is higher at the 

lstf loarrate. ? urthermors, in cases ufiere more then ans curet 

level has been investigated, the dependence of YVH 
3 

on the scanning 

frequency beemes progressively less masked at loser currents. 

The effect of semning frequency aas the overall conversion 

to bydirasin., N, Li sb in Figur" 4.24 - 26. Rer*, the 
24 

trends in are H are apparent as in the case of )(03 It is also 

interesting to note that scanning of the reactor cross-section saw 

to improve hydrnsine production mars si$Aificantly ton overall e is 

conversion. Imatinatios of Figures, 4.21 and 4.24 above that for s 

frequency of 800 atti 
1 

and a current of 10 aA the percentage increase 

io XN R is 105% coma" with 23% fror !. 
24 3 

The dep ce of the energy yield and aalar conversion na 

scanning fregameY appears to follow a similar fashion as she= in 

Figures 4.27 - 31, i. a* both i»criasift with bif)er tr ies. 

The best energy yields of lgrdraoL*s were obtained at the 

lowest cur rmt lsval, highsst Barrate 4 highest scsesin fsogu. acy. 

Pignto 4.30 gives a modem =orgy yield of 4.53 SUNAW, Tb. nalas 

caaversLon to hydrssiav is also the highest at 34.42 (Figur. 4.27) but 

the concsutratLoa of IWdrsstns in the issuing gases dons not exceed 

0.11% iy weight (lliguVo 4.24). Hiess caRMssIMs of up to 0.38% eve 

possible at 50 cc/oft# 10 *A# sad a sc+smtag ! sue) of 470 sd3i 
1 

(Figur. 4.26), but t*fort i*toly both the 406rpr yield asd tos tar 

coerevstos are lager tbrs the previous case at 0.89 p s/iäib and 10.3'. 

respectively. 
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4,6g3, aligUM&IS of fil"ll Lt Wg 1l ed DG d cha e 

The decomposition of eman"a, was studied at a presswra of 

10 tors, with and wi thaw t beam scanning. The sane reactor na for the 

continuous DC ease was mmployed, but with a slight modification in the 

design of the insulating barrier (see Section 4.1). It moo found in 

practice that in order for the discharge beam to follow the displacement 

of the aperture in the insulator iss an exact waamrer, it we necessary 

for that part of the cathode exposed by this aperture to be completely 

covered by the negative glow. Since the width of the visible glow in 

this case was only 25Z of that of the continuous Be. discharges, scanning 

of the been at ftoquenclea of 100 ninnj sad over, using the original 

insulating tube, caused the anode Slow to lag behind the aperture thus 

giving the glow an involute sie. this situation caused te slow to 

move is Jumps rather than In a smooth manner over the anode su rfaceg, 

nass asking the 608080 1000t of the fraction, of the reactor cruse sscti©o 

scanned by the been a vary difficult task. This practical difficulty 

was overcome by using another sting tubs hauls` a /" :V 

rectangular alit (se Section 4.1). 

Th.. ynt . sLs of hydraalne is the pulsed DC discharge has 

been shore to be strongly Ij ým i iut as the prim chasctextatice such 

as puls* CM and O! F-tie" (21, h7)0 idacý ritly IS .t 41(27) has ab 

that bydr. sLns was but paced mWer coaditiOao of very shwrt t*i-times 

(order 01, A4800 +u*octated With MY-dare IS excess of 0.1 arse. For 

the" reams palse, of 3" 6/400C irxotton Voice also used to this waft. 
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A. i.: onstant peak current of 150 nnA was c: bos*aa since it was found to 

',,; ow are reasonM, ly well with the, aptl= value used in most of 

sOt et al uork. Typ" current and voltsee wave onms adapted for 

this work are displayed in figure 4.33. 

(b) Effect. of A wm s llglWM 

Flcnesates rmgbg fzm 13 w 200 ccMn (SIP) iwtx'aý I vestigata! 

cortasponding to a m4ec ule flight t1 across t! e height 4d the discharge 

of 0.99 - 0.075 sece respectively. Aa a t1, ooed earlier, only one 

curre4e level was used. se Vol" Oft. tims two kept ernst nt at 2 ®sec. 

The pulse duration or ON-tim was fowsd to be 4.51t'sac with =wt of the 

current, iwweve r s, jris$ over the first 0. St sec. Tbs ansr y/pulse 

resulting from this pulse we coop ted to be 24. +ß x tO ix ki**. The 

results frass these runs are given is Table 11 located in Appsdix 4 

and are graphically *be= is tiger" 4.34 " 36. 

Figure 4.34 s the effect of (b urats, interpreted as 

residence time 1 on the overall conversion of s is and molar conversion 

t. o bydrsatue. It can be noted that as for the DC case, latex ess e 

tie. favour the d. caupositioa of pia but hey. ss adverse effect an 

the cbeeical efficiency abich is represented by the nlar conversion to 

hydrsai#u, to addition to lour Molar aoavsrs# tlOng@Ar silence tine 

also produces leas i raatme per unit time (l igurs 4.36). ley 

interesting fsata*rss of the pulsed t. clr ique, such as t capability 

of reducing degradation of hydrasine by back reaction, is apparent 

from the relatively high molar conversions, > 90, in *ow instances. 

This me=* the t although very little asj eia is deco sod, aý signs f icaýest 

ptoportieo of it is actually converted to hydrasies. 



pipra 4.33 'fypicsi voita$a std arrrsnt iawfor» for 

tba pulsed disahsge. 

(a) Upper trace - voltage$ Seale 1 kY/cam 

(b) lower trace - current, scale ä0 mA/ca 

(c) a" rata is 0.5 ps. c/ca 
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The affect of Eeaide tce tiar Oft tw magW yield and overall 

conversion to hydrasime is shoed Is Figur. 4.33. Haire* the trends 

observed to the DC discharge are also apparent with the pulsed diseharse, 

L. *. higher energy yields mod lower overall conversions at stiertet 

residents time. but =like the DC case yields of up to 30 g. s/kidi are 

possible as caa pared to a maxims of just over 4 gi s/ki s. However, 

the major drawback is that althos higher energy yields are obtained 

the cosceotratioo of hydraeins is the gasasw mixture leasing the 

reactor is extremely small. 

(c) Effss, 0IIPmlsý 

72W effect of pulse r+pstitisa rats we studied at a constant 

flowrate and paalc currant of 50 cc/wto ($TB) and 150 nA respectively. 

0?? -times ranging from 0.1 + 10 mist were investigated. Dur to the 

different dynamic i oce of the diaciana at t rop+titlaa rates. 

It wºa found difficult to fuser the decay time of the pales at a constant 

valve for all cases. IbN v. r, with avow p. 10.007-tim it ms noticed, 

that the amain Parties of the C*1w .. t decayed over the first 0.5 sec of 

the GM-tim period. as actual Gildas rouged from 3"6 a" with 

dacreiaia O1P. tiaa. Thie ditterffle is UM psi.. deutias reut 

that ait .sha coUtant pook current was Good la ail cuss, to actual 

Molly/pulse is diftsubt. Is fact ON latter iscr sn/ Mawr 18. ßr x 

1©x ic*/pvlae for as MY-ti of 10 ýsýc to 35 x to*12 Mid/prim f 

the s mot st 07-time is. an isctwm of almost 1001. 

'! 'he sssuits it+os ehr t+wr asa sivss in Tsb1s 12 Iocst*4 io 

APPONUX 4. Griphr rxlatiu$ UW effect of pulse cn. tlm an manta 
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decomposition and b7dratin0 formtida are ShM it Figures 4.37.39. 

These indicate that although longer 0FFptimes, i. a. smaller repetition 

rates, result In higher energy yielder and molar conversions, the overall 

conversion to bydrasim is very small. With an OIT ties of 10 eisec, 

energy yields of up to 30 NI*/M&9 corresponding to a molar conversion 

of just over 9, are obtained. Thom figures mould have been very 

+eecouragiag had they not been associated with a low overall conversue 

of only 0.0097.. 'urrot very low conversions are a direct cv **equ ce of the 

extremely low overall omamin conversions as dww in Figure 4.37. 

in addition to low overall conversi: , loran 417-time also result 

in a relatively low overall rate of bydsasiss prodecti+r as compared 

with the abort C PP «tiawu, (Eigage 4.39). 

<A) Btfoet a! Beeeeiae PraaRmev 

The effect of soamft fregasacyr wee st*dtat at a flowato 

of 50 cc/aLit (ST? ) and fear setae of pail` Offs tswaf amaly 0.1,0.2, 

©. " � and 2.0 arc. ? akist the wed 1ti*dump %tdth to be 4" 

(6.35 m)' the opti' tre y needed to give a lull react r cro*a- 

section scan at a prra, nca of 10 tost and eis fIowrater of 50 cc/sta" 

is 193 am 
4( tx 2). For this me= and due to Lsck of ttiM, 

tries &V*Atly In euºss of WS V*UW vu. spart iawwseaat. d. 

Remits try tos smut are Lwn in Tables 13 " 16 located 

in Appendix 4. Only ans set of graphs are pc**&a ! freit this data 

abwin thr *ft«t of scams frequ y on tbs a+arg yield of tj rdsastae 

(Figur. 4.40). As thdicstsd in f` gurr 4.400 b. as scowl" 'hw resulted 

in a aUgbt lvrov tt In c y1olis especially at lofty 

fries (< 100 adaný1 }. Higher fr ciar ban little or no affect. 
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A glance at Tables 13 " 16 (App ix 4) will reveal that this trend 

is also true for the ammt of mool& doc« ose4. 
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3. o SSIr R RMNMUM 21 

. qMg* and attr. S L. 6 

The probe measurements indicate an abnormally high anode 

fall of 115 volts compared with the theoretical prediction. The anode 

fall is usually taken to be equal to Uw ionisation potential of the 

gas under co8 sideration(30), ich for aoooaLa is 11.2 a. v.,, and any 

deviation from this value is du. to disturbances caused by traces of 

gaseous impurities and dirty s mode surfaces(95'. This discrepancy 

between Uw theoretical and meaaased values suggests that disturbances 

of this kind did exist sad weirs probably caused by the deposit on the 

nods. 

The observed vales of 360 volts for the cathode fall compares 

reasonably well with thew reported in the literature. CKVDIS and 

BMTON 
(10) 

quote a cathode fall of 330 volts for their aged electrodes, 

teilst 09M (21) 
Sivas a slightly biibsr figure of 423 volts. to the 

latter case, the fact that OUCN1'S esaarumwats were cord ctad under 

the aboorsrl region of the Slow discharge will possibly account for tbs 

difference, because unter the" conditions the cathode fall is expected 

to be higher. 

In the cootirsovs DC aiecurse for rairead slsatric field. 

lip, corer. apoedios to the thm cormt 14wla inwsti st., namely 10. 

39 and 2.6 sA., and a pstaarra of 10 tors are 6.6 p 8.7 aM 10.8 V. ca 
i. tom-I 

respectively. lbsevotical Nta +ieieatios of the no" electron mogws, 

is the positive col using tbsss eeicui fields to set possible at 

pseeent, become of a lack of the nscessevy data auch as iosia nobilities, 

iasisation across-seetiouse ieoisatiou efficiescy "t@. The ras electssa 
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energy was therefore determined from the expaariMutal data of BAILEY 

and td NC NSON(9 w ao carried out a detailed study on the behaviour 

of electrons asst the molecules of asratia, water vapour, and hydrogen 

chloride and their results for the mean energy of electrons in SEMIa 

are snows in Figure 5.1 as a function of the reduced electric field. 

Unless the validity of this curve is disproved, we observe that the 

mean electron energy cannot be significantly improved beyond 2 e. v. by 

simply increasing the magnitude of E/p. This will wau that to cases 

fiere a substantial improvement in the electric field is envisaged by 

adopting new techniques such as the pulsed discharge, the resultant 

effectiveness in terms of electron energy will be very limited. 

TM man electron energies Is this v ark together with those 

reported by others(l0. 
Z1,2S) 

are s)om in Table 5.1p and it is evict 

that a general disagrssýt exists. This is believed to be Am to 

the misuse of Figure 3.1 by sosis(25) and unjustifiable assumptions by 

others(10921). BROW at . i(25) gave the reduced electric field in 

tlwir dLscharra a vaiw of 6- 10 V. cai 
l 

toff "I add, referring to 

Figure 5.1, the correspoodLng values of %a u1d have r *ged from 0.0$ 

0. "4 Q. V. rather than the quoted 0.5 " 1.0 *. v. SAVAGE 21) 
on the other 

bead asaumsd a cathode fall of 330 volts taken from the Slow discharge 

vorfc of MUMS and TOl (l0) but tailed to recognise that be was 

operating in the abnormal region ich clearly meant a higher cathode fall. 

Its data *bow a lowest operative current of 15 mA, corresponding to a 

voltage of 850 volts. Taking this condition to be the start of his 

abnormal discharge, than the extra 100 volts required to sustain a current 

of 30 mA Should have base added to the cathode fall rather than the 

positive column. TWO,, aasrwiag an overall anode fall of 115 volts, the 
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resultant potential difference across the positive colvm should 

have been 385 volts instead of the reported 600 volts. At a pressure 

of 10 torn and with a rap©rtad positive co1i length of 3 ca, the 

reduced electric field, E/p, will be 7.7 V cä 
1 tort .1 corresponding 

to a mean electron energy of 0.16 e. v. 

In DEVtI S and StTR? fxi' S(10) work, 11 was evaluated by 

balancing the suargy the aloctrons gain from the field and the smergy 

they los! by collisions. W 9(97) gives the tollte relationship. 

e9 Vd .a (a c 2/$)(; / Te) 00000000(3.1) 

KUUT (98) 
ftto la 

2/2 
0 64 and vdt s (-t-)ý 

A2 ot 

rare, 

vd " . lectson dritt voloclty 

traction of oloctr= oaorlr logt ißt a colliaiom 

Z" overage rawkw velocity of slectross 

" eteetroa t frei path. e 

C. S. E, and to have t sir usual 4. st sties. 

TZVUIS asd DURTON 84" apratiat 3.2 for tG OV61"ti40 of 4e 

and the reported high val. (1.4 ". v. ) +raa a cosy . of a cosbinattaa 

of uefoaodad values for 8, 'a, a" a. Tlwa fos axafplr, tb. T 1440d a 

field atraa<th of 63 V cri 
1, 

a aaosamtl wly low valor for (0.024), 

said a valVa for "N 
a of 6.7 x 10~3 ca seich ors t. 'i, n from &AU. BY md 

MCM1$CN "S data at a paarirre of 1 torr. 

Accepting the validity of DAILET and I*CANNS*"8 data mod 
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assuming a Maxwellian dimttibuti+cnt of electron aurgiss, it cim be 

slow (Appendix 2) that the wimber of electrons with e*rgie. is 

*=as* of 4.5 e. v. (MH2-H bond energy) md at Esau "1. ctvoe snorgies 

of 0.1p 0.2, and 0.74 e. v. are less than 10+10, lÖ 9, 
and W2 

respectively. With the exception of the last value� it appears that 

virtually no electrons are available to rapture the ( "1R) band by a 

single collision but, nevertheless, br. akda n of the ammonia does tame 

piece. This implies that unless some other rchanise is responsible 

for the dissociation of ws onia, than the validity of MALT and 

'! CANSCM"S data and copse tly the values of In evaluated for this 

study may be in doubt. 

This is an obs*xvatian which has na prscedMt in 40Y 

published literature oe ammonia deco oattian in the glow disObarge 

and it is not easy to establish it bma been so completely overlooked. 

Undesirable operating conditions could be a common, cause but reluctance 

to accomt for such a pectad surface phsoomma n in a generally accepted 

gas phase systes night be a better rea on. It must be emphasis" that 

the exact nature of this deposit and the processes 14MWIag to its 

formation airs still not completely mrderstood. 

A survey of , ate recent literature(") rsarding alloys of 

iraa cwºtalning traces of son atsis failed to identify sir "iiby 

cootalning the three Dm-aetals. USmely hydt*gee. aitrogaa and cerbac, 

together. This obserratias c pled with the fact that the x-ray 

diffraction patterns ehe the Cell structure and lattice spacing of 

the deposit to be almost identical to those for the steel gnu Möicb the 
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anode was fabricated, and rot have a very different physical appearance, 

suggests only one possible explanation for its formation. I*ring the 

course of the discharge, re-orLestatios is the structure of the steel 

may have occurred which caused soma of the iron ataw to be replaced by 

hydrogen, nitrogen, and carbon atom and this ra-arra gaset inevitably 

1*d to the couplets brsakdowa of the nature of the steal (D. P. TIIG SCN(l00)). 

The reason why such deposition should only take place at the lower amoftio, 

flavrates could be attributed to t 1w fact that wader these conditions 

the concentration of the species responsible for the formation of this 

product are higher than those at the higher flovratss. Furt ermore, if 

one assume* that the migration of these species towards the spode is a 

diffusion controlled process, thin the higher flowrates will binder auch 

e process due to the upward displacement of these species by tin . enter 

of the das. Support for this argrarnt come frass the observation that 

at the highest floiaates, only a faint deposit is produced covering the 

upper sir of the anode. Furthermore, Stan operating with the pulsed 

discharge for long periods (> 10 bra. ), the mat of deposit we found 

to be very small in ow*&rison with the coatisyons discharge. This 

again is possibly due to the wach mallet concentration of species 

produced in the pulsed discharge. 

The Esca of the carbat observed in the d po4it in retch 

large awns is (2. '7x1 e. g. 0.067. in this "t«l) to qutstioaabl.. 0" 

possible source is the small traces of carbaa dtaxide (40 ;. p. *) which 

are Present in the "Mia. If it is ass d that all the carbon 

dioxids Is decomposed by the action of the discbarga and that all the 

resulting carbon is boing dapos: ted on the smode, together with ts 

other species required for UWs. Pt up of the product, than at so 
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manta flown ate of 50 ce/sin (STI ), the Mount of carbon resultthg 

in the product will be 2.34 x 10 w5 g*ss/hx. The percentage of carbon 

in the deposit was 2.72%; this will represent an overall deposition 

rate for the compound of 8.6 x 16 -4 &as/br. This is foimd to agree 

surprisingly veil with the asp, rimsntally detsrmtnsd rate of 8.3 x 1Ö 4 

gms/br, measured by vetghing the total product after a Long samt. 

Finally, it is necessary to show that the ammint of hydrogen 

and nitrogen taken up by this Compound is only a mall fraction of that 

produced from the electron decomposition of Baia. If this is not 

so, than most of the calculated results such as molar conversion to 

hydrazine, overall aria conversion, etc. may be in error. Table 5.2 

is calculated from Run 1 (Appendix 4), in %hich ammula is decomposed 

at the highest current (10 mA) and lost flowrate (50 cc/di0) resulting 

in the hiesst deposition rate of 8.5 x 10 ~a palter. It is evident 

from this table that the rots of gootsraties of te gas pbus products 

(N, + H2) is Wsstly in s=ass of the rate of adsorption by the stuf. 

.3tQ 

2.3al. ZjjjSt *I--Dt*gb=g SlgyMt4W 2M TkMts 

Using . 1a 1e kinetic coasiderstion, it is possible to lsin 

qualitatively the Influence of these parameters on the cmrse of the 

reaction and hem* the product yield. The overall reactions leading 

to the formstioe and degradation of the hydrasias have already been 

discussed is Section 2.2 and have boa taken to bei 

NH3 +e ! äi= +H+t 4666664(3.3) 

NH2 + litt - N2H4 ...... 9(3.4) 
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Nai +ea Products (Ä2fH2 and tnt3) "r .' . (5.5) 

tv2"4 + rl - Produces (N29H2 NH3) ........ (5.6) 

As in any kinetic scheme, the relative importance of each of the above 

reactions will depend on the operating variables and the rate constants. 

If we assume that the rate constants are not significantly influenced 

by the operating conditions, then the gas residence time, Web is 

inversely proportional mtbe gas flovrata, and the electrou density will 

determine th extent of en to decomposed and hydrasins formed. 

In a gas discharge the electron density in taken to be a 

direct function of the discharge current. Accepting this fact and 

considering the reactions (5.3 - 6), we observe that at long residence 

time and high electron densities (higher currents), there is an 

increased probability that hydrazine decomposition will occur. According 

to reaction (5.3) these conditions should ice the rate of the 

primary decomposition reaction to give a higher overall ammonia 

decomposition whilst the energy yield of bydrasise, ddch is considered 

to be a measure of theme degradative reactions, will be adversely 

affected as about in Figures 4.16 sad 4.18. As the products from thee. 

degradative reactions will be nitrogen, hydrogen and mosrooia (sea Chap ter 2) 

then a smaller percentage of the decomposed ammonia will be converted into 

hydrasins at higher currents and longer residence times (Figure 4,19). 

These findings are consistent with the photolysis wrk of NcDO ALD etel 
(53) 

{35} (73) 
and the gas discharge . arks of CARBAUQN at al and ANUMSON et al 

T ho observed dpa c. of the overall conversion to hydrastn. 

on the discharge current and aammia flowrate, as depicted in Figure 4.17, 

is also a consequence of the postulated kinetic achene. Figure 4.17 show 
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that there is no hydrasins at . raro residence tine but as the latter 

is increased, at a couStent current, some bydrasine is formed and 

consequently some will be sieltan oualy degraded. Since the 

concentration of hydrasine at this stage will be very small, t rata 

of the form d reac: tiun will be greater than that for the backward 

reactions and as a result some hydrazine will escape for discharge 

sue. At higher residence dies, the ceawoutratien of both the 

hydrazine and the bydrugeo atoms is increased and the effect of the 

back reactions becomes appreciable. This will eventually give amnxian 

in the conversion curves. At still longer residence times* caaparabls 

with those obtained in a batch reactor, most of the bydrasisw will 

inevitably be converted to hydrogen, nitrogen, and pia. The 

position of the maxiasa will be dependent an other operating variables 

auch as current, pressure, ate" In this present w rks Figure 4.11 

shows that only at a current of 10 auf usw there a waxiwa. Tber^e are, 

however, few examples in the literature there ! hare curves wars fully 

established such as the work of AWAKM et at 
(73) 

and "VAG&(21) . 

The ovsrall canvarsias to t raathm topR r with tta aatrggr 

yields obtaiuad without baw . ding are proyibitly ly lar, but 

nevertheless, they se to be la reasonable agreement with east published 

4(2L73) It has bolo csstoway to vstats the imilficiescy of 

tgdraslus praAmUoa to the glow 4tscbsx . to the xsiatLvs back 

reactionsy but cassful study of the ptsswst data show that there aim 

two at er (satorr ceaatributini aisotEisaatly to this sffscti 

(s) !. º W"tage to the electrode layorss - 

It mar owtics d "Ater that the combined potential drop 

across the electrode layers (mainly the cathode) Was 475 volts. Since 
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the normal discharge voltage lay between 630 " 730 volts, soma 

65 - 75` of the total energy was consumed in these regions of uhicb 

about 49 - 574 was dissipated in the negative glow. This region 

contributes neither to hydxasine formation nor to aaarsmonia decomposition 

since as well as betrag a region of high energy intensity, it vas 

completely by-passed by the oil' "nia £low. 

Ci3) Inefficient suex�y trauter between electrons and am onLe 

mIeculasr- 

Since the electrons have can +wergy distrtbvtion (probably 

Maxwellian) around a mean value that is aacb w11as than the (t4H . K) 

bond energy (4.5 *. v. ), a very email fraction of the electrons vitl be 

able to dissociate the anaoouia through a single Impact. The exact 

value of this soon energy we above to be samn+fiat questionable but 

even if we assume an upper limit of 1.5 ". v., we find that only about 

12% of the electrons have eaa1gi69 in excess of 4.3 ". v. (see f Burs *2.1, 

Appendix 2). This will imply thet the majority of electrons s ergo 

diverse impacts with the aamýuia leaving the latter Y ith an excitatiooal 

energy loss than 4.5 e. v. These partially excited molecules can either 

be fully excited by further collisions with electrons or retan to 

their ground state energy level with the subsequent mlsslen of light. 

it is the latter process which accoimta for sosse energy loss. 

The foregoing energy Loss pvocess. s will sedotibtedty have 

as adverse effect on the energy efficiency of the discharge. Excluding 

the energy losses in the electrode layers end taking the SWUM 

theoretical yields of hydvasiae end gis to be 133 sod 141 'wr/t aº 

(see Appendix 2) respectively then, 

Garay st iaiemcyt a 
fret as yield 

was calculatsd for both äydru. Lne and m ºia (bas" on power 
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dissipation in the positiv. colon only) and are . ho, m graphically 

in Figure 5.2 as functions of discharge current and aarmi& flowrats. 

Figure 3.2 indicates that tue mexiajm energy efficiency for 

armnia decomposition do" not exceed 32%. TELs will tz2 ly that 

even if no bydrastne is to be degrade, the energy efficiency for its 

production will not be expected to exceed this value and the fact that 

it is lower than 32% (mucim 8%) is a direct result of degradative 

reactions. The extent of the" reactions will be expected to be 

minimal at the hiesst flovrates (shortest residence ties) and lowest 

currents, and hence the reason for higher efficiencies under these 

cooätions. In the case of icaia, 
1 

3 
ea s to be Independent of 

the discharge current. Strictly speaking am would expect 
I 

to be 
3 

higher at the lower currents due to the higher seduced electric fields, 

E/p. Higher 8/p valves will mesa hider ease electron energies and 

co sequently greater mobtr of electrons with energies in excess of 

4.5 a. v. The tact tuet ý3 doles not vary with the discharge current, 

suggests that ealtipie electron collisions could be as i ostant, in 

dissociating motto, as single e ttsttoaal collisions. At hi er 

currents, the fact that fewer e ergetic electrons are available for 

single wucitationsl impacts is ce t. d for by t 1w greater probability 

of multiple colii&ions do* to the larger elect= density. `therefor, 

it could be concluded that to do" discharges, tim extent of the 

primary reaction is nach =se influenced by the current then the voltage. 

Mat er point of interest mich *too fron Pfaus 5.2 is the 

adv4erss affect of lows coma flowrate os '(? me reason for 

this obre rstiaa is apparent from the postulated kinetic *doom* At 
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longer residence times, i. e. lower flowates, the higher concentration 

of the H-stosse Vill enhance the rate of hydrasine dec position diLcb 

will subsequently refoz * some of the decaqºowed ere atis sud hence 

rrduce 
ý 

Nil 3 

2.3. a. Effect of Sch UaouMy 

(a) EVRIMOLL22 of AAtLvýatAgjk c 

Sub ý ec tai to, taxe 3i tucharge . rrtr i r"'ýrnrýý rM iii ýr ýý n+r rý r rý r 

In order to quantify the effect of scanning frcqu. ncy on 

activation residence ti®e and fraction of amannia irradiated or subjected 

to the discharge, it is necessary to make ao bsr of basic aer»Vtioaºs. 

(1) the flow pattern in the reactor is sppiroxi®at. d by a plug-flow 

model. This is not an unreasonable assumption as the reyaolds lxs 

did not exceed e valet of 10. 

(it) only the visible glow of the discbszgs to raapaosible for comical 

activation. 

(iii) the physical size of this glow is unaltered by aging. 

(iv) all thaea am which involved multiple acme of the molecules are 

omitted. 

The reaidoace th*e (Z ) is govaxnsd by both the axia% gas 

velocity as well as the beriau tal acing velocity. As ae*R3aead 

earlier the discharge 1', tines hedge shaped and of rectangular cross. 

section, so that at any radius (a), the discharge d1'uiogas my be 

taken as height (ii) and width (w) as Let" is Figure 5.3. At this 

radius the gas viii flow axially with a velocity (v) vbitst the 
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discharge plane moves at right angles with a velocity (2 n RN), where 

N is the speed of rotation or scanning frequency. The resultant 

velocity of the gas relative to the discharge is then represented by 

the vector (V) in a direction (6) relative to the lower edge of the 

discharge plane. Two cases. are now of interest. 

i) 
___ 

`ý-- C-- tz 

This corresponds to the situation whore the gas velocity is 

high relative to the scanning velocity. It is clear from Figure 5.3(A) 

that those molecules entering the discharge along the width (w - x) will 

have a constant residence time given by (L/V) where L is the path length 

at an angle (i). However, since, 

sin 6- ii/L- v/V 

it follows that the residence tim (L/V) is given by (H/v) which is 

equal to ti, i. e. the molecular flight time across the discharge height. 

Similarly, gas molecules entering the discharge through plane section (x) 

will have residence times ranging from 0" tl. Thus defining a mean 

r. sidence time (tý )i 

Z (w + x) - t1(v - x) + 2() tl 

Defining xs 

tan 6 "" Hf x- v12 A- RN 

so that, x"2np NH/v -2 7f RN ti 

Substituting for x in equation (5.7) and rearranging, 

tlt2/tl + t2 

....... (5.7) 

......! (S*8) 

....... (5.9) 
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where, t1 - H/v ; t2 - w/2 T RN 

(Li) __ > t2 

This situation is depicted in Figure 5.3(B). Again all 

molecules entering the discharge via the plane (x) will have a constant 

residence time (L/) Where L is the path length in the discharge at 

angle 8. Since in this case, 

cos 0= w/L =2 7C' RN%V 

it follows that the residence time (L/V) is equal to (w/2 W RN), 

i. e. t2. All other molecules entering the discharge will hav3 residence 

times ranging from 0- t2. Hence agaiat 

z- (2w + x) " t2x +2 (Z) t2 ........... (3.10) 

Defining xt 

tans - H/w +x- v/2 Tc RN 

so that, x-2n RN tl - v .......... 9(5.11) 

Substituting for x in equation (5.10) and rearranging givess 

t1t2AI+ L2 ........... i5.12) 

which is identical with equation (5.9) as expected. In the special 

case where ti " t2, equation (5.9) indicates that, 

t1/2 - t2/2 
0 
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Two limiting conditions are immediately apparent from the 

foregoing: 

(a) 

This is the case corresponding to N"4, is. no scanning. 

From equation (5.9) this situation will give, f- tl 

(b) 

This is the case where the discharge width is very small or 

the scanning velocity is much higher than the gas axial velocity. 

According to equation (5.9), -f t2. 

Since the discharge beam had a finite width (w), the fraction 

of the reactor cross-section scanned by the discharge during the time 

taken for the gas to pass through height (H) ist 

w 
s2 7'Z R tl 

N(t1 +t 2) .......... 

Assuring that only the visible glow is responsible for chcnical activation, 

equations (5.9) and (5.13) were used to calculate both Z and Fs at 

ammonia flowrates of 200 cc/min, 100 cc/sin, and 50 cc/min (STL'), using 

the discharge profile at the anode surface. The result of this 

computation is shown graphically in Figure 5.4. it is apparent from 

Figure 5.4 that increasing the scanning frequency (N) will increase F9 

but at the same time a reduction in f is incurred. Also, at a given 

N, both Fs and i are higher for lour gas flowrates, Points a, b, c 

represent cases where the whole of reactor cross-section is scanned by 
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the discharge during the time the gas takes to pass through the 

discharge height. Beyond a, b, c further increase in N will lead to 

multiple scanning of the gas molecules but the mean residence time will 

remain constant. This implies that if a molecule scanned once, twice 

or n times, the cumulative residence time will be the same in each case. 

It follows that for very high scanning frequencies this device will be 

identical to the pulsed discharge in some aspects. The pulse ON-time 

will be given by (w/2 7c RN) while the pulse OFF-time will be equivalent 

to (27CR - w/2 7c RN). The only difference between this device and the 

pulsed technique is that in the latter the pulse ON and OFF-times can 

be varied independently whilst to the former the ratio of the (ON-time/ 

OFF-time) is always a constant. 

(b) Effect of Scaling Freauencv on Amoonia Decomeosition and 

Hydrazine Formation 

The observed improvement in the energy yield (Figures 4.30 

32) and molar conversion to hydrazine (Figures 4.27 -29) is merely an 

attribute of a reduction in the activatim residence time during beam 

scanning. Interpreting the effect of scanning on the overall a®onia 

conversion (7 ) is not as straight forward since a reduction in the 
3 

residence time and the degree of by-passing will both have a bearing on 

X but in an opposing manner. Analysis of the results of zero 03 

scanning frequency (Figure 4.16) will show that 3T decreases with 
3 

decreasing residence time and it follows that the advantages of beam 

seaming in tests of increasing total irradiation will be 1erjejV offset 

by the decrease in activation time. It is the net result of these two 

opposing factors which accounts for the slight increase in X. When 
3 
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the discharew L ae a is made to rotate (i'i&ures 4.21 - 23). In certain 

circun stances, particularly at low dischar& : current, these two 

factors tend to compensate and as a result no apparent increase in "NH 3 
is observed. At hi, her currents, however, there is an increased 

possibility of amid decomposition arising from electron-molecule 

collisions and so the amount of ammonia decomposed would be more 

dependent upon the number of molecules irradiated than the a(: tive 

residence time. 

The observed improvement in the overall conversion to hydrazine 

or XH is the result of two factors; one is the increase in the 
24 

fraction of ammonia decomposed and the other is the reduction in 

residence time. The latter will ensure that more of the decomposed 

ammonia will be converted to hydrazine. It follows that even if no 

more ammonia is decomposed during scanning, then the reduction in the 

residence time alone will suffice to increase XN 
2H4. 

However, since 

in most cases more s= onia did decompose as a result of beam, scanning, 

the effect of scanning frequency on XN was more pronounced than on 
24 

X (Figures 4.21 - 26). 
3 

5.3 3. ar cro re ctor rfo ce t and ut 

be sc niug 

it has been shown earlier that increasing the scanning 

frequency will reduce the average activation residence timee, It 

Follows that if one eliminates the effect of reactant by-passin, 

i. e. base performance on the fraction of ammania actually subjected to 

the discharge, then this will be almost identical to increasing the gas 
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flowrate at no scanning. In both cases more ananonia is irradiated 

per unit time but at the expense of a reducing residence time. The 

only difference between the two techniques is that, with seaming the 

concentration of hydrazine in the gaseous mixture leaving the reactor 

will be greater because a substantially smaller az nia throughput is 

required to give the necessary activation time. Therefore if we have 

a situation where the saute amount of mamania is subject to the discharge, 

either by scanning or increasing flowrate, then we should expect the 

amount of hydrazine produced and aumon-ts decomposed per unit electrical 

energy to be the stow in both cases. If this is so, then it would 

be possible to predict the reactor performance for simultaneous Chan :, es 

in both the scanning frequency and amr, onia flowrete. 

In order to justify ttia validity of this argument, the energy 

yield of hydrazine (YN ) together with the ant of ammonia decomposed/ 

kt. 'iI (Y ) are plotted. as shown in Figures 5.5 and 5.14, against the 
3 

amount of ammonia subjected or irradiated by the discharge ( Me). The 

data at a discharge current of 10 mA were used but all those runs which 

involved Multiple scans were omitted. The energy yields were based on 

overall power consumption rather than the power dissipated in the positive 

column because the latter could not be assessed accurately during 

sci aºing. Tha amount of aria irradiated was taken as the product of 

the mass flowrate and the fraction of the reactor cross-section which is 

scanned oy the discharge, that is, 

Mf x Fs ......... (5.1G) 

where, 

H3 a gras 113 irradiated/hr 
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Mf = mass flowrate, gms/hr 

Fa - fraction of reactor cross-section scanned by the 

discharge 

a N(tl + t) w N(t1 + ....... (5.13) 22 XRN' 

Figures 5.5 and 5. & Indicate that at a particular value of 

Ma both YN24 H and Y3 appear to be higher for the case of no scanning. 

This implies that it is more beneficial to increase the amount of 

aimonia irradiated by virtue of higher mass flowrate than by fixing the 

flowrate and increasing the scanning frequency. Now, if we assume 

that the physics of the discharge, and in particular the positive column, 

is not seriously affected by beam scanning then it is not unreasonable 

to expect this apparent discrepancy to be a direct result of some invalid 

assumptions which were made in the evaluation of Fs. 

The first of these assumptions was the absence of turbulence 

in the reactor. This was justified by the low Reynolds nuabers (< 10) 

which suggested a plug flow regime. Further substantiation was obtained 

by conducting a siaple experiment in which a stream of air was injected 

into the amon. La flow fron a fine noszle (I. D. " 1.5 ran) positioned 

on the lower endplate of the reactor. T'ha pressure of the air reservoir 

was kept just above the operating pressure of 10 tort, thus ensuring a 

steady and slow stream with the least pressure disturbances in the 

reactor. It was observed that when the discharge in ammonia was struck 

and made to rotate, it was only when the beam was vertically above the 

nozzle that there was a significant change is the colour of the glow. 

This observation was considered as a positive proof for the absence of 

turbulence in the reactor. 
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The evaluation of F$ also assumed no changes in the physical 

sure of the Below as a result of beam scanning. If a contraction had 

taken place then this would have resulted in lower values of Fa than 

those predicted by equatiw (5.13) and consequently the amount of 

ammonia irradiated would have been lower than those given by equation 

(5.14). Contraction of the visible glow would have also had an 

adverse effect on the energy yield of hydrazine as a result of higher 

power densities. 

In order to teat whether this factor was contributing to 

the observed deviation from the expected reactor performance (Figures 5.5 

and 5. ci ), a few experimental urns were carried out at low sceiming 

frequencies (< 4O min-I). At this speed it was possible to identify 

visually the absence of such contraction. These runs were expected 

to give energy yields of hydrazin. consistent with those predicted 

from Figure 5.5 for the case of no scanning and at the sehe values of H. 
S 

Anwnia at a very slow rate of 10 cc/min (S'TP) was used in order to give 

high values of Fs at these low scanning frequencies. 

The restalte frata these runs are given in Table 5.3 and it is 

evident that the observed yields are an order of magnitude lower than 

those predicted from Figure 5.5. These observations clearly justify 

the asswW tioe that scanning does not alter the physical dimensions of 

the visible Below. it follows that the discrepancies in Figures 5.5 and 

5. C are probably a consequence of some other reason. 

The third and the mast significant assumption made in the 

evaluation of F. was that the plasma aas made up of a single primary 

reaction zone which occupied the same volume as the visible glow. if 
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TA13LE 5.3 

Auuonia flowrate " 10 cc/min (STP) 
w 0.429 g! s/hr 

Optimm scanning frequency - 40 min 

Discharge current a 10 mA 

Discharge voltage a 630 volts 

Seaming 
f 

F 
13 n5 f 

1ý 
s/hr 

Observed Y 
/kWh N2 Expected Y lk requency rom eequ . r g= 

. 5.5 from Fi , 

0 0.1275 0.0547 0.0299 - 

25 0.67 0.288 0.0324 0.41 

40 1.00 0.429 0.0342 0.6.4 
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this premise is not true and in fact it is possible for the primary 

reaction zone to extend latterelly to regions far beyond the visible 

zone due to unhindered electron diffusion, then the evaluated values 

of F are in error. 5 

The existence of a zone beyond the visible region was 

establish d usLag the electrical probe described earlier (Section 4.4.4). 

The tip of the probe was positioned parallel and a few millimeters from 

the surface of the anode. By rotating the discharge beam through 3600, 

the probe was made to experience different plasma regions and thus 

produced a series of voltage pulses which were displayed an the 

oscilloscope and later photographed (Figure 5.7). Each pulse in 

Figure 5.7 is made oft- 

(i) a flat portion or taro probe reading corresponding to regions 

%have no plasma exists. 

(ii) the rm&Lnder of the pulse corresponds to regions where the 

probe is experiencing the existeme of the plasma and tin 

produces voltage signals corresponding to the position of the 

probe in the plasma. 

if the pulse ON and OFF time are ti and t2 respectively 

then the ratio of the effective plasma volume to the overall effective 

reactor vol will be t141 + t2). Figure 5.7 was used to evaluate 

t14t1 + t2) at discharge currents of 10,5, and 2.6 mA and found to be 

0.625,0.69, and 0.72 respectively. These figures indicate that the 

majority of the plasma appears to be invisible to the eye and it is for 

this reason that no account has been i taken of its - existence and 
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effectiveness in Pny published literature. Here, these regions are 

believed to be responsible for some chemical activation and are 

consequently called the Active Dark Zones (ADZ). It follows from what 

has been said thatbny correlation which does not take into consideration 

the ADZ Will inevitably lead to discrepancies of the kind depicted in 

Figures 5.5 and 5.6. 

Accepting the new plasma volume (visible + ADZ) then the 

optisoum scanning frequency, necessary to ensure irradiation of all the 

tannin molecules at least once, will be substantially smaller than 

the previous case. These scanning frequencies have been evaluated 

at the operating conditions of interest and are shown below: - 

10 MA MA 2.6cM 

NH3 flawrate Optimum scanning frequency N. N 

cc mitt SI min 

200 35 280 253 

100 168 140 127 

50 84 70 64 

It is apparent front the above table that gast of the 

experimental data given is Appendix 4 correspond to cases of multiple 

scanning, that is the case where every ammonia molecule is subjected to 

the discharge more than once. In this case, although the cumulative 

residence time can be evaluated, the fact that the amount of an*nonia 

decomposed and hydrazine formed are not additive with the number of 

scans, a comparison between the data with and without beam scaannin, will 
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not be possit>? cc. In order, Cher&_fore, to establish a correlation 

between YIil" Y .. and 14 when the AUG are taken into consideration, 

it was found necessary to predict some values of YI 
H and , at '4N H243 

scanning frequencies corresponding to the case of partial irradiation, 

from Figures 4.30 - 32 and Figures 4.21 - 23 respectively. For every 

scanning frequency Als was calculated and YN2114 and YNH3 were then replotted 

against M. as shown in Figures 5.8 and 5.9. It is evident from 

Figures 5.8 and 5.9 that a much better correlation is obtained thus 

subetAntiating the hypothesis regarding the effectiveness of the ADZ 

as regions of chemical activation. Figures 5.8 and 5.9 suggest that the 

effect of increasing Ms by an increase in the scanning frequency is 

indistinguishable from the case where the change is brought about by an 

increase in the ammonia flowrate. 

5.3.4. Correlation of Experimental to with d Without 

Beam Scannt 

Unfortunately a rigorous kinetic analysis of the data has not 

been possible because all the factors necessary for this line of attack 

(such as the concentration of different species and their energy 

distributions and the rates and cross-sections of the processes involved) 

were totally lacking. Furthermore, the uncertainty regarding the 

concentration of electrons and other species in the dark areas of the 

plasma made this kind of analysis even more difficult. For these 

reasons the influence of the operating variables on the reactor performance 

was found to be best presented empirically in the form of a grouped 

parameter. 

Grouped parameters have been widely used in gas discharge work 

and the most comýon of these is VASILEV'S(OGi) specific energy or the 
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ratio of power input to the gas flowrate (W/F). The theoretical 

justification for using W/F has been recently dealt with by DECKERS ('U2) 

but in most of its application the limitations 0d uGe Of.. the theory 

haw been grossly overlooked. For instance, theoretically W/F should 

only be applied under conditions of constant electric field and electron 

current density, such as the case in the positive column of a DC discharge, 

but in almost every application(l:, 
21,22,89) 

the overall power input has 

been used which clearly implies the inclusion of the very much higher 

field in the negative glow. This will not only give a higher hypothetical 

average field but is also quite unnecessary in cases (ammonia/hydrazine) 

where the negative glow is known not to contribute to product formation. 

In cases where the reaction pressure is also a variable, 

modified versions of VASILEV'S specific energy have been adopted such as 

W/P? used by WALLER(18) and SERGIO(39) and WP/F used by SKAROKi4ODOV et 

Al(1u3) . CARBAUGH(10) on the other hand successfully correlated his 

data for aa& nia decomposition using the product of discharge current 

and residence time (I t). The latter I. a simplified version of VASILEV"S 

parameter where the reciprocal of the gas flo`rrste (1/F) is replaced by 

the residence time (Z) and the voltage is eliminated by replacing the 

power (W) by the discharge current (I). This treatment will only be 

valid if the influence of discharge current on reactor performance is 

more significant than that of the voltage. This lies been shown to be 

so for the present study (Section 5.3.1) and for this reason and due to 

the failure of */F (where 4 is the power in the positive column) to 

correlate the data satisfactorily, the product (I Z) was also used to 

correlate the present data. Here -c is replaced by the mean residence 

time,, z, and since the latter is related to the gas flowrete as gell as 
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the scanning frequency, the product (It) Will include all the operating 

variibIcs studied. 

In order to demonstrate the significance of IT as a 

correlatinL parameter, the overall ammonia conversi, a, Xj, is plotted 

as shown in Figure 5.10 against Iz using all the data except those 

Which involved multiple scans. Z- is calculated from equation (5.9) 

usin, the plasma profiles given by the probe. j is the : Tonversion 

L.. as d on the fraction of reactor cross-section scanned by the dischar ,c 

and is given by, 

NH 
J3 

........ 
(5. Is) 

Lt is evident from Figure 5.10 that IZ correlates the data satisfactorily 

and it appears that higher conversions are obtained at higher I I. Lt 

therefore follows that in order to keep Xi constant when the discharge 

bean is made to rotate, it is necessary to increase the discharge current 

by such an amount so as to compensate for the reduction in the mean 

residence time and by doing so keep the value of 1Z at a constant level. 

An far as hydrazine formation is concernad, the fact that I 

is shOVU to determine the extent of the primary decomposition reaction 

suggests that the energy yield of bydrasise, (Y), the molar conversion 

to hydrazine (X 
2H4) 

and the overall conversion to hydrazine (xi) should 

also be functions of the parameter I'1 . Again Xi is the conversion 

based on fraction of reactor cross-section scanned by the discharge bean 

and is given by. 

X 
X'=H4 

Fs ........ 
(5, I) 
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The para¬ueLurs Y, ;2HG, and xi are plotted against It as depicted 

in Fi, ures 5.11 - 13 end it is evident that apart from a slight scatter 

in Figure 5. I3, the parameter It seems to correlate the data reasonably 

well. ii&ures 5.11 - 13 indicate that both Y and 724 bear an 

exponential relationship with It whilst in the case of Xi the curve is 

typical of a product being formed and then degraded reaching at axiasts 

conversion of 0.195 wt. 7. at an IL value of 1. ( The corresponding 

values of the cncr&y yield and molar conversions are about 0.7 aus/kWh 

and 6. C7. respectively but higher values are possible at lower values of 

IL. The nwximum conversion in Figure 5.13 is by no means the highest 

obtainable with this device; indeed conversions of up to 0.26% are 

possible (Figure 4.2e) but these were not included in the correlation 

because multiple scans were involved. It therefore follows that 

Figures 5.10 - 5.13 must not be considered as representative of the 

efficiency of the been scanning device. They merely show If as a 

significant correlating parameter for that part of the experimental data 

which feil in the category of partial scanning. 

5.4. Deccposition of Aa! Mae  i 
i, a the P Lsed DC Disclurýts rýýýw r   ýrirrrýrwýr ýrwwwý 

5.4.1. Effect of Pulse OFF-Tian and A oni_ý g F1 2 

The observed energy yields and overall conversion to hydrasine 

(Figures 4.35,38) agree qualitatively with those reported by SAVAC8(21) 

and BROWN et al 
(27) but quantitative comparison is not possible due to 

the wide differences in the reactor designs and to differences in the 

range of operating variables studied. Neither of these groups of workers 

considered the degree of ammonia by-passing the discharge tone which 

would also contribute to the lack of quantitative agreement. 
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The higher energy yields obtainable from a pulsed discharge 

have been usually considered to be a result of two factors: - 

(a) a nach shorter activation residence time, 

(b) a substantially higher reduced electric field resulting in 

higher electron energies. 

In this study the reduced electric field at the onset of the discharge 

- is found to vary from 37.4 V. cä . torr for an OFF-tiass of 0.1 Rate to 

62 V. csi 
l. 

torr-I for an OFF-time of 10 masc. These values have been 

corrected for the combined cathode and anode falls of 475 volts 

estimated for the DC discharge. It follows from the extrapolation of 

Figure 5.1 that the corresponding mean electron energies are around 

2.2 e. v. The fraction of electrons with energies greater than 4.5 a. v, 

is around 20% (Appendix 2). This may be compared with a maximum value 

of less than 1% for the continuous DC discharge. This comparison 

suggests that, regardless of whether the decomposition of aaaonia is 

single or multiple collision controlled, the energy efficiency of the 

pulsed discharge must be far greater than that in the continuous case. 

In order to verify this point, the energy efficiency of 

, and hydrazine formation, 
YI 

Hg, were ammonia decomposition, /qNH3 
24 

calculated (Appendix 2) for the range of assronia flowrate investigated 

and are shown in Figure 5.14. A comparison with Figure 5.2 (continuous 

DC) stars that although N2H4 is greater for the pulsed discharge, no 

significant improvement in INH 

3 
is observed. A likely factor which is 

believed to be responsible for this discrepancy between the expected 

and actual efficiencies of ammonia decomposition is the very short 

pulse duration used in this study. As mentioned earlier (Section 

4.6.3(b)) the overall pulse 00-tim was 4.5 
10 

sec but the majority of 
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the current was found to decay over the first 0.5 sec of the pulse. 

It follows that if the decomposition reaction is multiple collision 

controlled then, because of the availability of such short a tine, 

the probability of fully energising an amsonia molecule will be 

reduced. Consequently, those molecules which are only partially 

excited after the completion of the pulse will be deactivated by 

collision with other ground state molecules. It is this deactivation 

process which accounts for some energy loss and subsequently lower 

values of 1111 
. 

3 

It follows from what has been said that despite the presence 

of more energetic electrons in the pulsed discharge, the fact that 

SH 3 
is unchanged seems to suggest that the apparent increase in 

NZH4 over that for the continuous DC discharge is a result of less 

hydrazine degradation rather than the eWunceannt of the electric field 
(27) 

as claimed by BROWN at al 

5.4.2, Effect of ßu* 5cag Rin& 

The reason for the limited improvement in hydrazine formation 

as a result of beam scanning can be explained in the light of the 

proposed hypothesis regarding the effectiveness of the active dark 

zones of the plasma in promoting chemical reaction. Using a similar 

method to that employed in the contiatous DC discharge, the effective 

plasma volume (visible + dark) was estimated to be 70.5% of the total 

effective reactor volume (Figure 5.15) at a pulse OFF-tima of 2 ursec 

and 67% of the total effective reactor volume at pulse OFF-times of 

0.59 0.2, and 0.1 masc. This implies that the opt' um scanning 
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frequencies are 60 min 
1 

and X7.5 ain 
1 

respectively instead of the 

reported 195 min-' (Section 4.6.3(d)), when only the visible Below 

was considered as a region of primary reactions. In other words, the 

majority of the data fell is the category of multiple scanning. Here, 

although the cw*slative active residence time remains constant, the 

average activation residence time of a molecule per scan gets 

progressively shorter with increasing scanning frequency. Hence, for 

the continuous DC discharge the overall picture may well be analogous 

to a pulsating system having a relatively long pulse duration (order 

of few ursec). Nevertheless, even with such long pulse duration, some 

advantages over a purely continuous discharge will be expected and 

hence the reason for the continual increase in hydrasine formation 

after the optima scanning frequency has been exceeded (Figures 4.26,32). 

In the case of the pulsed discharge, however, these scanning frequencies 

are not expected to be of much advantage since the discharge is itself 

pulsating at a very much faster rate and with a very mach shorter pulse 

duration (< ü/, -sec). 

5.4.3. CorrelatigB of Iota With and without Iggl SS nnju& 

One possible way of describing the effect of ýia flowrate, 

pulse repetition rate# and scamting frequency (for the case of partial 

scanning) will be to use a parartar known as the pulse number, a*. 

This is defined as the averaje number of pulses a snlecsle is subjected 

to during its residing Urns in the discharge and is therefore given by,. 

mean residence U.. x pulse repetition rate 

or oZx poise OFF-tim "...... ". "(g"17) 
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where is the mean residence time given by equation (5.9). Since 

takes into account the effect of both the flowr&te and scanning 

frequency, then nY will contain all the variables studied. Now, 

since n represents the number of irradiations per unit time, then it 

is not unreasonable to expect that higher values of u will inevitably 

increase the chances of hydrasine degradation whilst at the same time 

increase the probability of aairon. ia decomposition. 

In order to verify this point of view, the paramters 

describing the performance of the reactor, naawely Y, RN 
2H4, 

Xi, and Xj, 

are plotted against n1, as shoats in figures 5.16 - 19. Xi and XJ are 

conversions based on actual aaoonis subjected to the discharge and are 

evaluated from equations (5.16) and (5.15) respectively. As expected, 

Figures 5.16 - 19 indicate that although higher values of nfavour 

auoonia decomposition, both the energy yield and molar conversion to 

hydrasine are adversely affected. The effect on the overall conversion 

to bydrasine, however, is again analogous to that on a product first 

formed and then degraded by back reactions. The absence of a maximum 

in Figure 5.18 suggests that higher concentrations of hydrasine are still 

are plotted against n as shoats in figures 5.16 - 19. Xi and Xi are 

conversions based on actual a+ooonis subjected to the discharge and are 

evaluated from equations (5.16) and (5.13) respectively. As expected, 

possible at hijber pulse numbers. These findings are again in 

qualitative agreement with those of BR(M4 at &1(27) w. o first introduced 

the use of the pulse auaber as a correlating parameter. 
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6.0. JCf WTION FOR FUIVRE WORK 

The present work has shown that by using a scanning beam 

reactor it was possible to eliminate completely any amonia by-passing 

the discharge zone. Unfortunately, the benefit of this device in terms 

of hydrazine production, and in particular with the pulsed discharge, 

has not been fully appreciated. This has been so because a substantial 

proportion of the reactor volume was occupied by what is described as 

active dark zones. Although analysis of the experimental data have 

indicated that these regions contributed to hydrazine formation, their 

full significance is still not understood, It is therefore recoamsnded 

that some work aimed at establishing the pbgrsics and cbemistry of these 

plasma regions should be carried out. Such work should establish 

mnrormation regarding the electron density, energy distribution, and 

whether or not hydrazine is formed preferentially in these regions. 

Fur+hermore, the effect of electrode separation on the physical six* of 

fiese regions, in relation to the visible glow, should be determined. 

The acaimLng beam reactor could be utilized is fields other 

than bydtazine synthesis. One possible application would be in the 

trying down of organic films. This device has few advantages which 

will eucourage such application, 

(a) It provides a much larger wbstrate surface area, 

(b) As electrode heating will be lese s vere, the adverse effect of 

high temperatures co the rate of film Lay-do will be reduced. 
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7.0. CONQLUSXUUS 

7.1. Continuous DC Discharge ..... rr. ýrýrr . rrnr. r. 

7.1,1. Electrical Effects rrr   rýrn rr 

(1) The discharge was operated in the subiorml glow region ire a 

decrease in current was accompanied by an increase in the discharge 

voltage. At a fixed current, as increase is the voltage was also 

incurred by beam scanning. It was found that the higher the current 

and scanning frequency, the greater was this increase. 

(ii) Using an electrical probe, it was established that a substantial 

proportion of the active discharge plasma was invisible to the naked 

eye. These areas are believed to be responsible for sops chsaical 

activation and are consequently called active dark sores. 

(iii) With the discharge bem stationary, the potential drops across the 

cathode and anode layers were found to be 360 and 115 volts 

respectively. The abnormally high valve for the anode potential 

drop was believed to be the result of the deposited film on the 

anode. 

(iv) Tb. reduced electric fields at 10, S, and 2.6 A Are found to be 

6.6,8.7, and 10.8 V. cä 
1. torr'1. Using BAILEY and DUNCA4SON'S 

data, the mean electron energies at these three current levels 

were found to be 0.1,0.2, and 0 74 e. v. respectively. These very 

low mean energies suggested that the deco osition of i nia 

took place via multiple rather then single excitatiasai collisions. 
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7.1.2. Chamical Effects 

I 

(i) At low mmooonia flowrates (. 50 cc/min) a brown deposit bras 

formed on the anode which had the followin, compositions- 

83.46% iron; 5.96% nitrogen; 2.72% carbon; 1.84iß hydrogen. 

(ii) The effect of operational variables on hydrasine synthesis was 

found to follow the sasfe trends as those reported by other 

investigators in this field, namly high discharge currents and 

lower awmania flowrates although favouring ammonia decomposition, 

were farad to have an adverse effect on the energy yield and molar 

conversion to hydrazine. The effect of current and flowrate on 

the overall conversion to hydrazine was similar to that on a 

product which is first produced and then degraded by back reaction. 
iah 

The rate of bydrasino production the other hand, was found to be 
to 

independent of the discharge current but/increase with increasing 

am. onia flowrates. 

(iii) The energy yields and overall conversion to hydrazine were found 

to be prohibitively low; maxi * (without beam scanning) were 

3.63 gms/khh and 0.124 vt. % (based an total sswnia flow) respectively. 

This is believed to be the result of not only the degradative back 

reactions but also the energy wasted in the electrode layers as 

well as losses due to inefficient energy transfer between electrons 

and ammonia molecules. Of the total electrical energy some ý. 5 - 

75% was dissipated in the electrode layers and of the remainder 

over 687. was lost, probably as light and beat, due to diverse 

electron impacts with the ammonia molecules. 

(iv) It was established analytically that an increase in t scanning 

frequency was accompanied by a decrease in the assn residence 
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time (Z) and an increase is the fraction of reactor cross- 

sec tics* scanned by the discharge (Fs). At a given frequency 

both r and Fs increased with decreasing flowrate. At frequencies 

in excess of the optLam value (frequency mben Ps " 1), the 

cumulative residence time remained the we but the average 

residence time of a =olecule per scan got progressively shorter 

as the scanning frequency was increased. 

(v) At a fixed discharge currant and ammonia flowrate, both hydrasine 

formation and aaimonLa decomposition were found to increase with 

scanning frequency. lbaever, the influence on the former was 

found to be store significant. Furthermore, the effect of beam 

scanning on ammonia conversion was found to become progressively 

less marked at lower currents. The maximum increase in hydrazine 

formation was over 100% whilst that of ammonia conversion about 25%. 

(vi) The effect of discharge current, aa aonia flowrate, and seaming 

frequency was represented empirically in terms of a grouped 

parameter which was the product of the discharge current and mean 

residence time or If . It was fowid that although higher values 

of this parameter favoured aassonia decomposition, both the energy 

yield and molar conversion to hydrasine were adversely affected. 

The overall conversion, ho ever, increased with increasing values 

of Iz reaching a maxi=m of 0.195% at 1.6 U. sec. Beyond this 

point further increase in IV resulted in lower conversions. 

7.2. Pulsed DC DiscMrs ý. rr r 

7.2,1. Electrical 

(1) The operating voltage for the pulsed discharge was teach greater 

than that for tbs coati aaoas discbasgs; 1.5 " 2.1 kV as coaoparsd 
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to O. (3 - 0.73 kV. Also, the voltage we found to be higher 

for Sim longer pulse OFF-times. 

(ii) The reduced field strength in the positive column was found to 

range from 37.4 - 62 V. cm 
l. torr 1 

giving a mean electron energy 

of around 2.2 e. v. 

(iii) Although the visible channel of the discharge was found to be 

much narrowr than that for the continuous discharge, the overall 

volume of the plasma (visible + dark) was not found to be as 

widely different. 

7,2,2. qNsIgol Effects 

(i) Higher energy yields and molar conversions to hydrazine were 

obtained at longer pulse OFF-tisies and higher ammonia flowrates. 

These conditions, however, save low overall amnoaia conversions 

and overall conversions to bydrasine. The rate of hydrasine 

production was found to be higher for the shorter pulse OFF-times 

and higher flowrates. 

(ii) Although the energy yields of hydrazine obtained were considerably 

greater than those obtained with the continuous discharge (maxiaunz 

29 c. f. 3.63 gas/kWh) the energy efficiency of am sonic decomposition 

was found to be unaltered. This we contrary to shat was expected 

and the reason was attributed to the very abort pulse duration used 

in this work. 

(iii) Unlike the continuous case� beast scarring uns found to improve 

hydrazine formation and ammonia conversion only marginally. The 

increase was observed for scanning frequencies of less than 70 sin 
1. 
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(iv) The effect of pulse repetition rate, aamonia flvwrate, and 

scanning 'requency was described through a parameter called 

the pulse number. High values of the latter were found to 

increase emamonis conversion and overall conversion to hydrasine 

but both the energy yield and molar conversion to hydrasine were 

decreased. 
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NOH-NNCLL1 M. 1-1 

Throughout this thesis the symbols used have been explained 

locally to avoid confusion and repeated reference to this section. 

However, a cacqAete list of these symbols is as followst 

A Cons tan t in equation (2.19) 

a Constant in equation (2.20) 

a Linear dimension of a reactor 

B Constant in equation (2.19) 

B Constant in equation (4.1) 

b Constant in equation (2.20) 

C1,2 Constant in equation (4.1) 

c Cons tan t in equation (2.20) 

c Mean random velocity of electrons 

E Field strength 

Et Energy in a pulse 

E(t) AC electric field strength 

E0 Peak AC electric field strength 

e Electronic charge 

F Volumetric flovrate 

Fs Fraction of reactor cross-section scanned by the discharge 

f Frequency of power supply 

H Height of discharge glow or anode depth 

h Planck's constant 

I Discharge current 

It Instantaneous current 
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J current density 

K Scale-up factor 

K i, ate constant 

obk,, k,, k,, Rate constants 

L Projected molecular path length in the discharge 

M Mass of gas 

Mf Mass flowrate 

M Fraction of overall gas subjected to the discharge per s unit time 

m Electronic mass 

H Scanning frequency 

H Optimua scanning frequency 

n* Pulse number 

U Electron number density 
e 

n+ Positive ion number density 

P Pressure of gas 

R Radial position of a point in the discharge with respect 
to the cathode 

r Distance between a point in the electrode gap and an 
electrode 

S Surface area on an electrode 

T Temperature 

T Pulse duration 

t Time 

t1 Molecular flight time across discharge gap 

t Duration of a pulsed signal produced by probe response 
to positions in plasas 

t2 Time during which the probe is not experiencing the 
existence of the plasma 

t2 Time of discharge sweep at the anode 
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td Pulse decay time 

tf Pulse formative time iag 

t Pulse width p 
t Pulse rise time 
r 

t Pulse shoulder time 8 
V Discharge voltage 

V Peak discharge voltage p 
v Striking voltage s 
vt instantaneous voltage 

velocity of gas relative to sweeping plasma 

v Axial velocity of gas 

v Velocity of an electron 

vd Drift velocity of an electron 

f Acceleration of an electron 

W `Dotal discharge power 

W Power in the positive column only p 
w Width of discharge glow at radius R 

Y Energy yield 

2114 
% Overall conversion to hydrazine 

2114 
7. Molar conversion to bydrasine 

XNH3 % overall as4onia conversion 

X % Overall conversion to hydrazine based on fraction i 
of aria subjected to the discharge 

Xj '1 Overall ammonia conversion based on fraction of 
aýaaania subjected to the discharge 

x Angular distance coved by the discharge plane during 
the flight time of a molecule across the discharge 
height 

Electron energy 

6ý Mean electron energy 
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04 Fraction of clcctran energy lost in a collision 

ad Fate coefficient for electron-ion recombination 

An 1e between the molecular path in the discharge 
and the lower edge of the discharge plane 

Space charge density 

Density of float 

Density of gas 
lý 

Surface charge density 

e 
Electron mean free path 

Frequency of emitted light 

Energy efficiency of the discharge 

Residence tiles 

Mean residence time 

! ni Angular velocity 

pleas 
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MUM I. 

k3 9 20 _ iN1RQW Tc 

'Cbs applicatiau of Us. crossN 8i. chrrso for dar d1acherso 

synthesis yes first reported by GOTT qN 28) tu 1947. sine. t hm ud 

apart from the vock of CHAR. LTONO'er) so further : search ha. been, 

contacted to this field. Charlton failed to substantiate Cotton's 

claim an the hither chemical activation provided by the crossed 

discharge and could not forward any possible agisnatloe for Cotton's 

results, but merely concluded that they were pomliar to the apparatus. 

it ras this complete contradiction which prompted the pirua"t study. 

It mu felt that a further iadrpaadant study fas ascusavy to osder to 

decide wbstbar or not Cotton's claim sera at all formed. 

It sbarld be pointed out that vas this sosk we abort to 

ca eet the advantages of SAVNis's(21) prlssd diaebnego imvk an 

asWasis weirs not fully rscossisod. tslsOprstir, it we lateral to 

wWlors alternative wys of spp1yia electrical . *sr y arch as the 

crossed discharge. 

AMMoais at s pressure et 10 uralt res seed as Use nasatrt $u. 

A cash eus DC diacbarSa V" stT*ck Usttww UO plat. a>. stsr du 40d 

a hto fragw cy (1.34 Nts) flaid, L an (oar of a aes tppa doub$e 

bar riis dlaebsrgs, M a appU 4 acres* tos poaitiw c. 1u of t1w DC 

discbstaa. Ihr doing *09 it º axpsstsd dot %'1w psaitiva c1 rtli 

pt activated due to m iacrws 1* the hold sttNtä md at the l 

t! ft no" diffus.. If this ray ae r faFpsawmrat in both the se. r y 

plaid aM overall cmver#im to byduasita was to be s sats4. 
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A2,2. EXPERJUZ AL HK 

A2.1. DiscbAUf LM121 

The reactor consisted mainly of a 6" lo" silica tsbe (1) with 

two b19 sockets, one at each and. The external and internal dis stew 

of this tube were 23 and 19 rss respectively. Aasend the centre of 

this tube was a stainless steel band (3) fitted closely to the surface 

and acted as the hieb tension electrode for the N. Y. circuit. The 

band was cooled uniformly by a jet of co rsased air from three 

coaxial glass rings which ware drilled with small holes directed into 

the centre. Two $19 cones (5,4), each with a side asp to facilitate 

the flow of esssepia., were fitted on the silica tobe as shown to 

figure Al. 1. one carried the cathode (2h) for Un DC circuit MAilst 

the other carried the anode (2a) for t Ake u circuit,, together with 

the earth terminal (8) of the H. P. circuit. 

The catboie was is the torn of " 13 m "motor stainless 

steel plate with aa oth surface and carve4 psripbssp to miuWas edge 

effects and to prevent täa occurrence of sparks. 1t Ni mot.! is 

position by a 
1/16" 

starolls styl rod (10) i tcb we Itself MCLOAMW 

In a capillary tabiag (11). The latter we tend 
. to t 3w cwtalols 

1119 coos (3) to ooauvO good V&CNW 6 The saw k we statier to the 

cathode except that the torosr WW a3 rr hole tai its Oda to 

allow for the earth t uula*l of ON N. T. eimatt. The latter we is 

t 1w forty of aaº 
1/B" 

al as rod ssclosod is a3- bore Aim rroetsioa 

silica tubs (9). Wit t this shia!!! aj then rwld have boon We 

earth tos'-$'t is for the Gish tossioa DC electrode tlrs previstisE the 

occ rrroacs of a tree crossed discbarp. A =lass to vestal anal (6) was 

ssod to postttos the mode. El ctsical c. taattas to the amok MS 
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made via a 
1/16" 

stainless steel rod (7). ? bis mw the silica sueldift 

tube (9) passed thrautb a rubber bu at te and of the tube (6) aid 

sealed with Araldita adhesive for vs' *sa ti*hlskss. 

£! 1 2. kwyst sit 8&MIUSA mm 

E=*pt for the osLsstos of the 'tbsplsr Atwp it - the Su 

saWle trap, the flow systra Wes the rays as that dsac: ibM La Sectiaa 4.2 

(Page 62). 

Tb. H. F. paiwr (1.54 ) ws m*VIL. d by a1 kV rated output 

Radyew ga wrator ant the smorator d*nribad in Sactioo 4.3.1 (Pap 65) 

was ns. d to provide the DC power. In ad4itioa to the asuuri 

Lustruoieots listed earlier (Pate 67)1, dw followisq vu. &ISO wodI, 

(s) Y5 ,'r 
T'he DC voltage was . n. r. d wl% a mriy, *oil rates idt 

apprpsiate aeries reaiatascss Mablist voltage* is the imp 0"1 1Y. 

o"3 by to be .. u s4. 

(b) 1. Z. glium: R. tu 

Yhss ras a Cambsift* Vtipivot . L1U . tiz iaaosptati* six 

tlas easp1. s. ? hose enabled cirT ata U Low as 1.0 MA to be asarrs i 

accurately. The tastet pare the i. L1. valve of the U. Y. can t. 

(c) i9vs 4MIZ 

M Aisase »w a"lya. s typo 833 iaa . lay. is dststalss 

tbt baumic caºttibetiowur of u be tua d H. 1. c sss. st. With this 

ftstswnt, it was pouiblt to Asti baseonfc fr. qu 4. s of up to 
30 Ms. 
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(J) iM Kur 8ý, sei , 

To measure the various circuit capacitances a Vtya Kerr 

Bridge 32I1 vra used. The bridge had an operating f*s*erscy, f 

such that 2 7Cf " 104 Ms. Tb. intro 4nt ws capable of raaorýat 

in the 0- 10 plº range correct to 0.002 p!. 

,? S3... ýCircuit 
Eat 

In order to prevent the DC discharge arcing a ballast 

resistor of 13 kn was placed bet as the generator output and the 

reactor. i*ie to the high frei ueacy of the applied AC power, cue ras 

taken to miamsisc the effect of stray capacitances and isiutasas of 

the loads. Earth loops Were also : li"iaated by using one MOMS 

earth point on the one generator. In addition, the residual strew 

capacitance, between the circuit components and from eacbcompom nt to 

earth we cut to a ainious by not using scrod leads except for the 

oscilloscope measurements. The mt1llawmater was placed to as earthed 

metal box to prevent the pickup of stray currents. so isdactaeees 

of the leab were kept to a alulaus by using deut saaosctioos betu 

cappooents and laying loft and output line, is parallel M srswr possible. 

Finally, in order to keep the H. P. culvent out of the 0C circuit liners, 

two 20 aH high frequency churns were used as show is Figure £1.3. 

. 4. .. Psr $S* tI t ,; 

&A* to tin capsc&Uvo sstm of do Modetor s, da peste 

+Nawsrwmºt aec"attated tus walsstios of the powev totter. 3uj wa 
first scbtowd by dLspleyiss an melts" Owl crssort raw. tosr se tW 

oscilloscope asd then asamsioi tbo ' r't r dis Lasur t. This aip&2., 
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ca depleted in Figuss A1.2, mks fo mm to be too Aiall ! st aseviste 

soasnrement and consMn. mt1, this a*OW of pews waLimtlan ras 

ate. instal the pbmo roa of pasallal roast "s, pnpossd 

by WALLER 
(100 

was n. ei. Har., t 3w came tt isd ioi tose veto brawiht 

into phase by incoqor. tios, a variable sir caPaeLtor (7 - 130 j r) 

an 0.4 eH induc tan in the civcnt tu ihm In tt nrs A1.3. 

At rege e the ast cWCMt 14 aaNrossd of the ! Misstal 

aoti haxonic its amd is jv b, 'a. 

Iß I1 sth( t+01)+I2 sio(2to t+0Z) +I3 "in(3gat+03) 

f. r... rs..... rrr. f äý ýý1ýý Wýf ßp% 

bra, 

Iw not peak current 

II = Amda. m*' al peak c rr t 

12,..., äd a 1a tc psah csxr®ts 
01 

Poo 0 lap 

Sgeaxiat . gsatiw A1.1 We $*to 

...... (AL. 1) 

i2 " (i, ein( wt + /i) + 12 eia(3wt + O) + *3 sta(3tot + 03I+1.. )1 

"12 sis=(uit + O) +1 stt2(*wt + 02) + 13 x 
0"Zowt + 03) + 

21112 . 1S(w: + 01) aia(Zwt + t: ) + ZIEH . ta(est 0 r, ) 

. ta(3At+03)+.. 
Nov, takin* Use r xap valw of a of 

t taxt MCA Ia0 IM t" 1,7v 

a, ý and that of each pr it of tw 41"WISW ws o$$ thins 

1Z" #t2l2 + 122 + 132 + .... 1 ... ý...... tAlýýi 



7V 7' 
ýt, * ý x. , ýh t 

I)lIYi tip; I)I "-( I.: ] )_! t 

I' I gurr A1.2 Volt age & ('urren tt sr ill ograms 

(a) upper t race-current ; (b) I, nnw('r t rac -volt age 

'" t()! 
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But, X22 /3 ° tj. N. S 

0 0` 1'R Me$ ` (It2 + 12 + 132 # "440)N . o. oo. oo(AJL, 3) 

ibera, I x2, x3, ...., axa new is R. L 8. Val r if rar ist 

tt2/Ii2 0(2' 132/1 .. DC 3" ate. t bo*l 

IR. M. s - 11 {I fa2+ N3 f .,.. ýýt 

2 

ßl8, 

ii " Eisach tal currrßt 

k 
,. K. 3 a not aurM =rowiad by the . tlll. tss at 

r. *on ct (Pý31, S, ) 

The Airmc Wye . maser ow wi to d. tae+iua the wiwa of 

oc . The rtaa1 taaa the 1tMe4 chit WAS 944 to UK 44417401f by 

cc.. ctift the tapst toad *cc*** a 10 du resister. *y **Wott tM 

se srstos ! apply ir*4rMq (1.54 *1*)i dW lutttý t ras 1rSM aM 

the cou. ap+omý0isg ottaarator raadia a recorded. on ra4oth at 

latagral wltipita of the ftodoontal fr. qu cy, a air pt of attasratas 

rwMiag" were obtaiaed for sack bssmaaia rouosawt. Per sash selected 

fr cy there ma a calibratios factor gives by the rtae4tm&s 

data tree Table A1.1) and the Value of in libels, ra pavrtiwlas 

harmoaic frequency, was than evaluated ! the INN IMIat- 

(ACt"Wator vos"USM vim pew to 

calibva tlas 9"wT La' ftagpo w .1 hamadc) " 

(attA st i xadumi Aft Now to am i1 

f caiibratiet factor for engbs y of Mlýuj) 



-I 

Pour neat wore carried out covert" the op rat& rags of 

LT. voltagaa and the Correspondint attsa stia" and valves of N. an 

presented in Talrat Al. i. It is apparent Evas, We table that ttr 

b&rmw&ic currants Vera V5T waft and could t arstsra be wooated 

vß tart Incurring a serious error is the passer iwawrrrorst. This ras 

Cur er supported by the current and voltage osaillepsms at mom@ " 

(Figur. A1.4) which abev a very alight daviatisa (me auftat sir dal 

Vsvetous. 

With the dLscbsrra call at a Wie pr a ws, a that 

$paxk brsakrdaw ras impossible, pasaltel russ e. rss acäiaw8 by 

tailag the variable air capacitor. It via lama/ that the ! 80/ averamt 

naa newly Seto at voltage& ranging tram 550,0 900 volts. This shmed 

that PO WT tos.. 8 in the Used circuit ana to the laftetor sad reactor 

coil ge toy was negligible. Th. Circuit we than, Totted at actual 

oprrat conditions and the rover was tam as praftct it the 

current and the voltage. 

A crossed äirebsris Of the type CIM M" by tOT'l+iQI could 

sot be obtmised. A tsnd ecy for cxou 9401iai bstvu. s dW %W DC 

.i ctiod" . e4 the L?. atgh t aLaa electrode sumps Mnnelpnw . It"h 

saarllted its a iiscbsr s carpstste$ this. diatiset sý, as d ow In 

fl ars Al.,. i ioo Ara canalUIrnd as a tuna e16aaed 4&SdNWp slat 

Iaafteas ä sd c Main OC srtpa aa. d LT. #ßi0. 
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Figure Al. 4 Voltage & Current Oscillograms 

at Resonance 

(a) Upper trace-current; (b) Lower trace-voltage 
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ft s flow of H. F. curr t don ow DC circlt Its" we 

restricted to a near morn by the issartias Of the N. V. cheksa. Meivowev, 

due to their high inpadMaas (194 k' at 1.34 MU) there alga oxiatod 

some potential (300 " 400 volts) at points 0 and It (14Lpm A1.3) I bleb 

caused part of the currant from mot $ to pass dwomb do M. P. 

millimsater and to be subs usatly oaomw« The r. irds of the 

currant and the %bole of dot twos issue C paar to earth es stray 

currents. Tim relative we"It"S of *a" cormto dope"" on 00 

capacitances of ties" different paths. these s itaecw, a aoasnow 

by the Wayne Ken Bridge, are o3wo as P1gm A1.3. ON exodnstias 

of these values we observe that aly 70% of t 2w currant freu regias 

is actually wsaurad by dw oil L star ohsrou the rent mod the Mole 

of that from region C are not accAmated for is the power rawest t1c. 

The pbomwmm of ere" OGWL * sbservs hrn frs so ýUea 

In either '5(28) Or a$ L' 'YO ) 
esft* monves� 1e0k1a at 

their electrodes coafig &Uo* (! ei. 17) aft wet see ht aestaftty that 

sich pbsiia. oos vas hsr4ly oveidebi.. Ths telotep Lt aaw1d be condluded 

that in both OWiet only part of the o s11 N. Y. pwwa ee" actually 

viuinr ºd. 

C ißt 92 Nrýe&&tli 

pulp" of this 4XMISi wr s. t to ritabush tM 

. fkectiv. sus of the cnsuMd dLodmw p slue this teas trot possible 

bou nss at srssssooss N. l. peWr ý+10ss tIs lot vadw to Shea Idwd r 
it ma pouibls to obtain " s. 1atia p SIMI M to tot ets1 4 by Osttee. 
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Three sets of OVOT tsl VAu war* carried out "t nssrly 

coaataot total powers (DC + ssawrad N. Y. ) of 12,17,23 watts. In 

evert eat only tim pesceataga of the H. F. pies me varied from 

0.100%. to all rase, the oporatia pr.. asta and a is flawrata 

iss CAMStant at 10 toss and 190 cc/ in ($1? ) rasp tively. 

l'b. maulte from t1MSO xa punt st is Tables A1.2 "4 mA 

are plotted in tier.. A1.6 and Al.? as Overall couvsrsion to Wdrasas 

and oargy yield of ) drasiMS wags Z Lt. psNws. Tigeraa A1.6 and 

Ai. 7 indicate that is all 44044 t coswr are siMlu 10 appears nce 

to toss reported by Cotton but is amoral UK date besame progressively 

more erratic at higher total pmMSrs. slight L rodest in both 

the ry yield and overall conversion at reduced % N. y, power cold 

not be attributed to the altactirowss of the aver d discharge bacaases, 

alt ogh they total perils wes asssMd to be constants its actual value 

could have been considerably bighar. 'käs nature Of Fignsas A1* 6 and 

A1.7 ras therefore considered to be the result oß power dissipation In 

region B and C of the discharge (pct *1.3). The curves o how the 

Ural maxim associated with rashm fesastier as a function of power. 

no scattering of the data at higher total Vows* (17 b< 23 watts) was 

probably the result of a meet "M41101% pures Usaaaswwt as the 

discharges ixt regions a and C b. c s progressively im psedominant. 

It we twmd that ss so« v- a tastAs cosid a tim creased 

"$cho sp be obtd*. 4. st ahºan. Imprivamt to ib*asttr yield, 

"ax s1 t of LIIcra. sa& w% seem .dr. D. M, M. v. v.... uslr tö. 

remit of slratrtcal aatp bs*a dLutNt. i Is um *7$tm bet sot 
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accamtad for to the evaluation of the a .rr yield. Rafort mately, 

there was no way of eatabiiabing exactly the oagsi4uds of this mwrgy. 

It seems that Cott m*a faLJara to recognise the oxiatae of cross 

coupling, between the V$riOU$ electxod ., and its coal ea to the 

power measure t, lad to hie mialeadl conclusions. it is coclu , 

therefore , that the grossed diaarge Is not a so *W way of activating 

a discharge. 
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Amem L. 

S. I. H dEAMU Pfd 
_a 

du 

to all soss bydrestme was aboorbed is 50 ads of "t yt... 

glycol. Tbc letter was ade up to 100 als with distilled water otter 

tös completion of each ram. 0.5 " 3,0 sic of this solution was aided 

to 20 *to of coloured reftest for aealysiw. Lot duration of each no 

be t miss and the volume of aiirt. d pact added to 10 rr1i of reagent 

be x o! " tom, 

dilution ratios " 
i- 

Uf tbs canc. 4tsativ4 of min is tä. celýwsrt co. yºlýc , ý... p. p... t, 

total 204 coLLsct. 4 "sx 14«6 x 
1-Xß 

x i0t! p. 

Is order to evaluate Use actual t of $I prNres to t 

mss, me bas to wodiso thrt at the Onset of each ta, i. a. at the 

wa"eat wbas Use $a. flew Is directed toward. the aMorrtt train, the 

concentratiaaº of tl2 4 is the awraia strus leaving, do qty trap prior 

to an aas coatuiaiam the abrstbat will be some '! Ma aaacatrotiM 

Vill thas rime . xpos ttally to the steady *tat* Vol". as time tahm 

will be iapaiast on the aria Heuveto and the CSWWLU*d volume of t1w 

rpty trap ad the isa Ulat tspº (Som PLgSra f. 3). U the latter is 

considered to be t eta, tba a Noe labe an 52% se: osr f will gives 

Ts " 7s rF Y "o. **.. o**(AU) 
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ire, 

" mmeais flarrots at 10 mH 

study state css stsatiw of 11x% 

x cone4atsattao of VA to tu stro luvlai v 

Zata ratln *quatios (A21) od satttn x"0 at t"0 will 

gives 

4wI. 

or 1-s 'r 

M. "A". S SS 55""I 
(2) 

***oo*...... f. (AZ'3) 

The chare of the axpowattol cum will der"d an ttw voles 

of T as abo Dolorp 
l04 

X 

X 
increase T 

0 
0t 

it toile" that mor an Of t Lis, an Wt the 

CUM (A) Viii be pvspostioss1 to tu. at at M colisats Maiire 

ca. total ana (At) bowlt b do aayt tss " 1.0 tt"e Val 

be pxwort%oal to the aatul M2N pxri M is t its, 'Aeraf s+.. 

dofiuin a Correction tatters %* web elate. 

jC "1r .r.... 
t..... 

1 ".... a...... ". (A24) 
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tim acuml tof W2N4p .d In t sins viii b., 

ou 14iN4 ttt So (1". ')4t 
(axl&'x+A 

x100) 

.............. (D. 3) 

TyDica1 m (a 1) 

tis . 11 cui. V +m$ .. Urttsd to be 2300 . U. 

Fw 50 ccM* (STP) a 50 x 76 " 3$00 ccA" at 10 torr 

t"5 am.. 

*ý 0.084 

x"1.0 at 

000 e» 3284 prod si " 1.133 ýxo. 054 x 1076 x 21 x 100 

a &ärm 

.'. rats of 1[ 4 psoircto "X 
lit -4 

lkmr? s... 

X, I Ov. Tall týaýwtsa _ 
ohm Mriýcýire (vt. 

avnnll caaw"*iwN}"x 100 

For am 1 

Amm"s pa "ad $a S vim# " 30 *Sx0.000716 

" 0.179 gms 
"4 

"ý" ". x14 0179 

" himA 
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(a) f*- 1-0-0c (am 1) 

R thg voltage " 630 volts 

curratt " to M 

kWbissath - 
630 x i$ 

103 
04 a 123,10 

. '. Una ytsU (Y) 0 fi iQ 

32351.4 
a && on AM 

(B) bjAd J& an (Lm 51) 

t"T. S aar 

00 (424, p. p. A. 

fý " 1.083 

PIgM OIV ti, S"0.1 wc. 

X . rgyftelss " 35 x lees im'f t" 

lb. htisss Is 7.3 ales. s 
IAL" 
Q. 1 x lO 3 

" 8.3 x 106 

Overall awtsU *ý 3'j ac 10"ßn tc 403 to 

" 1.37 x14" IAMB 

as 12H4 p si " 1.00 x 4. S1 x 106 100 

a 3.46210`; 010 

. ý. U*"W ytsid (Y) w 
iJA s Ag 
1.873 * tfi'°4 

0 JA ,m /Am 
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A2 4 

rtor Section 4.6.2, the vrstall s ""us" few 

anon" decomposition were given "I 

t3 --ý- '. +M.... «........ (l1Zb ) 

ASSW O ON p. rca ltise aoLar cam sttlos Of "IS 14860M IItXIW4 

1Mºvint the reactor is * brdv*sissf y% sttng ; 8% .y rs4 s 

are j#vea by the wro cbrair WISt x to cole*lotsi fee. y et " 

t aor vt+th to asrvst on rsli com*nntsr %* t uAft N ). to 

we eoaaider 100 sales of &&No a mix4two this, 

wtv is loo _lai 
eý rtýcmrr 

ý H4 s s2* 

s r! 

ýau-iý +y+ a) 17äo0 " tic +y+ s)) 

total wt. of awkwo 'm t700 + U* + 11y -0 LS* 

+o w!. Öf r1s1s bstm duties 

. 

.. "uI't4 
1,. 3x loo 

of x" %31ýti? - a. ISs + O. Uy)/t3 " 0.13 XVV4) 

*******o**(Q&) 

Al" t got" of s to pudwe &W so3 0 

of oix4 arf I-Int l ':.. E 
17 

a 100 4 46l lk+ 46647y - 46"U 
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... overall summa cou"V41. n1,7« 

48 IN 
100 + 4. 

* 
a 

91 
fl. Erz * 100 .... (Aý9) 

a- uoLav couvmL*n to WTSS # 
%04 

"x to() 

? VDLCQl aaaa (Rcs 1) 

0. xu% (Vt. ) 

y"1.115% (Motu) 

$" 3*40% (vsLsr) 

00 16 x" AgW (uoLu) 

Md xw 
3"" 

(MIºlu) 

2% 
- (mum) 

46 **&**e.. W-10) 

Taking t b* 4L*IoCL*Eift OWN Of the (- N) e to be 

443 e. v. os 104 kcdlssrsls* treat f 4w s onttcal ytdd of 

1dirasine will be 133 an/ 1i accowdift to the 1611496" **nU*o . 

ý0- M224 + '2 ........... X11111) 

StMlsrly, tim awdý amas'su"l *siat of OWN" Me ass/ per 
1e1b will be 141 Sr. If Vj we dms sW yLdd sf ! ylr$io 

eari the .. L It of swo"s dsc o #l , dws the .! limy sf do 

distbsqp rill b., 

XZ N2ö4 "U 
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Y 

i 41 
mm "lx 100 

auto TM" ; 
wT 

"Wx lio- 

Th°°' ltii3 - 141 M 

Wbm r 

;3" ovsrall commeloa of ammonia S 

l" and f iewrats, sm$Ar 

V" di. chirgo poorer. IdI 

since In practiaa ! fit mamma* to fomd is br ps" tM sysUv 

glar, the wt. ny atficiar y is based os lbs pro: dissipated Is the 

positive column. 

(a) cmwmm atom NA I) 

xm " 1.33% 
V" 3O x 0.000716 x 60 

Uß ewg44w 

icw « 1,33 x w3 (ýwwt 1* um #«tu» «um) 

Y"1.. 36 (iý.. w .. 3ewe in ti. *o. i*Lv. c1) p2 4 
"«x t00 

% 
9t. lS ýc ý. LQý 

- ia3 * 
1.41 x 1.33 x 1O 
ja % 
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(b) Pulsed DC D18char&e (Run 48) 

Pulse OF -time -2 umsec 

: nergy/Pulse a 24.4 x 10012 kWh (total) 

Energy/Pulas " 18.6 x 10.12 kWh (positive colwan only) 

XNH3 
- 0.0547 

P"2.148 pm/hr 

YN 15.7 Sm&AWh (based an power in the positive td 2H4 colaast) 

ý'i " NA 15.7 x 1001133 

" 11 7. 

P/Pulse 

NH3 &nsz lse 141 

6.4rx10ý8 
18, bxlÖ 7* 

x 141 

6% 

421b Fracticm of RISCIEW AM o of sts V1 

In a as discharge the energy distribution of the electrons 

is usually taken to be Maxvellian and the number of electrons having 

energies between C and 6+ d6 is given by,, 

N(6) dö " 
ti 

e 
'm d(e ) ....... (A2.14) 

where, 

N(6) " uu bez of electron in the e.: ra band d6 

Na - total =mbar of electrons 
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mean electron energy " kTe 

k- Bolt n constant 

Tc- electronic temperature* 

From {r't2.14}, the number of electrons having energies in excess of e 

will be given by, 

2w {ýo"i 6r 
N(6) ý0 \ (f) ..... (A2.15) 

,l 7V Jm ý1. 
¬16 

Equation (A2.15) was used to evaluate the fraction of electrons having 

energies in excess of 6 as a function off . The result of this 

computation is shown in Figure A2.1. 

Irr c A-2.7. Calculation of SSMIS& 

xran section 5.3.2(a) the fraction of reactor cross-section 

scanned by the discharge at a frequency of N mind is given aa: 

F$ "1 (t1 + t2) 

a Nt1 + Ht2 

V 
But t2 ' 2ARUN 

Nt +I 12 7rR 

The optimum scanning fr ency will correspond to Fa being unity 
1-2 7rTf 

............. (A2. lb} 
1 

(a) So 
. 

LiMous DC Cafe 

The values of t1 corrtspondth& to t ho three flovrates 

investigated, namely SUS too and 200 cciiin (ST? ), are 0.266,0.133, 
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and 0.0665 sec. respectively. A150,1 %-A-) gras estimated to be ' WR 
0.1275, on the assumption that only the visible zone was responsible 

for chemical activation. 

.#. N). In 
1 

2. tß 
1275 

x 60 - 197 sin-' (at So cc/siu) 

1- Q, 1271 
x 60 " 384 win" (at 100 ccAmin) 0.133 

1 
0.0u, 

1375 
-x 60 - 787 Mia 

1 (at 200 cc/ULU) 

(b) Pulsed DC Case 

fiere, scaaaing was invesUated at a flowrate of 50 cc/min only. 

Due to a slightly greater cross-sectional area available for gas flow 

('ection 4.1), tl was calculated to be 0.298 sec. The value of 2R 

was estimated to be 0.032. 

0'. N- 1-ý--. 032 
x 60 - 193 min, 0.298 
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U 
3. AEEIIM 

CALIBRATION CURVES 
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APi't 1DIX 4. 

TABULATED RESULTS 
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lze 

u111. e4- DC DIS l. 'rithoe, c. B, 6ae; sc * 

Ammonia flovrate a 50 cc/a" (SW) 

Peak current - 130 d1 

Pressure " 10 toE r 

an 
anka 

OFF- tim 

... ..... 

um-ti. M P05k aýoltsp 
.. ý...... ý. ý 

iýISý/pMlp 
lsi x 10º12 

31 0.1 6.0 1.433 3S 

32 0.3 3.3 1.80 30 

33 0.5 3.0 1.86 28.4 

48 2.0 4.3 2.0 34.4 

34 10.0 3.0 2.1 16.6 

-_ i 
Dilution 

i P"p"o" 
x 1X 

116 dwar an 

ULM-- 
rat o : W 

apwý 7,5 21 0034 1.7 0.335 

15 21 0.292 0.76 0.233 

is 11 0.282 0.267 0,079 

1S it 0.113 0.055 0.014 

is 3 000925 0.0064 0.0006 

Overall NH3 Overall Iblan 2sO yield 
Coswssion cossatt cites of NA 

x to W2H4 to MA 

1.268 0.2003 1701 3.46 

0.386 011185 21.3 4.72 

0.22 0.0602 9.0 6.35 

0.054 0.0246 49.0 12.0 

0.0106 0.009 92.0 28.6 
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